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"""^lELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 9, 1909
msumisraunts.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

National Bank Protection

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

great deal

to you as a depositor. Our books are examined
by
National Bank examiners under the supervision of the Comptroller
at
least
twice
a
There
is
no
better
the Currency
year.
security than that
means a

YourSavings.

For

Thrift is a simple thing, but it (deans a great deal. It is the foundation of financial success and contentment. Save money and put it
away safely where it will draw 4 per cent, interest, as it does with the

burrill national bank,
_ELLSWORTH,

Miss Elizabeth Morris—Boarders wanted.
Admr notice—Est Cbas E Doyle.
Mrs Geo A Martin—Laundress wanted.
Admr notice—Bet Louise D Paris.
—Est Sarah'A Gray.
—Est Euby 8 Oross.
—Est Sarah G Harriman.
—Est John W Dresser.
-Est Wm H Preble.
Exec notice—Est Olonzo G Putnam.
Hancock hall—Avery Strong Co.
Bay State Hosiery Co.
Lewis F Gray—Notice of foreclosure.
Stan wood—Photographer.
KC Haines—Undertaking And furniture.
The Geo H Grant Co—Insurance and real
estate.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Bar Harbor:
Geo E Googins—Attorney at law.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICK.

*

In

MAINE._

effect May 9, 1909.
MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—7.13 a
From East—11.07 a

m;
m;

4.39 and 6.08 p m.
12.05, 5.55 and 10.52 p

MAIL CLOSES AT

m

POSTOFFICE.

Going West—10.46, 11.30 a m; 5.80 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
8UNDA*.

TRU8T

UNION
OP

COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH,

From West—7.20 a m.
Going West—Mail closes at

5.30^p

THIS BANK IS EQUIPPED TO TRANSACT A GENERAL
BANKING
BUSINESS IN 4LiL ITS BRANCHES. AND

WILL,

THEREFORE, WELCOME ACCOUNTS OF BANKS, BANKERS, FIRMS,
CORPORATIONS
AND INDIVIDUALS,
TO

IT

WHOM

TREATMENT

ASSURES COURTEOUS
AND EVERY FACILITY

CONSISTENT

WITH

CONSERVATIVE

PRUDENT

BANKING

AND

METHODS.

8urry

m.

on

the

road.

Mrs. Mary P. Lord, of Gardiner, i# in
town visiting friends and relatives.

Treasurer.

R. B. Holmes is enlarging and improving his blueberry canning factory at Surry.
The ground floor space is to

doubled,

and

a

be about

hydraulic ram will be inbrook nearby to furnish a

Mrs. Ellen Brady and daughter Agnes
returned from a vist of several weeks
in Boston.

stalled in the
water supply. Mr. Holmes started this
factory last year, and beginning in a
small way packed but a limited quantity
of berries. These were packed on honor,
however, every care being taken to have
only the best of berries, thoroughly clean
and packed fresh. The care and extra ex-

Harry L. Wheelden, carrier of R. F. D.
No. 3, has bought the George Conningham property on Birch avenue.

panse have had their result, and have
created a demand for the Fairy brand of
blueberries packed by Mr. Holmes.

Miss Ella M. Crowe, of Benedicts, is employed as stenographer at the registry of
deeds.
have

Mrs.

LEONARD M. MOORE,

The Three C. class of the Baptist Sunday school was pleasantly entertained in
the Baptist vestry last evening by Rallie
Leach, Gladys Moore and Maxcia Bel la tty.
The better part of the time was taken up
in arranging for the entertainment that
the class is planning to give. It was finally decided that Tuesday, June 29,
would be the date. The class is planning
to present a mixed program, to close with
an amusing presentation
of uHow the
Story Grew”.
The steam yacht Kwasind, which was
hauled out for the winter at the yard of
Chaa|es H. Curtis & Co., was launched last
Thursday. She has been ihoronghly overhauled and painted, and Chines like a new
dollar. Capt. John Whitmore, of Northeast Harbor, a ho commands the yacht,
has been here several weeks superintending the work of patting her in commisi sion.
J. W. Nealley and O. W. Tripp
made the trip to Northeast Harbor as
guests of Capt. Whitmore, returning by
rail.

ME.
L. S. Webber is ill at his home

other changes in the buildings there to
•Bible the tracks to be laid on a solid
bottom. A new 60,000 gallon water tank
for supplying the boats and locomotives
with water will also be erected.

F. W. Rollins left last week to
spend a few weeks with her mother, Mrs.
M. A. King, in Abington, Mass.
Freeman G. Leach has bought oat the
grocery business of T. 9. Workman on
Main street, near the depot, and took possession last week.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Miss Mabel Maddocks spent Sunday at
Bar Harbor with friends.
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POSTMASTERS TO MEET.

AMHERST FAIR.

Third and Fourth Class Offices to Or-

Dates Fixed and Officers Elected—
New Members.
The dates for the Amherst fair this year
have been fixed—Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 29.
At a meeting of the Northern Hanoodk
agricultural society Saturday the follow
ing officers were elected: A. D. Archery
president; W. G. Orcntt, vice-president;
J. G. Dun ham, treasurer; J. G. Dunham,
C. M. Smith, J. Johnson, C. A. Silsby, CL
P. Silsby, G. W. Crosby and Harry Chick*
directors.
Two new members were elected—John
Johnson and H. M. Kenniston, both of
Amherst.
Committee on securing grounds, J.

ganize

County League.
been issued to the postmas-

A call has

a

ters of the third and

fourth classes of Han-

county to meet at the postofflce
building in Ellsworth on Tuesday, June
15, for the purpose of organising a county
cock

branch of the Maine State
is hoped that every post
master in the county who can be present
will make an effort to do so.
The meeting will be called to order at 10
a. m. by A. R.
Conary, postmaster at
Bluehill Falls, and the following program
league

as

a

league, and it

will be used:
1.

Call to order and stating object of meeta communication from State President Duran will be read.
2. Elect temporary chairman and secretary.
3.
Reading and adopting constitution.
4.
Enrolling members aud collecting dues.
5.
Electing permanent officers and two
delegates to the State meeting.

ing, when

Johnson; committee on securing
members, J. G. Dunham.
COMING EVENTS.
BLLfi WORTH.

Adopting by-laws.
Choosing place of next meeting, and
general discussion of postal conditions.
8.
Adjourn.
There are 104 offices of the fourth class
and live of the third, which is the largest
number of any county in the State, and if
the postmasters will give
their hearty
support an extra strong league can be
6.

Friday, Jane 11,

7.

High School Graduation.
Ellsworth high school will
exercises

—

16—North Ellsworth fair.
COUNTY.

have

June 18,19, 20—Ellsworth Free Bapti#
quarterly meeting at South Hancock.

at

Tuesday, Wednesday
July 6, 7 and 8—Meeting

The class
the

and

will
are

present a play
rehearsing for it

direction of Fred E. Cooke.

count of the

comparatively

of

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 7, 8 and 9— Blue hill fair.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 8 and 9
—Eden fair.

in the
under
On

Thursday,

and

American Institute of Instruction at Castine.

day.
evening,

Society hall—Social

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Jana
14, 15 and 16, at Hancock hall
Avery
Strong Co. in repertoire. Monday, uTha
Minister’s Sweetheart;” Tuesday, “Lena
Rivers;” Wednesday, “The Fatal Coin.*
Tickets, 15c., 25c., 35c. On sale at Moore's
drug-store.
Wednesday and Thurday, Sept. 15 and

Hancock hall
probably on Thursday afternoon, June 24.
The date first set for the graduation was
June 23, but it happens that the Grand
Army encampment at Jacksonville falls
upon that date, and it is thought advisable to have the exercises on the following
graduation

at

dance.

maintained.

The

new

Tuesday

and

—Amherst

ac-

Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 29

fair.

STATE.

small number

the class, many of the members
Wednesday, June 23-Annual meeting
Mias Lola Dyer was here on Saturday of thought that it would be too much to at- and camp-fire of Eastern Maine Veteran
association, at Jacksonville camp ground*.
last week, the guest ef Eugene Carlisle tempt graduation exercises and the play,
as many of them wonld have to have parts
and wife.
Basinets Notices.
in both. HarryHordan, president of the
Mrs. George Harmon and child, of
The members of the junior league will
HAINES' PRIZE CONTEST.
class, appeared before the school board at
Southwest Harbor, are visiting
her give an entertainment in the
Following is the standing of the competitor*
vestry Wedits May meeting and asked thnt the class who have received
mother, Mrs. J. T. Crippen, at her summer nesday evening.
5,000 votes or over in the
be excused for the reason stated.
home on Pine street.
prize contest at Roy C. Haines’ store, whioh
Harold Cook, who has been in Pasco,
The school board favored a graduation, will close June 26:
L. F. Giles has been confined to the
Wash., two years, is home for a visit but under the circumstances granted the Mrs Clara Johnson. Hancock. 27,271
house for the past two weeks by illness. with his
Mrs Geo Davis, Ellsworth. 28,881
parents, John H. Cook a id wife.
request. There were a few members of the Mrs W F Emery, Ellsworth. 28,148
He is, however, his friends 'will be glad
Mrs.
George P. Dunham and son class, however, who desired to have the Mrs A I Foss. Hancock. 22,261
to learn, improving, though slowly.
Edward went to N ortheast Harbor last exercises, and last Friday afternoon, as a Mrs J B Holmes, Ellsworth. 21,806
Mrs R B Evans, Ellsworth. 17,611
Lots of men of modest means, especially salaried men, have
Rev. W. F. Emery will deliver the ad- week to be employed at the Gaynor result of a conference between
H H Hooper, Ellsworth.
6,7*
Superin- Mrs
asked this question. The answer is simple.
Mrs C ft Johnson. Ellsworth.
Experience
dress to the graduates of the Ellsworth for the summer.
5,598
tendcnt-of-Schools Killain, Principal VV. Miss Thompson, Ellsworth.5,198
has shown that the man with a bank account really saves
Falls grammar school at the graduation
money by paying his bills by check. W hen paying in actJohn E. Lake is building a new barn, H. Dresser and the elas«, it was decided
ual cash, be finds many temptations to make additional
exercises Thursday evening, June 17.
also an ell to join the house and barn, to have the graduation. In order, howjUmatisnucnta.
expenditures; you know how cash in hand slips OUT of
The summer schedule on the Maine which, r'hen finished, will add
hand. Then, too, yon can't make « mistake in change if
greatly ever, to relieve those wno have parts in
railroad
will
MonCentral
into
effect
no
coin
about
is
the evening, it
go
to tha value of his place.
your
bulky
you're writing checks- and there is
arranged that the names
person. For safety, we say: Bank with a proven strong,
day, June 21. The service on the Mt. DesMrs. John A. Scott and daughter Pris- and theses appear on the program in the
well-managed bank. For instance: Bank with us. We alert branch will be practically the same as
cilla are in Searsport, visiting with Mr. usual order, but that they be excused
low interest op daily balances.
last year.
Scott at the Searsport house.
Mr. Scott is from delivering because of the evening’s
work.
Robert Wallingford, of Bar Harbor, principal of the high school there.
found guilty in the Bar Harbor municipal
Although the class does not number
Arthur W. Salsbury is putting in a rollcourt of larceny at the Franklin shoe
large it has made a splendid showing, and
Ellsworth, Mains*
way and rebuilding part of the cellar wall
the exercises promise to be of unusual instore, was brought to Ellsworth Friday, at the Moore
MAINE.
BANGOR,
house, which he has recently terest.
to serve a sentence of three months in the
on or
purchased. He expects to build a barn
Branches at Old Town and Mathias, Me.
county jail.
this summer to replace the one recently
Automobile Case In Law Court.
before June
draw*
At the regular meeting of the school torn down.
At the session of the law court in Banboard last evening Superintendent-ofinterest
from
that date.
GREEN LAKE.
gor last Wednesday, arguments were subSchools Killam submitted his school cenmitted in the caee of State vs. Mayo, apHe reports 930 children
sus for the year.
Our last dividend was
Louis Orr and wife spent Sunday with pellant.
In this case S. H. Mayo, of
of school age in the city. The report was
her father, John Merrill.
Southwest Harbor, is charged with a vioand
on
file
at the rate of FOUR
accepted
placed
C. P. Bennoch has just finished building lation oh the ordinance prohibiting the
Rev. R. B. Mathews, Judge John B.
use of automobiles on certain roads in the
a road to the Miller cottage.
PER
CENT. We have
Redman and J. H. Brimmer are attending
town of Eden. This ordinance was adoptBert Spencer has returned to his posiAT IO F». tVl.
the Hancock County Conference of Con71 semi annual
ed by the voters of the town of Eden
gregational churches in Bucksport. The tion on the B. & A. railroad.
after an enabling act was passed by the
conference opened
Hiram Patten is farming on the Spencer Meine
yesterday. Judge
dividends..
legislature in 1903.
Redman is presiding as moderator.
place, recently purchased by Harry ChapIn the Bar Harbor municipal court, Mr.
man.
O.
E.
will
Irene
entertain
8.,
chapter,
on or
on all cash sales or bills
Mayo was found guilty,and took an appeal
1
Martin Haynes was here Tuesday look- to the supreme court, from which the
Jephthah chapter, of Southwest Harbor, on
before date of
of
w*e?k.
will
this
Friday evening
Supper
ing after the building of his cottage, matter went to the law court on agreebe served at 6.30. This will be followed which is progressing rapidly.
ment. There is no controversy in relation
PRIZES :
a
social
Rework
and
honr.
by degree
Fred Grace, of the hatchery, in landing to the facta, which are admitted. The law
served
after
work.
will
be
freshments
New Royal Sawing Machine.
AGAINST
court is asked to pass upon the question
a bass, got the hook into his finger, so
Solid Oak Sideboard.
At a regular business meeting of the that it had to be cut out by a physician.
of constitutionality.
velour.
Couch, oak frame,
Methodist church Monday evening, it
County-Attorney Conaxy, of Hancock
Monday evening a party was given to
for the State, and H. L.
was voted to give the pastor, Rev. W. F.
Gus Danico, it being his seventy-fourth county, appeared
will soon be open. We have all
SPECIAL:
Emery, a vacation of four weeks in July. birthday. Games were played, and ice- Graham, of Bar Harbor, for Mr. Mayo.
the munitions of war such as
The pulpit will be supplied by clergymen cream and cake were served.
County-Attorney Conary cited numerous
one from the sufrom Bangor, Boston and elsewhere durauthorities,
including
Bordeaux
Hellebore,
Among the lucky fishermen this week
preme court of Illinois and one from the
to the person
reserved seat coupon ing Dr. Emery’s absence.
the
are Mrs. J. P. Webster, 2 salmon; Mr.
court of Massachusetts, those
supreme
Blue
at the
George H. Patterson, arrested in Boston Webster, one trout, three and one-half courts
at Hancock
having decided that the state has
last week, charged with the larceny of |145 pounds; Dr. Mead, one salmon, three and
to exclude automobiles from any
Insect
will
have
entire
Paris
Co.
June 14. The
from Sherman T. Spurting, of Corea, one-half pounds; Miss Sawyer, one sal- power
street or road or may authorize a municiof the awrard.
pleaded guilty at a hearing before Judge mon, three and one-half pounds. Messrs.
Arsenate of Lead.
to do so. The counsel for the deRedman in the Ellsworth municipal court Kirstein, Webster and J. Bowler landed pality
fense argued that wuile the State may
last Wednesday. He was bound over for three salmon Monday.
make reasonable regulations, it cannot
the October grand jury under |600 bond,
make unreasonable ones, and that the act
ELLSWORTH. and committed to the county jail in default
PORNITURC,
WEST ELLSWORTH.
authorizing the town of Eden to exclude
of bail.
automobiles is unreasonable. Mr. GraMrs. John Carter, who has been in poor
Ellsworth friends of Rev. 8. M. Bowles,
ham cited authorities to sustain his genis improving.
health,
Methodist church at
eral contention.
paBtor of the
moose
came
near
A
out
Robert
large
Columbia Falls, sympathize with him in
the sad death of his bright little four-year- Carlisle’s house recently.
IIQUIRU
A NEW LINE OF
CHURCH NOTES.
Delicious flavor*.
Mrs. Calvin Springer, with two children,
old daughter, who was burned to death
GRA88
Monday. Mr. Bowies attended the recent of East Franklin, is visiting her sister,
CONGREGATIONAL.
session of the East Maine conference in Mrs. Harold P. Carter.
Rev. R. B. Mathewe, pastor.
All kinds in their season, and fresti
Ellsworth, being accompanied by his wife
Misses Minnie Bryant and Josie L. Clark
CLOVER
Sunday, Jane 13
Morning service at
=
=
and little daughter. They we^ enter- went to North Ellsworth Saturday to visit 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
tained by Capt. John Kief.
Miss| Bryant’s sister, Mrs. Webster Hig- at, 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
^ our choice
of 30 different grades.
gins.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
All flavors
The handsomest foowDr. H J. Noonan, of Charleston, has
Remember, all I ask is
Miss Vernie G. Carter came home from
tain in Ellsworth Is In commission at
office
and
the
UNION CONO’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
out
dental
practice
we
bought
which
not to mention other things
S
*2.50 FOR CABINET,
where
is
she
Old
as
a
Town,
employed
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
of Dr. L. L. Larrabee, in the First
have to offer the farmers at this
national bank building, and assumed trained nurse, to stay with her father,
Sunday, June 13- Morning service at
I
and
A. Carter, during his illness. Dr.
season.
Henry
charge Monday. Dr. Noonan comes to Varney accompanied her here in his auto- 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
*1-25 FOR HALF-CABINET.
Ellsworth,
Math Street.
service at 7.30
last Ellsworth highly recommended. He is a mobile.
to
Have you hay enough
of the University of Maryland,
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
some extra graduate
have
I
If
not,
and Printing
Hazel
Dell
in
Schooner
through?
Trouble.
and has been practicing at Charleston. Dr.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
BEDDING PLANTS
for Amstaura.
In a sinking condition the Bluehill
fine
Larrabee will spend a short time at his
liev. IF. F. Emery, pastor.
all kinds foh
Hazel
schooner
coal
laden
from
Dell,
former home in Prospect Harbor, with the
June 13
service at
Sunday,
Morning
Garden.
and
Flower
for
N.
East
J.,
Machias, was 10.30. Sermon
intention later of making a specialty of Elizabethport,
Sunday school
by pastor.
towed into Macbiasport yesterday
two
by
one branch of dentistry in some large city.
at
3.
at
11.45.
Junior
serboats that picaed her up just outside of
Evening
league
MAINE.
island. On board were Capt. W. D. vice at 7.30.
The Maine Central railroad is making Libby
Better than loose, and easier to handle
Robbins, of Harrington, and a crew of
Telephone 43
bible
and
Prayer meeting
study Tuesday
extensive improvements at the Mt. Desert four men. They had been working at the
Ferry terminus. A new coal pocket has pumps three days and nights, with little evening at 7.30.
and were exhausted.
T. BOWDEN
been erected on a location a little farther food and sleep,
BAPTIST.
TO ORDER.
After being out a short time the schooner
JlBAl.JCk IN
back than the old one, which will be re- encountered a heavy northwest
Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.
buR<>M «« all fclnda;
gale.
HmJSfetoOMnaila. plain and hardmoved, and it is proposed to change the When thirty miles off Monhegan, in a
Sunday, June 13-Morning service at
Prom 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
tracks so that trains will arrive and leave heavy sea, the craft began to leak.
then on the water steadily gained until it
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
the Ferry on the ground instead of on the
REPAIRING
WATER STREET,
M.
strokes an hour. 8he finally
averaged
2,000
m•
don© at short notice.
piling as now. This will necessitate the reached Libby island, and was picked up 7. Evening service at 7.30.
UMINWC (LOCK.
ELLSWORTH
MAINE. setting hack of the freight sheds and some in response to distress signals.
STATE 6TREET,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
ELLSWORTH.
Telephone: ST-13.
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“WHI HAVE A BANK ACCOUNT?

1

Hancock

County

Savings Bank.

Eastern Trust & Banking Co.

Money deposited
1,

HAINES’ PRIZE CONTEST
CEOSES

JUNE S0,

paid

TWO

VOTES

FOR

ONE

paid

closing.

THE CAMPAIGN

Bugs, Worms, Blight,

55,000

VOTES

FREE.

Mixture,

Given

lucky
holding
Avery Strong offering
evening,
Avery Strong

Vitriol,
Powder,

Sulphate Copper,
Green,

hall, Monday

charge

ROV C. HAINES,

Parcher’s Drug Store.

lust Received Spring Planting

Cabinet and Half-Cabinet

Ice Cream

8EEP,

8EEP,

Mounts.

Fruit

—

Soda

PHQ8PHATE,

LUCH

|

NI’S,

_

developing

Stanwood Studio,
“■LSWORTH,
buttons MADE
auS’ESX?4

««KSvSsasss5siSah-Made

HOOPER,

PRE88EP HAY,

Vegetable

—

Ellsworth Greenhouse

C. W. Grindal,

G.

Motor-Cycles

and

Bicycles.

7

CHRISTIAN

Meeting Tope F'
Beginning June 13, 1909.

Ulutnal Brim

j

ENDEAVOR.

EDITED BT “AIM

Week

2Bbrruarmmts

man.

3mong tl)e ©rangrra.

Mothers

>

r>mful.”
Its Motto: “Helpful and
By REV. 8. H I>OVLK.
’•Topic.—The noble life *f F- inces Wilc<*:
this
mcclnctly
of
The purposes
"»». 29-31.
•erd. —Prov xxxi, U); x\
; stated In the title and motto
the mutual
The teirqjerance cans** is making
'"i hopefulbenefit, and alias to be tu!,
'<*rthecom
igreat progress today. Sinte prohibi- I Being for the common go<> :.
made
have
great
.r-<
vor of In
local
and
tion
option
mon use—a public servant.
j
»» for the In
Inroads upon the liquor > a tile, anil in | formation and suggestion.
> corns doom'7 11 solicits
cerchangeof ideas. In thl*
Am providence of God
ends largely
Public sentiment Is fast being communications, and Us suo»>
ed.
‘-reel Conion the support given it In
Aroused against this cur il traffic, and j
the name of
!
besign.
have muntcatlons must
jin this country the people may
! writer will not be printed e>5 permission
it
want
if
only
they
tfwbat they want
approval or
Communications will be
t)ftd enough to arouse themselves from j| rejection by the editor of th
»nn. but none
of
those
It
demand
<>n
and
Address
ithelr lethargy
j will be rejected without gn«*«‘
elected by them to make and execute ! all communications to TH*
RICAH,
ilaws for them. This sentiment is rapi-worth. Me.
"Four doctors
Winchester. Ind.
and
Miy growing against intemperance
! told me that
they could never make
loudre
me
and
bthe law's relation to it,
rmhhhmm
me
regular. and
TRl'K NpntRN'KSSly every day the people are saying to j ‘For this true nobleness I seek in vain,
that I would eventthe
when
and
the liquor traffic, “Go!”
In woman and in man I find it not.
ually ha»e dropsy
1 would bloat, and
'voice of the people becomes loud I almost weary of my earthly lot.
snfferfrombearing
enough it will go.
My life-springs are dried up with burniug
down
and
pains,cramps
pain.'
At such a time It is pleasant
and chills, and I
if not? I pray thee look again,
iprofitable to recall the great pioneers Thou find'st
could
not sleep
inward through the depths of thine own
Look
I
ct the movement against intemperance
soul.
nights. My mother
end especially those who did so much
wrote
to Mrs. PinkHow is it with thee? Art thou sound and
(to educate public opinion that Is now
ham for advice.and
whole?
of
I began to take
beginning to manifest itself. One
Doth narrow search show thee no earthly
Htbese loaders, the greatest at least of
stain?
I.ydiaE. Pinkham’s
«
I
‘ell the women who have labored for Be noble! and the nobleness that lies
for
lakiiiR one and oneIn other men, sleeping, but never dead.
this cause, was Frances E. M illard,
pound. Aftor
half bottles of the Compound, i am ali
Woman’s Will rise iu majesty to meet tbiue own;
years the president of the
Then wilt thou see its g e nn in many eyes.
right again, and 1 recommend it to
Christian Temperance union and acMrs. May
Then will pure light around thy pith be shed.
every suffering woman.”
knowledged as the leader of the tem- And thou wilt nevermore be sad and lone.
Deal. Winchester, Ind.
perance forces of the world, so far as
from girls
letters
—J. R. l.OWKM..
of
such
Hundreds
women were concerned.
ami mothers expressing theirgTatit r.de
a tteroic >voman
Under the Mine
for what Lydia K. I’inkham’s VegeDear Aunt Madge.
table Compound has accomplished for
Amos R. Wells has the following to
May I answer to the roll-call with the ei
them have been received by The Lydia
closed copy of Lowell’s sonnet on true nobU
say concerning Miss Willard:
K. Pink ham Medicine Company, Lynn,
Frances Elizabeth Willard was lawn ness? 1 hope some of the M. li. readers will
Mass.
H.
In Cburchville, N. V„ Sept. 28, 1839. find it inspiring and helpful.
Cirls who are troubled with painful
In her childhood the family removed
Yea, you were one of the H.Vt I had in or irregular periods, backache, headtflrsC to Oberlin and then to a pioneer mind and your “noble” response will ache, dragging-down sensations, faintawaken new thoughts.
home near Janesville. Wis.
ing spells or indigestion, should take
immediate action to ward off the seriAnother new H. whom we now welcome
Her education was finished at the
ous consequences and he restored to
Northwestern Female college. Evan- and who, 1 think, promise 1 to furnish
health by Lydia K. I’inkham’s Vegeston, 111., where she won a host of some recipes, wishes to tell the M. B.’s
table Compound Thousands haYe been
friends, displayed great intellectual that they will find ir easy and satisfactory
restored to health by its use.
power and became valedictorian of to clean their silver by putti ig it in a pan
If von would like special advice
of sour milk and letli-ig i
stand a few
her class.
your ease write a confidenan
afttake
it
out
i
wash
ari
l
vocation
it
the
teacher's
hours,
wipe
tial letter to Mrs. Pinkhani, at
Taking up
and
will
be
insatisfied
with
work
In
the
result.
successful
er highly
many
they
Lynn. Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpful.
stitutions. she became dean of the This method was given us some lime ago,
^Northwestern Female college and pro- I think by Novice, who has tried it with
aue'e and aant. While there father was
fessor of aesthetics In the Northwest- success.
There is still another ol 1 friend of the Jared in laying a atone wall. His parer’>.
ern university.
^

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The oolumn ia open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

>

who have

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

DAUGHTERS

DATK8.

Friday, June

Help in Lydia E. Pink=
ham's Vegetable Compound

NOTES.

column who

(Woman's Temperance Publishing
sociation. The polyglot temperance

who

always gives

us

under the

i the State, at least one in each county.
This ye ’r,trom J une 15 to September 15, the
college hopes to be able to serve the farmers oven better than last year.
Any one
may make arrangements for one of the

something helpful.

farmer compete writb Western farmers?
Leader, Scott Estey, of Bayside
Song. .Choir
Closing in form

pe-

BIBLE BEADING*.

Gen. Ill, 38-25; Ruth 11, 1-12; Prov.
X*. 1; xxii. 1; xxiii, 29-31; Luke ii.
4M5; x, 38-42; John xii, 1-9; I Pet. HI,
1-8.

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
I be
meeting
program for

of
Pomona grange with Penobscot
grange June 25. follows:
Tbe

Hancock

Ope ning exercises; music
A

Business
Which is the most important
officer In your grange—master, overseer, iecturer or secretary? J H Little-

Question:

field, Ouy Billings
Recess
Call to order; music
Conferring fifth degree
Question box
Paper. “The Sunny and Shady Side of
Farm Life" ....Norria Heath
Entertainment by host grange
Closing exercises

Hancock Pomona field day meeting will
be held al Bluebill

mineral

spring, Aug.

Members of field day committee are
requested to be present at tbe meeting at
Peuobscot June 25.
19.

Stand by the Boy.
v
VV © must stand by the boy and
•bow the world that we have not cast
him aside.”
^Tbe boy” was the younger son of
honorable family. He had committed a great wrong, and the question
Was what to do with regard to him.
I&is brother, a man of high moral Integrity, said, “We must stand by the boy.”
This attitude was Christian. It suggests a duty to the boy in general, the
boy that has gone astray. We have
not always even seen the problem. It
Is being recognized that to save the
iworld we must stop the awfnl waste
of lives—we must reach and
influence
the yonng people. We must stand by
the boy. It is urged against the Christian Endeavor society that it reaches
twice as many girls as boys.
The same might he said of Christianity. It is an unmistakable fact
that the churches draw far greater
numbers of women than men.
The
reasons are many.
But no one ever
thinks of blaming Christianity or minimizing its value on this account. The
fact is. take It as we will, that Christian Endeavor reaches more girls than
boys, Just as the churches do.
On the other hand, Christian Endeavor is elastic euough to reach and
hold the boys too. What Is needed Is
B class of workers that understand the
boy and will stand by him. Such
workers are rare, yet that Is not the
fault of Christian Endeavor.
The
Christian
Endeavor movement has
trained many workers, and it Is capable of training still more.
We need
inen that will study the boy and do
something for him. Along with our
otudy of missions and civic righteousness why may there not be committees
to study the boy—to find out his needs
and the way to meet them?
If tho
boy needs boys’ clubs, why may he
not have them In Christian Endeavor?
A vast field of usefulness Is lying fallow here. It Is a new country, bnt It
lo the natural Inheritance of Christian
Endeavor. May many hear the call to
go forward and conquer “for Christ
and the church.”—Ripple In Christian
Endeavor World.

I

very

hope there

are some wise enough among
clan to know just what to do, and later we
shall hear from “troubled
housekeeper’'
through the column and thus welcome a new
sister.
I wonder if Beth is anyone whom I know. I
think Ford and I were schoolmates some years
ago. Isn’t it interesting when a new name appears and yon are not quite sure who it is? I
have been asked to send this recipe:
Snow Pudding—One piut water, boiling,
add three tablespoonfuls cornsturcn dissolved
in a little cold water, three tablespoonfuls of
sugar. After this has cooked a little, add the
whites of three eggs beaten stiff, little salt,
flavor. Sauce for same—One cup milk, yolks
three eggs, one teaspoonful cornstarch, onefourth cup sugar, a little butter, vanilla.
Best wish eg to all.
H. O. B.

To clean out a bean pot, put a spoonful of
powder (like borazioe) into the bean-pot, fill
nearly full with water, cover, and keep in the
oven two or three hours, or long enough for
it to boil up- It will clean easily.
Soap suds

our

can

I

be used.

Brulab.

Srar Pudding—One cup chopped suet, one
cup chopped raisins, one cup buttermilk (or
sour), one cup molasses, one teaspoon soda.
All kinds spice, one teaspoon salt, and flour
to make a thick batter. Steam three hours.
Can be reheated as many times as you like.
Serve with either hard or liquid sauce.

Topioca Or*am—Soften three tablespoonfuls of pearl tapioca in water over night. Add
to one quart of scalded milk and cook until
tapioca is clear Stir in the yolks of three
eggs beaten light, with three-fouiths cud
sugar. Cook until it thickens, add salt ana
one-half teaspoon any flavoring. Pour into a
Id answer to inquiry of troubled housedeep dish ana cover with a meringue made
I
have
heard
and some years ago II from whites of eggs beaten stiff with one-half
keeper,
powdered sugar (or granulated). Brown
had occasion to try this remedy. It has I cup
in slow oven and serve cold. Pine.
Ann.
been said ants will not cross a white
Thanks for these recipes and for the
chalk mark, and it is easy to draw a chalk
others given by H. O. B. The housekeepmark around a sugar firkin or box, and
ers will be glad to see some new one.
also across the window sill of the pantry.
Aunt Madge.
I believe it stopped their inroads in my

j
j

case.

Will others please send suggestions

at ©nee?

trons.

_

Dear Staler* and Aunt Madge:
It is time, I think, that I sent my roll-call,
as 1 am present once more through the
goodness of my dear Father above. One of the
sisters mentioned in one of her letters that
! perhaps she had seen me, as she had lived in
Northeast Harbor. I only lived there three
j
; years, moved to Durham in 1906. I lived in
what was called “Silver City”.
I think I will give the sisters a little of
my
I history. 1 am really interested in the descriptions which others give of their travels,
homes and surroundings, etc
My birthplace
was in the
vicinity of Lake Champlain and
near the Canada line in New York
state, in a
new settlement.
When three years old or more,
my folks
were called to Weston,
Vt.t to care for an old

j

J

Mrs. C. A. Moon has returned from
West Goulds boro.
Dr. Charles S. Bridgham, of Tacoma,
is at home for the summer.

Wash.,

D. T. Timayenis and wife, of Boston;
! have opened Kozinook for the season.
MrB. C. A. Btimson leaves this week for

Cambridge, Mass., to visit her sisters, Mrs.
Clara West and Mrs. O. H. Darrell.

476, ELLSWORTH.

MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WENT EDEN,
Mountain view grange held its regular
meeting June 4, with forty-one patrons
Three applications were acpresent.
cepted and one received. There was work
in the second degree.
Daring the lecturer’s hour the question, “Does the farmer receive any benefit from the free distribution of seed by the government?” was
discussed, and decided in the negative,
i There was a reading by a sister and a solo
and dance in darkey costume by a sister.
There was a pie sociable for the piano
j fund. At the next meeting there will
{ work in the first degree.

|

HIGHLAND, 364, NOBTH PENOBBOOT.

Highland grange, at its regular meeting
Friday evening, voted to hold a fair at the
grange hall, Sept. 29. If stormy, it will
be held the next pleasant day.
There
were forty members
and seven visitors
present.

A

short program

was

much

June 7.

H.

Beet*
Boots,

j

£
0.1

Lettuce, bead
15
25
*1 Inacli, pk
12
Tomatoes, n>
Radishes, punch
05
05 .00
Rbuhsrb. a
12
Mrtng beans, qt

Parsnips,

Carrots, lb
Csbbaie

'*

,h

J*

01
«

it,

Squash, tl,
Cclerv. hunch
Cucumbers esn, L.^*

As,,r.,u,:h*u

?»»
23

u"co

William F. Jordan, who has been

ployed

Page’s

at

shop

boat

at

em-

Hancock,

finished w ork there and will go to Bar
Harbor to work.
has

Meltiah iicamraon spent a few* days last
week with relatives and friends in Bar
Harbor. He will be employed on tbe
steamer Norumbega this summer.
June?.
G.

NICOL1N, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
The regular meeting of Nicolin grange
June 6, was a very interesting one. W. O.
Camber presided. After business the lecpro tem. presented an interesting
program of readings and recitations, after
which cake and ice-cream were served.
A committee was appointed to communicate with the college of agriculture,
for a lecture and demonstration to
Orono,
be held at Frank Moore's farm, the date
to be announced later.
The next regular meeting will be held
June 19; if stormy, voted to hold a meeting June 36 for important business.
turer

strength

and health.

A

bushel of

Liverpool

“J*

AND UEkSVHU.
salt shall weigh ft

pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
welch "0 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
order an* lit for shipping, is 60 pounds
apples. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a boshei of beans In
good order and fit for shipping. Is flti pounds;
of wheat, beet*, ruta baga turnips and peas, ft
pounds; of earn. M pounds; of nlons 51
of carrots. KngPsh turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, tt pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barter and buckwheat. IS pounds; of oats
34 pound*, or even measure as uv agreement.

Sgood

■

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Small Girl
Why doesn’t baby talk*
Ashley Hooper, of Sedgwick, is work- father? Father—He can’t yet, dear. Young
ing for H. H. Allen.
babies never do. Small Girl—Oh, yes, they
Bernard Gray, of North Bluehill, is do; Job did. Norse read to me out of the
bible bow Job cursed the day he was born.
working for Roy Allen in the mill.
—

Leslie and Victor Friend, of Melrose,
Mass., ware in town one day last week.

Add niiatm nus.

Albert Stewart, who has been working
for Roy Allen, has returned to West Ells-

INSIST

worth.

Congratulations

extended to

are

wife on the birth of
June 3-Ruth Estelle.

Orcutt and
ter

on

a

Isaiah Abbott, of Verona, and George
one day of last
week with R. C. Abbott and wife.
June?.
Rae.

Mrs. Moses Haslem is rapidly improving
at the Bar Harbor hospital.
Elwood Frost has bad
on

his neck and

GENUINE

daugh-

Abbott, of Bluehill, spent

formed

ON THE

John

an operation peris improving.

Mrs. Nellie Davis has so far improved as
able to ride to Ellsworth on Tuei*

to be

day.
Farming is progressing lively. It has
been too wet to plant until the past few
days, and farmers are making op for loat
time. The ground is in fine condition
and everything will start qnickly.

__8.

The white blood corpuscles
are the protectors of the
human body against the Inroads of bacteria car ry in § the
deadliest contagious diseases. It has been proven by actual tests that persons taking

TRUE’S ELIXIR
have a greater number of
white blood corpuscles than
before taking True's Elixir.
It has kept the system toned
for three generations (57
years).
Why not start and
take it to-day 7

85c

$100

50c

Plan for

Sommer Comfort
Don’t add the heat of a kitchenc
fire to the sufficient discomfort of
hot weather.
Use a New Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook-Stove and cook in
comfort.
With a “New Perfection”
Oil Stove the preparation of
daily meals, or the big weekly
“baking,” is done without raising the temperature perceptibly
_»_

a
W»

iL

"WWW

in the house.

.1
utuu

—

IVU1U

w

Another great advantage of the

en»

_

—

Ci. A. Pakchkb.

Vemlables.
» Onions, a

P*’ ^

Fruit.
»A50 Itcmono d0*
J8ai4 Strawberries

June 2.

Margaret Dunbar attended the graduating exercises and ball of the Bar Harbor
high school Friday and Monday evenings.
The Helping *Zanda Band of Mercy will
give “In Story Land”, at the hall Friday
HARVEST! BOMB, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
evening, Jane li, for the benefit of the
Harvest Home grange held its regular
drinking fountain fnnd.
meeting June 6. After business the third
and
Eaton
of
Phillips
family, formerly
To avoid serious results take
and fourth degrees were conferred on
Foley’s Kidney
Remedy at the first sign of kidney or bladder Winchester, Mass., are at Mrs. F. W.
disorder such as backache, urinary irregu- Bridgham’s.
Mr. Eaton will move his
Dr. Daniels’ Horae Renovator—for
larities, exhaustion, and yon will soon be
well. Commence taking Foley Kidney Rem- family to Portland in the fall.
Makes Blood—gives vim,
your horse
edy to-day.

Wait

lf§*

Loom.
Baled.'•»
Potatoes, pk

MARIAVLLLE.

_

BAYSIDE,

joyed.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

Best loose, per ton.
Baled... ..
straw.

well.

you again, dear Grandma G., and yon
have our sympathy in this loss which has

satisfactory information, perhaps
will learn something more definite.

Fowl....
..

da*.

music, Lena Wardwell; recitations, Fred Greene and Margaret Ward

Bayside grange held its regular meeting
Little self-denials, little honesties, little
Wednesday evening, June 2, with good
some one
words of sympathy, little nameHere is a request from a troubled houseattendance. Two applications for mem- passing of
less acta
just come to you. Your account of your
kindness, little silent victories
were received.
The third degree over favorite temptations—these are the
keeper: “I would like to have you ask the M,
bership
is
early
experiences
very interesting.
B. sisters if they can tell me how to extermiThere was silent threads of gold which, when woven
waB confened by the ladies.
nate black ants from the pantry. They have
together, gleam ont so brightly in the patA message from a reader of the column singing by the choir and violin solo by
tern of life that God approves.— Canon
troubled me before, and now they are beginRichard Moore and Samuel Alley. The JParrar.
for
a long time, but this is her first conning to come again, and are so troublesome I
next meeting will be June 9, if pleasant;
we
welcome
her
also
to
our
will
tribution;
me
an
immediate and sure
hope you
give
if not, the next pleasant evening.
circle.
cure.”
not

Freeh lekl, per
dot.
Poultry.
Chickens....

mental

CAUTINE, 250.

Castine grange met Saturday evening,
May 29, after the Pomona session duriug
the day. It being stormy, not many patrons were present during the Pomona
s ssion, but in the
evening there were
An interesting
over 100 in Htteudance.
program was presented as follows: Singing, choir; topic, Which is more essential
to the world’s success, city or country?”
stump speech; reading, recitations, song
and remarks by members and visiting pa-

________

-——

SSrr.r*:::::::::::::;.«*•
..

«««.

EA9T BLUEHILL, 252.
East Bluehill grange held its regular
meeting Saturday evening, with twentysix members and four visitors present.
Program:
Readings, Ethel Howard, the
worthy master and Mrs. Cook; instru-

tdressof welcome.Grace Condon

Response...Mrs Fannie Gray
Report of granges

■

as-

** of

Oommtn Prodnee.

i (iranges, dos
A1.A MOOSOOK, 409. EAST OBLAND.
Pineapples,
Penobscot grange was invited to meet
Orororle*.
with Alamoosook at its regular meeting
Ooftee-perft
Wcc, j»er a
Wo,
.1^0.25 Vinegar, gal
demonstrations, without expense to the Saturday evening, but owing to the
’AS?
35 Cracked
Moehs,
**5
Full information may be ob- stormy night there was but one member
f irmer*.
35 Oatmoni, wheat,
Jsvs,
if
11
per
There
tained b> addressing J. E. MeOUntock, present— Bro. Bernard Varouro.
roa—per a—
Buckwheat, 1 t,* '?
Japan,
«5*.85 Uraham,
if
supervisor extension work. College of Ag- were also visitors from Lake View, Haroolong,
.to#K5 Rye meal,
if
vest Home, Arbutus, Highland and Brook- Sugar-per »riculture, Orono.
Granulated meal init
ft.«.oe OU—ncrir-tl—
(JranulateJ,
lin granges. After the harvest supper, a
TeHow.C
Linseed
GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA, 26.
*
short program was given. At the next
u* 111
Powdered,
KeroW
jf
Program for the mneting of Green meeting the first and second degrees will Molasses—per gal.
.35
Havana,
Mountain Pamona grange to lw* held with j be conferred.
Porto Rico.
.52
Limoine grange Tuesday, June 22:
Meat* and Provisions.
Reef, a
EG Y KT.
Pork,a.
Opening in form
1* 935
Steak,
Chop,
u„.
Singing.Choir
Hcamtnon and Frank Hodgkins
Romm,
12,25
Floyd
Ham, per 5
if f
Address of welcome.Newell Hodgkins.
h) *15
Corned,
Shoulder,
„ "f
farm at
are employed on tbe
Springer
17*18
Tongues,
Master of I-amoine grange
Bacon,
.1.
Franklin.
»t»l:
Salt
Response—George W Mayo, Mountain View
Steak.
23*25
Lard,
JI*,f
Cecil and Willie Gratb, of Passaic, N. J.,
Report of granges
Komis*
log.i5
Recitation... Lula Crabtree, of Pa mo! a grange are Hpending the summer with their aunt, I Lamb
12 ij.%o
Limb,
Conferring fifth degree in form
Mrs. George Jordan.
a
Tongue** each
Recess
Freah Kish.
Misses Lula and Marion West w bo have
! Call to order
u6
Cod,
«
Clamqt
at Bar Harbor the past year, J
Music.J T Grant, of Lamolne been teaching
W Scallop*. qt
! Haddock,
i*
are at home for tbe summer.
Halibut.
12918 Orstcn*. qt
topic: “Resolved, that H pays the farmLobster*, lb
20 Mackerel, each
ers of this Pomona to raise small fruits
Miss Sophia Clark has gone to Bar Har- ! Salmon, !h
in connection with their other crops’*
bor to visit relatives two weeks before
ttralu
and Feed.
Flour*
Affirmative, Willard Phillips, of Pn«*
Oata, bu
going to Winter Harbor for the summer. Flour—per bbl—
mola; negative, J W Wood, of Bay
6 30ft7 £0 Short*—bag— j
m.
170 Mix. food, bug 1 sSi 7*
View
Engineer Frank H. Jordan, of the Corn,100ft bag
Corn meal*bag
1 70 mddllnga.bagl
* 14*111
steamer Norumbega, is spending a short
Exemplification of first degree by LaCracked corn,
170
moine grant'.
vacation with his parents, George Jordan
can
the
what
lines
Eastern
Topic: “In
and wife.
LAW REGARDING WKIOHTS

living in Main#, wrote him to come to Maine
and he doctored by the Pordians, acd while
in Maine his folks per-uaded him to send for
hi* family and move down, lie sent bis
brother up after u*. He rigged up a “prairie
schooner” to move us In. so we had a ten-days’
ride. It was a tedious ride; but it came to an

H.’s and

nu|||

HARBORS IDE,

Last year the faculty of the college of
agriculture, University of Maine, gave 113
| demonstrations and lectures throughout

Dear M. B. Friend $:
Aunt Madge has reminded
ng? thit the H.’s
are expected to be heard from.
1 like the rollcall very much. We had one in cur church
and later in the Rebekab lodge, but who is I enl as all
ea.-th’y thing* will.
going to pass the refreshments after all have
Our destination was No. 8 (Dedham as it is
answered to their names? There would not be
cttlie 1 now) by the way of Iiucksport. Hut to
many come if they were n t sure cf some- reach No. 8 we had to go diwu. <:own the 1c:..;
thing to eat. Now l will give you
Chatm in hill int» a deep gnlly, theu up. up
Bsllk’s Hake—Yolks of four eggs, beaten the long Smith hill, as then there was no
stiff, add one cup sugar, beat thoroughly, add other
way to reach the settlement. We were
one-fourth pound melted butler, one cup
flour in whicn is one teaspoon!ul baking pow- on high land now where we could see f
der, then add whites of four eggs beaten stiff, miles around au l view the landscape in ail ,
and vanilla for flavor.
its rugged beauty. Boon we came to burnt
Here are some cookies which are very good land (as No. 8 was a new township) and corn
with coffee or cocoa.
was there among the rocks and stumps hub
Soi’R Cream Cookies (from the cook-book ing flue as things wiU growing on ne* land..
of “Sister Charity”)—One cup sugar, one cup And wba else do you suppv'se was there?
sour cream, one egg, one ten.-poonful soda,
Why, guns. The inhabitants of the forest
nutmeg or vanilla flavoring, flour to roll.
scented the sweet, f aund it and helped themI think Aunt Madge made us a most enter- selves. That would never do, so
guns were
taining call last week. I think it is nice for set to give them a salute for trespassing.
her to “get left” once in u while.
Don’t remember whether they got the salute.
A delegation of ladies from cur mission
1 don’t suppose Esther will be afraid to go
circle tx>k a buckboard ride to Ellsworth
berrying now, os that was seventy-six years
May 26. t > attend the basket meeting. It was ago, and I don't think there are any of their
a beautiful day (the first one without rain for
descendants living around in the vicinity
a long time)
and we truly appreciated it. nc w.
Zilla and I anticipated seeing Dell as we
While writing this new* came that my only
passed her home, but in this were disap- brother had passed away at Brockton, Mass.,
pointed. However, we were happily sur- —John B. Lawrence. I mention it as he had
prised when S. J. Y. appeared at the after- many friends in the western parted Hancock
noon service.
She seemed to be well and
county. I have no brother now, and never
happy and wished to be remembered to Aunt knew the love and society of a sister, but
Madge and all the sisters in this vicinity.
through the blessing of my Father iu Heaven
1 cannot tell Q. the name of the Lymn she I
have a good home in the family of my only
asked for, but my neighbor, L. J„ (who is
son.
much
interested
in
the
very
column, although
How good it is to have long days and warm
not a contributor) found the verse which was
weather. Gold weather takes hold of me.
quoted in a very old hymn book of her grand- Love to Aunt Madge and the sisters.
father.
It has several verses and that one
Grandma G.
was the last.
It was placed among the C. M.
We are all very glad indeed to hear from
hymns and no name assigned to it. This is

tition addressed to the governments of
the world ami the World’s Woman’s
Christian Temperance union were her
plans. She spoke everywhere, being
(beard often on Christian Endeavor
platforms, for she was a warm friend
of our society. Rightly has she been
called “the uncrowned queen of AmerSaa."

«r

comes

The quotation, below give
th,
retail prion in Ellsworth.

extended her.

478. SOUTH BROOK8VILLE.
Harborside grange met in regular session Wednesday. June 2, with a small attendance. One candidate was instructed
in the first and second degrees.

MARKETS^

ELLSWORTH

_

—

Hiss Willard was moved to take up
temperance work by the woman’s crusade, that "whirlwind of the I.ord
which in fifty days swept the liquor
traffic out of 250 towns and villages.”
■lAt great financial cost she liecame
president. In 1874, of the Chicago Woman's Christian Temperance union. In
3879 she became president of the National Woman's Christian Temperance
union, until her death, Feb. 17, 1898.
being the acknowledged leader of the
temperance women of the United
Elites and the world.
Among the outstanding events of her
lift are her pioneer work for temperance organization In the west, labors
for prohibition constitutional amendments in many states, the editorship
of the Union Signal, the writing of an
autobiography and other books, heroic
work for the Woman's temple, the National Temperance hospital and the

25—

—

Find

—

of Hancock

Meeting
Pomona grange with Penobscot grange.
Meeting of Green
Tuesday, June 22
1 Mountain Pomona with Lamoine grange.

■

.......

reason.

Recess was declared
Martha B. Willey.
when the ladies ss a surprise served icecream.
The lecturer’s program waa not
carried out, as ft was late. Members present, twenty-four. The next meeting will
One of the Bisters has
be held June 19.
presented the grange with a large and appropriate picture. A vote of tbanka waa

NEW P! JFECTION
ek Hue Flame on Cook-Stove
is its handsome CABINET TOP, which gives it every
Has an #<“Ple
convenience of the modern steel range.
top sneu ior warming plates ana Keeping cwkcu

drop shelves for holding small cooking utensils,

ana «

fitted with racks for towels. Made in three sisw*
and can be had with or without Cabinet Top. I*n0
your dealer’s address our nearest agency.

even

Thei3aV& Lamp STbuTS
high

Nat
k

whether

disagreeable

or low—it therefore free from
g
not emoke. Sefe, convenient, omsmenul—the ideal
If not st your dealer's address our nearest agency.

OTAwn*sip_on^cossrANY

beautiful poem which has made his
immortal:

HAVE FOUGHT

“I

A GOOD FIGHT.”

“O* say, doe* that

interested in the defamous charge and
in that monument which marked the soot
of the high-water mark of the rebellion.
After Gettysburg, the leaders of the Confederacy must have known that they were
fighting for a hopeless cause, yet they
held out to the bitter end. They persisted
with an unswerving devotion whidh was
worthy of a greater intelligence. With
an equally unswerving devotion our boys
in blue fought stubbornly every battle,
and followed up every advantage until

atar-jyjangled banner yet

E. Sandorion at

O'er the land of the free and the home of the
brave?”

good Bght.—2 Tim.

Abraham Lincoln said:
“No, it does
not, but with the help of God it will.” On
his way to the White House, to which he
had been elected by the people, he declared himself
emphatically, in favor of
the sublime doctrine that the consent of
the governed was that on which the nation was founded, and then made the prophetic declaration that if necessary, he
was willing to be
assassinated for this

preached by Rev.
Sedgwick, May 80, 1909.
fought

I have

Teit:

a

4:7.

The apostle Paul says this, referring to
of hie own life. In
the Christian warfare
who fought in
soldier
every
manner
like
defense of the nation’s flag

say with

can

fought a good light.”
Forty-eight years have passed away since
arms rang throughout
the trumpet call to
The youngest boy who principle.
oar laud in ’61.
home to join the army and
Abraham Lincoln, as much as any statesran away from
succeeded in deceiving the recruiting of- man since Washington, was governed by
is now intelligent knowledge of his
duty. He
ficers in regard to his exact age,
compelled to admit that even he is getting felt it his duty to declare slaves free, so
on Jan. 1, 1863,
he issued his famous
to be an old man.
It is scarcely possible that any man to- emancipation proclamation. This is freely
of age has and fully criticized.
Some thought he
day less than sixty-flve years
have

“I

Paul:

their youth

and

strength.

Memorial day rolls around,
there are (resb mounds in the cemeteries
to be decorated with our tributes of love,
as the old soldiers, one by one, are mustered out of their earthly service and summoned into the presence of tba (iraud
Commander of the universe. My best wish
for each one of our honored veterans is
that you may be a good soldier of Jesus
Christ, so that when you realize that your
earthly days are being rapidly numbered
you may be able to say with Paul: “I

j

each

As

have fought

a

good flght.”

But the best

way to prepare for

Christianity, then,

and

i

|
I

;

!

|

|

the

future life is by faithfully attending to
each present duty, for I maintain that the
most faithful and earnest Cnristian man
is the one who ought to be and is the most
loyal citizen, while the patriotic citizen,
conscientiously performing each duty as
it comes before him, can scarcely fail to
see that the logical trend of his conduct
lies in the same direction as that of a true
Christian life, not merely a profession of
religion, but a possession of Jesus in the
heart; not simply to have the name
written upon some chnrch book, but to
have it written in Lamb’s Book of Life.

!
1

|

!

good citizenship,

us

from the

to

us

from

What

elements of true

are

speak
eternity.
patriotism? It

to

the

is

intelligent

knowledge

on common

patriotism against

a

of

common

foe bound the people together.
the

war was

articles

of

over

it

was

federation

But after
found that the

were

not

strong

enough to bind the people together into
a nation.
Congress could pass laws
but had no power to enforce them. In
short, as a historian tells us, the govern- I
ment

was

despised

abroad and

disobeyed

home.
The outcome of all this was the constitution of the United States, drawn up
eleven years after the Declaration of Independence. This constitution was eulo- [
i
gized, ridiculed, defended and denounced; 1
teu amendents to it were almost immediately seen to be needed and were ulti- ;
mately secured. Five amendents have
been since added, and this constitution,
the result of the intelligent knowledge of |

at

'Auij

our

ioreiamers

ana

meir succes-

|
1

,or*» has been the impregnable Uibaraltar
upon which our government has stood for
over 100 years, and upon which it will
1
continue to Btand, even to the end of time. 1
Iu 1823, President Monroe, iu his mes-

|

I

sage to

Congress, declared for the princi- !
absolute neutrality on the part of
the United States in case of any
European
War and also declared that the United |
States would not tolerate the attempt of !
*ny European power to obtain a controli
ling influence in the western hemisphere.
This has been called ever since the Mon- !
foe
doctrine, although John Quincy
Arlams was its real author.
The foundation
of this docple

of

principle
trine, as has been discovered by recent
historical investigation, Mr. Adams rested
^leiy upon the doctrine declared by
Thomas Jefferson in the Declaration of

ludependance,

that governments derive
their just powers from consent of the
governed. This Monroe doctrine has been
the settled
policy of our government ever
since, in all diplomatic relations with fdrcountries and also in our own do--tic dealings. It is one of the best
proucta of
intelligent knowledge of duty
that our forefathers have handed down
to

new

..Francis 8cott Key
“ended

«®»«oiallj

>ro-

recom-

ana lung troubles.
m./u -ciiron*c
r®r* ,rom bronchitis, as thin,
lief b» „.i“pH?d *>»« found comfort and rep*ncuMa/nK Fol*»,,r Hoo*y and Tar. Q A.

aud
*nd

have

by side with
devotion. To the

as

spiritual
the

to

face

nucu

a

uvnt

the canuon’s mouth, and

ternpations which may take even
unfaltering courage than to obey the

more

command to make
fixed bayonets.

Faithfully

to

a

charge in battle with

sum

sum

total of

the

power in any church is simply
total of the spirit possessed by

each member.

Precisely

the

thus

sum

patriotism in any community is
sum total of the patriotism of
simply
each member of that community. Every
exalted thought, every noble ambition,
every worthy achievement, every unselfish
deed, will add just so much to true
patriotism. To-morrow graves of honored dead will be decorated, and the best
way to keep their memories fresh and
green will be to live true, pure, noble lives
every day in the year.
My prayer for the men and women here
to-day, and especially for the boys and
total of

the

possess this courage would certainly

nuu

often said that the

girls

who so

that each
!

citizenship
when

sooft will

one

take

our

places,

we come

each

one

of these

burg. I was fortunate in getting a carriage with a man who knew how to ask
questions of the driver, and I endeavored
to listen with all the ears that I possessed.

Many of our citizens are drifting toward!
Bright’s disease by neglecting symptoms of
kidney and bladder trouble which Foley's
Kidney Remedy will quickly cure. Q. A.
Paacnaa.

dent

ened not to confirm the nomination. This
threat President Roosevelt met with unfaltering courage. “If the the Senate does
not confirm Mr. Evans’ nomination, he
shall stay where he is as commisioner of

pensions.”
Still another
was

of
Mr. Taft

example

when

unfaltering
a judge

was
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registration of
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Wednesday morning, after an inspiring
praise service led by Mrs. Drew, tho con- t Miss

»r

>f-fullv

! si

1

peopi

C. T. U.

f

11. hough Urn

village
of th

of

$3,50 K
one-quarter
id*
Mm day night,
igo
d vrh ig-houses, ten potato
m Cmadiau Pa
4c railway
i’, Me: Tmgregatioual church
U, 1 using a loss estimated
m -vi >0,000.
The residences
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■
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swept
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m

soj June 4.

c

Wil

York, is the guest of

.v

r, >,
Mabel Alien

vention was called to business. Mrs. JenMum M a-v
rco, of Bangor, spent
nie Price White was introduced and was ! Sunday •.■•*.
her aunt, Mrs. Lena Hodga
warm
and
throughout kins.
given
welcome,
the day gave timoly help and instruction.
Capo. tl. 'V. juiiisou, who has been ia
The pages, Mrs. Bickford and Mrs. Hanna,
Ontario tin *1 *: t months, is home for a
and
the
many questions
passed
query box,
short vacation.
were answered by tho spoaker in a clear
The social dance at Eden Park hall
and able

manner.

Thursday wak v ll attended, and a Jolly
a goodly numtime is reported
superintendents were present, and
H. V. N .11 lean-! wife, who have beea
department reports were of marked interboarding a'- vtr.s. George VV. Richards’ the
est.
past few week*-, left Friday for Brooklin
A feeling of sadness pervaded the assembly when it was announced that a for the summer
The general officers and

ber of

white-ribboner at Bir Harbor had been
of her husband who had
been stricken down without a moment’s
some sound advice to women regarding
warning. A note of sympathy and flowinvestments. Among other things, he j era were sent to the afflicted sister.
1.1 the memorial service, led by Mrs.
says:
“First, never invest in anything on Hie ! Garland, i; was found that only two membasis of an advertising prospectus, and es- j bers had been called higher during the
Mrs.
pecially avoid su'h propositions when year, both from Winter Harbor
they are announced in glaring and sensa- Priscilla Torrey, u faithful and zealous sutional form with a liberal use of capital perintendent, to whom a loving tribute
was paid, and tho other a bright young
letters to attract attention.

June 7.

V.

suddenly bereft

—

heal cove.
1

Allen Pierce 1 as rented rooms in Mr.
Baker’s house, and moved his family them.
Rev. I.
services
June 5.

Waterville, held
Saturday evening,

Mower,

II
a«,

tee

of

hall

Capt. W. tt. Norwood and son Willard
loft Friday for Portland, where Capt. Norwood will take command of schooner M.
V. B. Chase, ilia son Willard goes mate.

“Second, never invest in anything girl.
The teacher, .Vfis3 Iva Walls, and pupils
After the noontide prayer the convenwhich makes the promise of very large
held a social and sale of ice-cream and
profits with no risk; it the profits are real tion adjourned to the vestry where a cake at the hall Friday evening. About
and sure, the fact that the investment is bountiful dinner was heartily enjoyed.
$5.80 was realized, to be used to purchase
offered to you at a low and apparently atMany interesting thing* were crowded school
apparatus.
the
afternoon.
The president’s
tractive price measures the largeness of into
N.
June 7.
address was an able and noteworthy docuthe risk.
“Third, never invest in a mining scheme ment, and the letter.s read from L. M. N.
fommigpttCTfflA
Stevens, state and national president, and
or in any joint-stock enterprise of which
from Mrs. L. M. Robbins and Mrs. Estelle
you know nothing, oa ttu representations
of

a

promoter or a friend who knows
about it than you do.

“Fourth,

never

invest ia

a

private

busi-

Local unions
were appreciated.
reported, and discussions ot w4j’s and
means of arousing interest brought out

Stanley

no

!

A Relsafo»e

Remote,

were

bright ideas.
The

welcome

brought
ers, and

to

the

new

members

long line of white-ribbongladdened the convention. Thera
forth

a

regret that one of the faithful captains of the contest, Mrs. Mertie Guptill,
Mrs. Cora
was kept at home by illness.
Guptill, the other captain, too modest to
tell the story of the s.re.nuous work, had a
friend at band, Mrs. Gerrish, w ho gave an
was

interesting

account of tho contest

The treasurer’s report showed a wise
management of the county finances. The
election of officers resulted in returning
the

same

board of officers.

no

absuri>:\.'.
is
Gives Relief at G-. e.

clean-*v, suoLios,
cals and protects
lie disease d memt

brane

resulting from

Catarrh and drives
iway a Cold iu t’io
lead quickly. 1btores the flenses of i
Taste and 8.noil. Full siz ".3 cts., at Druggists or by mail. Ia li.jui \ for in, 75 cents.
Cly Brothri-3,5d Warren Street, New York.

The executive

committee had ^it a noon meeting laid a
train for more organizing work the first
week in October. It is hoped that towns

having

I ;!y's Cream Oo'm
qvrek.'y

local union will make

DR. A. G. DANIELS

applica-

tion for the services of the organizer.
Mis. Hammond and Mrs. Andrews, of the
new South Gouldsboro union, were present aud aesirous of learning their duties
along the many lines of work.
The evening session opened with the
county song, in loving memory of the
promoted corresponding secretary ot earlier years, Mrs. Rebecca Warren.
Quartette music,solos and recitations, alt excel-

paved the way for the fine address
given by Mrs. Jennie Price White.
lent,

An invitation to the convention for
Southwest Harbor in 1910 was extended
by the county recording secretary.

HORSE

RENOVATOR
Gives Vim!
Makes Blood!
Acts on the Kidneys!
Puts on Flesh. Makes him look
and feel as fine as Silk.
Blue Box
White Corners.
At any Dealers.
—

2 Weeks’ Treatment 50 Ceets

Rosy Cheeks or Pale Ones?
A moment's reflection with your mirror will give the hint as to the condition
of your system. Pale cheeks, muddy complexion, dull eyes, show a poverty
of blood. You require something to make a plentiful supply of rich, red blood
To ensure this take
course through your veins.

BEECHAM’S PILLS

the wonderful little blood-makers. Whatever your blood may need the stomach
will supply from the daily food when it is in good working order. Beecham’s
Pills aid the stomach to digest its food and to assimilate the blood elements.
They increase the supply and improve the quality of the blood. If you are
pale, weak, languid, or anaemic, a few do»es of Beecham’s Pills will

Make all the Difference
In boxes with full directions, 10c. and 25c.

it

and deserves it or not.
Boon after Roosevelt’s accession to the
Presidency, Mr. Evans resignedl his office
as commissioner of pensions, and Presi-

courage

Uf!

i;it«, and each
da larger numbers of
riU'•
ntionw coming in. utiring the year
apj
cos was 994,
190.- Urn mimb' i* of n 'is;.'

»

How Not to Invest.
In the Woman’8 Home Co pani n
Alexander Dana Noyes, Financial Editor
of the New York Evening Po8f, gives

In a cemetery in the suburbs of Lowell,
Maas., there are live headstones, all alike
except the inscriptions. The hrst one
reads: “First Wife of John M. Smith,”
and the second, “Second Wife,” and so on
until the fifth stone, which reads, “John
M. Smith; at rest at last.”
It is only a poor sort of happiness that
could ever come by caring very much

—

|

work of the W.

j

Roosevelt, after accepting the resignation, promised Mr. Evans promotion to
a more lucrative position as soou as the
Boon after
We went all over that famous battlefield opportunity was presented.
about our own pleasures. We can only
with its hundreds of monuments, no two the consul-general at London died and j have the highest *»ppiness, such as goes
The land is now President Roosevelt promptly tendered I along with a grant man, by having wide
of which are alike.
t thoughts and much feeling for the rest of
owned by the government, and in several the position to Mr. Evans. Some of the ’■ the world as well as ourselves. George
of large trees are left stand- senators who disliked Mr. Evans and Eliot.
trunks
places
eome huge
wished to see him turned down threating, having been pierced by

!

C.

members,
proud
the privilege of wearing the white ribbon
and giving his half dollar to further the

! prepared for a
better country.

I

needs

(invention

each of whom seemed

<

Bu.sinfMs in the line
automobiles n "till cm >b
offi-o of the *v,cre?.*ry U

Hancock
of
T. U.
Tho annuil convention of Hancock
county W. C. T. U was held in the Baptist church at Winter Harbor June 1 and
2.
Ideal weather, cordial welcome to the
visiting delegates and warm interest
made the annual council a notable event.
The greeting rally Tuesday evening
sounded the keynote of the convention.
The county president, Mrs. Caroline Guptill, opened the meeting with the crusade
psalm, with prayer by Mrs. F. Gerrish.
A quartette furnished music. The welcome to the church by the pastor, Hev. E.
8. Drew, was hearty and sincere, and he
paid generous tribute to the captains of
the msmbership contest, whereby 124
members were g lined to the Winter Harbor union. L’he welcome to tho town
by Mr. Childs and to the union by the
local president, Mrs. Rubie Tracy, were
cordial and happily put. The response by
Mrs. H. B. Jordan voiced the gratitude of
the delegates.
A pretty feature was a song by five whiteribbon girls. A pathetic recitation by
Marcia Weston was followed by a humorous collection sp?ech by the county treasClark. There wore
urer, Mrs. A. W.
speeches by several gentlemen, honorary
<

County W.

is

OUVIl.

pension
government office, whether he

Annual

attain such an exalted
this life that by and by
to its close, we may be fully
higher citizenship in that

more

perform

KITTEKY TO

WHITE ItIB BONERS.

may
here in

duties we need to keep before our minds ea.erprise unless its soundness and profitsuch pictures as that of Washington in
ruing capacity are demonstrated to your
prayer at Valley Forge, and James A. Gar- satisfaction and to that of conservative
field in New York city, who quelled the nun to whom you submit the data.
howling mob at the time of Lincoln’s as“Fifth, never invest in a security besassination by saying to them: “Fellow- cause somebody has heard that its price
citizens, God reigns, and the government is going up; tbe story may have been cirat Washington still lives.”
j culated by someone who knows something
The people of the United States nh\ a; s wrong about ths investment aud is anxious
strive to elect a President of unfaltering f to sell what he holds himself.
lished.
courage. That is the reason why the peo“Sixth, never invest in anything —minHere is w*here the unswerving devotion ple have nominated so many times a man ing stock, railway stock or maaufacturof Washington showed at its very best. with a war record. Washington, Jackson, ! ing stock—simply because its price is low.
He remained at the head of the army, gave Harrison, Taylor, Pierce, Grant, Hayes, It may possibly be a bargain, but its price
encouragement to the despondent, checked I Garfield, Benjamin Harrison, McKinley, may also be tow because it is worthless or
the unruly with a firm hand, and after a
aud Roosevelt, all saw- active service as because it is doubtful whettnr tbe stock
j
while succeeded in persuading the soldiers soldiers, some of them gaining the high- will ever pay any return whatever on the
that the only honorable course was for est possible military honors before being investment.”
them to place faith in the nation’s credit chosen to the highest office within the
A Song to Clover.
and believe that the government would as gift of the nation.
soon as able pay every cent of its obligaNot alone upon the battlefield have these Some sing of the lily and daisy and rose.
McKin- And the pansies and pinks that the summer
tioos.
men shown unfaltering courage.
time throws
Still another instance of Washington’s ley faced death just ts bravely in Music
of the medJer that
unswerving devotion is when, after he hall, Buffalo, as he ever did in his youth- Iu the green, grassy lap
lays
With a
had served his country for eight years as
ful service on the field of battle.
skies
at
the
Blinkin' up
through the sunits first President, he had retired to pri- prayer for the foul fiend upon his lip s he
shiny days;
with
his
War
was
threatened
of
life.
the
vale
into
soon passed
presence
But what is tbe lily aud all of the rest
France and a courier hastened from Pbila- Creator. He had shown his country how Of the flowers to a man with a heart in his
to
but
be
showed
a statesman should live,
breast
delphia (then the nation’s capital)
That is sipped brimmin*'full of the honey ami
Washington’s farm at Mt. Vernon, urging the world how a Christian should die.
dew
of
the
command
in
Presihim to come and take
And I want to thank God that
Of the sweet clover blossoms his boyhood
army and rescue the country from its dent Roosevelt the nation found a man
knew?
The
messenger I of unfaltering courage. As a New York
newly-threatened peril.
found Washington in the field on horse- j assemblyman, police commissioner of New I never set hevey on a clover Held now,
back looking over his farm. After finding ! York city, colonel of the redoubtable Or fool ’round a stable or climb in a mow,
But my childhood comes back just a clear
out the nature of the message Washington
Rough Riders, and governor of New York,
and as
courteously replied: “1 am ready to serve bis unfaltering courage has been many As the smell plain
of the clover I'm snuffin’ again;
It is said
my country in any way I can,” and al- times well tested and tried.
I
wander away in a bare-fooled dreani^
And
though an old man, with infirmities creap- that his uomin.itiou to the vice-presi- Where I tangle my 'toes iu the blossoms
ing upon him. Washington hastened to dency was a shrew-d political move to put
that gleam
Philadelphia and took command of the j him on the shelf out of politics. But de- With the dew of the dawn of the morniug of
love
Happily, however, war with vine providence decreed that he should
army.
Ere it wept o'er the graves that I’m weeping
rmute tins niciicu,
UUI>
puv UU IUC
above.
One of the most marked instances of bis
Another instance of unswerving devo- |
tion is revealed by the famous remark of | unfaltering courage, and one w hich equals And so I love clover. It seems like a part
Gen. Grant that be would “light it out ; his dashing valor in leading his Rough Of the sacredest sorrows and joys of my
heart;
along that line if it took all summer.” Riders on to victory up over Ban Juan
And wherever it blossoms, oh, there let me
Dogged persistency rather than Hashing hill, was his decision concerning the probow
brillancy characterized the work of Gen. motion of Hon. Henry Clay Evans, ofTen- And tbauk the dear Lord as I’m thankin’
Grant as a soldier and led him on to Huai neesee. Evans had made an honorable reHim uow.
victory. And it was the same unswerving cord as commissioner of pensions all And pray to Him still for the strength wheu
devotion that led all the Union officers ! through McKinley’s administration. He
I die
and all the Union men to stick to their ; would not grant unworthy pensions and To go out in the clover and tell it good-by,
post of duty till the last battle was fought, j he was hated chiefly by some of the pen- And lovingly nestle my face in its bloom,
the laet victory won and the integrity and j sion attorneys and some of the extreme While my soul slips away iu a breath of
perfume.
i politicians who think that every soldier
unity of our nation preserved.
—James Whitcomb Riley.
a
fat
or
while in Washington should have either a
Several

cannon-ball.
The guide was thoroughly drilled, and
j knew all t he details of action of both armiea
in that
!
during each of the days of that terrible

emphasis upon

“^ffogation point, the question

much

would to

But next after intelligent knowledge

years ago

&ut the
history of our government was
than one-half a century old before
e
l)eoPlo sb a whole began to realize that j
•
very contradicted the
Declaration of
n
ependence and also the spirit of the j
i
of the United States. Meu

ing: 1. Intelligent knowledge of duty. 2.
Unswerving devotion. 3.
Unfaltering
courage. These are illustrated not only in
the lives of Presidents, bat in the lives of
millions of other patriotic citizens. I

side

subtle

the way home from a Baptist young
people’s national convention in Baltimore,
I took in a special excursion which gave
me a chauce to visit the eite of Gettys-

tuore

e

as

who

Christian nation whose God is the

on

us.

^aatitution
gsn to
ask, placing

same

fought
unswerving

interfere, more than ton years include a roll-call of all the survivors of
ago, with the Spanish atrocities in Cuba, the Grand Array. Yet none of us can live
It was a war for righteousness and a war upon the past. There are
present duties
for humanity.
Spain was compelled to which will each day ring out to us their
relinquish her island possessions, and this clarion call, “Attention!” There are presgovernment promised to stay with Cuba ent-day temptations, against which even
and help her form an independent gov- the old soldier needs to hear the divine
ernment.
Ever since the close of the command: “Right about, face.”
Spanish war and the following treaty with ftTbere are duties of good citzenship
Spain our government has been fulfilling for the immediate performance of which
this pledge.
Sanitary conditions have the voice of true patriotism rings out its
been established and yellow fever has stentorian command: “Forward, march!”
been practically stamped out. The United There is no soldier who can be a good citiStates soldiers have all been withdrawn zen to-day solely by reason of the memana <^uoa ;s now an inaepenaem republic.
ory of some great deed of valor performed
The problem of the Philippine islands iuiij
au,
jeaio
J,
will be settled by the gospel rather than of an old soldier stealing, lying, swearof
United
States
soldiers.
Our ing or getting drunk, it always makes me
by troops
army in the Philippines had a hard time feel sad. 1 always feel like shaking my
of it in the three years immediately fol- head and saying: “Ah! my friend, you
lowing Admiral Dewey’s wonderful vic- are failing below your noble war record.”
I do not think it is right for the United
tory at Manila bay. Granted that many
of the Filipinos were cruel and treach- States government to pension any soldier
erous, that was no excuse for our army who spends all bis pension money for
offlceft to be the same. That officer who strong drink. If he need a pension, let
gave the order to make Samar a howling him
sign a temperance pledge, but
wilderness, to plunder, burn, destroy and if he w ill drink, let him do it with other
kill everything over ten, was just as much money than that which comes from the
of a barbarian as any Filipino possibly United States treasury. Secretary Root
could be.
But since the capture of was right when he said that any army
Aguinaldo and the subjugation of the officer who became intoxicated while in
mountainous tribes, and especially since the performance of his duties should be
our
noble missionaries have gotten in dishonorably discharged and not honortheir self-sacrificing work, the gospel of ably placed upon the retired list. For
Jesus is slowly but surely becoming the these are duties in common every-day life
leaven which will yet make of the Filipithat often take as much courage as it
2.

duty. This was the problem that confronted our forefathers after independence had been gained 125 years ago.
While the Revolutionary war was going

Appomatox

at

the other, true patriotism can be attributed.
3. There is still another element in true
patriotism, and that is unfaltering courage. The list of all our fellow-patriots
ono

me

patriotism,

morning

union veteran

that they may be summed up of duty comes unswerving devotion, as one
under three parts: Intelligent knowledge of the elements of true patriotism. One
of this is the conof duty, unswerving devotion and unfal- of the best instances
of Washington after the close of the
tering courage. These correspond to the |! duct
war.
England had been
three-fold division of
the
mind
by Revolutionary
and bad signed a treaty ol
psychologists->inteliect, sensibility and conquered
will. We shall endeavor to see how these peace. There w as no more fight ing for the
to do and yet there was no money
elements of patriotism have oeen illus- soldiers
1
w hich to pay them for the services
trated in the lives of our great statesmen, with
they had so nobly rendered. The contias well as how they can be illustrated in
nental currency was not worth the paper
humble walks of daily life.
on which it was priuted, for the credit ol
1. The
first element, then, of
true
the new nation had not yet been estab-

seems

memorable

court-house when Grant told Lee that the
war was ended and that his soldiers could
go home in peace.
One thing certainly the recent war with
Spain has accomplished, and that has been
to unify the different sections of
our
country. Strictly speaking, there is now
no North, no
South, no East, no West.
There is but one country, one flag and one
government. This has been true since the
close of the Civil war, but the war with
Spain helped us to realize it more than w*e
did before. To liberate Cuba, the son of
the Confederate soldier and the son of the

Lord.

of

those
Homestead
riots. The
stirkers had been prosecuted and Taft had
been threatened with personal violence
unless he decided in their favor. But he
decided against them and rendering his
decision, he sai<t, with unmistakable emphasis: “1 want you to understand that
the decision of this court is that law and
order are to be preserved, and if necessary
all the machinery of the United Btales
government will be set in motion in order
to
secure
it.”
The
strikes
were
quelled and the Homestead Riots ceased.
Ah! my friends, that’s the kind of stuff
we need, either in a
President of the
United States or anybody else. That’s the
quality of courage we need in men who
occupy all positions of public trust, great
or small.
We need men who can neither
be coaxed, bullied nor bribed into any
kind of corruption or neglect of duty.
Such then are the three elements of patriotism which we have considered this morn-

ment to

nos a

world and

unseen

the standpoint

during

most

uiv

go baud in hand. The one in the logical
counterpart of the other. True patriotism
is always in harmony with true piety, and
the best way to honor the memory of our
fallen heroes is to live as we think they
would have us live could they come hack
to

the

declared it altogether too soon; others
thought he deferred it too long; but Abraham Lincoln waited only tong enough to
be absolutely sure of his duty and then
he did it unfalteringly.
He acted upon
the motto of David Crockett, the famous
woodsman of Kentucky: “Be sure you
are right, then go ahead.”
This is a good rule, not only for a statesman to follow, but for any citizen in the
humble walks of life. Intelligent knowledge cf duty is what caused our govern-

actual service in the Civil war. Aside
from those who fsll in battle or succumbed to the ravages of disease, by far
the larger part of those mustered out at
the close of the the war have gone to join
til" silent majority. Every year the numbers of our veterans are diminishing and
their physical strength is decreasing, although the llres of patriotism and loyalty
to their country and their Hag atill continue to burn within their breasts with
all the brightness and zeal of the days of
teen

was

scription of Pickett’s

wave

Sermon

I

contest.

name

INTO YOURIt 8H0E8
SHAKE
Alloa’s Foot-Ease,
painful,
powder.
a

KINEIO

RANGES
will

satisfy

the most

critical.
They
quick bakers and
sume

but

little

are
con-

fuel.

They are, in fact, the
most economical stove
on

the market.

cares

smarting, nervous feet and ingrowing nails, and instantly takeathe sting oat of corns ana b anions. It’s
the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Allen’s
Foot-Saae makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It Is
a certain care for sweating, callous, swollen, tired,
aching feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all Druggists
and Shoe Stores. By mail for 26c. in stamps.
Don’t accept any substitute. Trial package FREE.
Address Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, H. T.
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of

party, but also to the business intercountry, which the overthrow
of the organization in the Senate would
constitute.

2,528

The

posed
WEDNESDAY

j

inconsistency of a majority comof the “progressive” republicans

democrats has been manifested in
instances, but in none more so
Years ago
than in the case of iron ore.
there was a strong demand for revision of
; the steel schedule, so strong that in 1002
numerous

Wat ter so u on Taft.
Nothing so well illustrates the esteem in which President Taft is held
ky the whole country, regardless of

of

the late

a

|

settling

yet held.
The program and meeting presented this
year, is, it is hoped, destined to have a uni-

lumbering operations

Wis-

American

Schools

6

and

Bernard

Superintendent

—

Lawrence, Mass.
Reception to members
and social hour. In connection with this
period it should be said that it has been

“To-day it is Lincoln’s example which j free. The finance committee made the
moves a calm, enlightened and patriotic occu- j
duty twenty-five cents a ton. It was suppant of the presidential office—like himse.f a j
of course, the democrats would
life-long republican aud a republican parti- J posed that,

emphasize,

as

j

the diskinct aim of the

free iron ore, and the House bill makes it

both here

the

afternoon

for

tbe

management to

and

by

means

tion.

studv of schools of observation and

Principal John G. Thompson,

Fitch burg. Mass.

satisfy

Already,

without waiting for the final
AMISKMINT NOfko.
passage of the bill, many mills winch
have been idle are being started up
AY TRY STRONG COMPANY.
all over the country, and wi.n rue
Cv^m«ncnvT next Monday evening.
are
which
there
good crops
expected
June 14, the Av *ry String <'ommnv will
will be an unprecedented fan brnappear at Hancock halt in reixrrioire tor
ness, which will result in the re em- three nights—Monday. Tuesday and Wedployment of the many men now id'e, nesday. iflti play lor the opening night
with wages at the highest point we
!
have ever known.
This wiil meau
mew business next year, and with the
expected prosperity should come
added confidence in the wisdom and
legislation of the republican party us
well as the confidence reposed in the

President,

which should resul. in an
Increased republican majority in the
aext House to be elecedin 'lie fall f
1910, all the democratic predictions to

Discussion.
Secondary schools. Chairman. Superintendent F. J. Brownscombe, Montpelier,
Vt.
“The Social Side of High School
Life,” Principal Merritt D. Chittenden,
Burlington, Vt. Discussion, “The Present status of Physics in the High School,”
Principal Willis O. Smith, Lancaster, N.
ti. Discussion.
Elementary schools. Chairman, Principal Lewis ti. Meider, Providence, R. I.
“The Essentials of Arlthmstic Below the

High School,” Principal Joseph
Mowry, Providence R. 1. Discussion.

Rural schools. Chairman. Julius E. Warren, Agent Massachusetts State Board of

tn On tne community.
Miss Hannah P.
DiscusWuhinuu, Norm Adams, Mass.

••Practical

sion.

Schools,”
s-huse.ts

Professor

Agriculture

in

F. B. Jinks,

Agricultural college.

Rural

MassaDissua-

sion.

Kindergarten. Chairman, Mrs. M. M.
Burdett, Newton, Mass. The kindergard‘partrnent will be in charge of the EastKindergarten association.

eral session.

Evening, July
Topic: “Results

7

—

Gen-

in Iudus

trial Education.” “Th3 Domestic Arts
and bcijuces,” Principal ti. S. Weaver.
Some senator said someth!i g here
a few moments ago about divisions in
Practical Arts high school, Boston.
Ihe republican party. I think it w.->8
“Agriculture,” Professor F. B. Jenk?,
my friend from Michigan who said
Massachusetts
c >!leg_.
Agricultural
that. I do not know that I can belt. r
“Industrial Education in
au
Ordinary
close than by saying that nobouy
High S.'bool,” Superintendent George H.
within our party can have, at d noWbitcher, Berlin, N. ti. “Co-operation
body within our party need ha\e, any
Between Shop and School,” Principal
alarm for our party future; became
Charles T. Woodbury, Fitchburg, Mass.
when ail is done it will be found that
excesses have been reduced and jus- will b» “The Minister's Sweetheart”. On
i'ne management wisaes to state particutice established, ail hy one broad, gen- Tuesday »v*uing ‘'i^na Ri.cia
wn.
larly that .he speakers of this evening’s
eral principle, and equal desire am.mg presented, and on Wcd^eso^j evening
general sessions are, all of them, men who
as to do exactly wh-t is
right f cm “The Fata' Coin”.
are d'*ing thing* and are to tell the instiour different points of view.
And, so
This comp’in.v come to Ellsworth hightute what they are doing and how it is
when the day of batile comes,
ue
ly recommended both as to Plays end working, not what they purpose to do.
republican party will be found disThut sday Morning, July 8
Departciplined, compact, aggressive, ma-ch- players. “The Minister's Sweet ueari
ing forward in the future, as it has in is said to be exceptionallv good. It is a r mental meetings. The departments of
the past, to victory for itself and to story of rural life, its characters, harply | superintendence and kindergarten will be
blessings for the nation.—Senator detinea. are *ust plain ordinary folk, it“ | under the direction of the New England
movement is easy, the interest does n t
Beveridge.
Association of School Superintendents and
—

and its

people are

human and belie

v-

Incidental to the performance and beacts, some excellent specialties will
be contributed by dainty little Eva K-otr,

tween

legislature.

week star, and the viudevitle bills

ing, for
cor
Bion

E.

NT Y

Whitney,

<

ujj.ip

o‘

Bar

Harbor,

justified
has

been appointed a
deputy enforcement
commissioner by the Sturgis commission.

Mrs. James

Davis, ot Ellsworth
Inez, Wyo., has distinguished herself by killing a huge rattlesnake. She is the first woman in that section to have one ot the big fellows to her
credit. The snake was five feet long,
with nine rattles and a button. He showed
fight when Mrs. Davis came upon him,
but a well-aimed rock cut short his ca-

Falls,

reer.

who

W.

is in

a

summer

attraction,

in

was

keej>tuily

after

all, for there has not been jr.
Boston during the past season such recordbreaking houses all week. For the past week
Miss Tilley has created more talk than

|

i

|

there has been in Boston in many years over
one artist.
If Miss Tilley were not on the !
bill, the Great Lester, the ventriloquist
from the West, would be suffi ient attraction to draw crowded houses. Lester has t
only one dummy, but it is one that will be
remembered. An exceptionally good musical act will be that of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Voelker.
Others will be Kelly and
Barrett in “The Battle of Too Soon”, Hayes
and Johnson, Cornalla and Eddie, Patsy
Doyle and the Hess sisters.

I
|

BIRCH HARBOR.
Mrs. M. H. Winslow anc. daughter Alda
are visiting in Cherryfield.

with whom she had made her home for
some

j

Nominated by the Governor.
Among nominations by Gov. Fernald reR. A. Handy, of Waverley, Mass., has
cently announced are the following in moved here and is now living with his
Hancock county:
father, Corydon Handy.
Trial justice, P. L. Ai|ten, Sorrento.
School closed Friday, after a pleasant
John
H.
EllsBresnahan,
Notary public,
term. The teacher, Miss Uuptill, returned
E.
worth; G--orge
Googins, Bar Harbor; to her home in Goulds boro Saturday.
j!
Leonard M. Moore, Ellsworth.
Mrs. Zida Lindsey, who has spent the
the
and
of
Justice
p-sce
quorum, George
winter in Bangor, has been visiting her
E. Googins, Bar Harbor.
daughter, Mrs. Ned Rice, and other relaMeasure the appreciation you bestow by tives here.
C.
June 7.
that which you desire.

—

years.

She is survived

by

HENRY

Henry

only

Now there

was

means

are

enacted

of

ARM—At

Boggy BrookTTmilTf^T^JrIj!
station;
acres;
tons hav
wood land. Or will
«5

railroads

over

which

operators ship to market,
has arisen between
rivalry

Maine lumber
man u

fact urea

in

>ew

Brunswick

ana in

Maine, and the former declare the raanufacturers on the Maine borderland interfere, by means of sorting booms and piers
in the river, with the free passage of logs
down the St John river.
The troubles culminated in 1906, when
Levi Pond, in charge of the St. John river
drive, dynamited the booms of the Van
Buren Lumber Co., declaring that they
obstructed his drive, and the Americans
armed a posse and trouble of a serious
nature was threatened.
The present commission has begun taking evidence while the drives are in the
river, and has within the past month in-

apected the booms along the disputed
territory.
P. C. Keegan, of Van Buren, and George
A. Murchie, of Calais, are the American
commissioners, and O. F. Fellows, cjunsel.
A. P. Barnhill, K. C. and John Keefe, of
St.John, represent England, and H. A.
McKeown, of St. John, and W. P. Jones,
of Woodstock, are counsel for the CanadThe

of the present contention is, in
the legal interpretation,
together with question of fact, involved
in article 2 of the so-called Ashburton
crux

large

measure,

lows:
Provided that the navigation on the St.
Juliu river, where it is decided to be th«*
bx undarv. shall be free and open to both parties: that all the produce of the forest in logs,
lumber, timber, boards, staves, etc., or of

or

not being manufactured, grown
any of those parts of the State of Maine,
watered by the St. Johu river or by its tributares. of which fact reasonable evidence, if
required, be produced, shall have free access
into and through said river and its tributaries having boun.es within the Mate of
Maim.-, to ami from the seaport at the mouth
of the St John, and to and around said falls in
the river, either by boats, rafts or other conveyance; that when within said province of
New Brunswick the said produce shall be
dealt with as ll it were the proouce of said
province; that in like manner the inhabitants
cf the upper St. Jthn territoiy determined by
this treaty to belong to England shall have
fne access to and through the river for their
produce in those parts v.he.c .he river runs
wholly through Maine; providing always that
this agreement shill give no right to either
party to interfere with any regulations not inconsistent with the terms oi this treaty which
the governments respectively of Maine or of
New Brunswick may make respecting the
navigation cf said river when both banks
thereof shall belong to the same party.

of the

were

elected

as

follows:

if

Rfter^TbiiTiiSi

AN Rround 60 to look
tn ibis county. Write to-dav for in
formation. Permanent.
C. R. Bcrr & Co
Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn.

M

Kn-

at

rAtTNDRESH
Good

J Point.
Martin.

Legal XoticcB.
XTTTHERKAB Maude L. Black, of brook**
▼ille. in the county of Hancock and
f▼
State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
the second day of July. a. d. 1904. and re*
corded in the Hancock countv registry of
deeds, book 410. page 296. conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Brooksvtlle, and hounded and
described as follows, to wit
Beginning on
south side of highway on line of land of
Warren Uhatto; thence easterly by said highway to land of Lewis F. Gray; thence easterly
by said Gray's line to waters of Buck s Harbor, tbence westerly by the waters of said
Harbor to land of Warren Chatto; thence
northerly by said Cbatto’s line to place of beginning; and whereas, tbe condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by
reason of tbe breach of the condition
thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of satd mortgage.
Dated this 4th day of June, a. d. 1909.
Lbwis F. Gray.

Preai-

subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed adminu*
trators of the estate of
CHARLE8 E. DOYLE, late of ELLSWORTH,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as tbe law directs
All persona having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same tor settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to mate payment imBakah E Dotlb.
mediately.
#
June 4, 1909.
Frkd L. Mason.

THE

subscriber hereoy give* notice that
been duly appointed adminisestate of
LOUISE D. PARIS, late of SEDGWICK.
«n the county of
Haucock. deceased, and
given bond* a* the law direct*.
All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payoieut immediately.
Sedgwick. June 7. 1WP.
John \V. Paris.
he has
THE
trator of tbe

fflHli

X
trator

Augusta last

week.

Capt.

and

Mrs. Mitchell spent the week-

Milbridge.

Pauline Smith has gone to Steubeu
house during the summer.
Mrs. Belle Googins was called to East-

Mrs.
to

keep

brook

Saturday by illness of a relative.
Havey and wife have returned

A. B.
B.

Havey.
V. G. Wasgatt, assistant

Bar Harbor Trust Co.,
business Friday.

was

treasurer of
in town

on

F. E. Pettingill is taking a much-needed
vacation, enjoying an automobile trip
through Washington county.

George Pettingill

and wife are at home
Nebraska, where they have spent the
winter. Mr. Petlingill’s health is much
from

improved.
June 7.

Vox POPULi.

a man gets when he
complains to
children of the sacrifice he has made
for them is a comparison in their minds
with their mother, who has made greater
sacrifices and never called attention to
them.

9100 |{rw **•*», 9100.
The reader* of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at le&st one dreaded disease that science has been able to cure in all
its stage*, and that i*Citarrh
Hall's Catarrh
Core is the oul.v positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cu-t is lakt-n iuternally. acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surface* of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
the patient strength by buildiug up
the constitution and assisting uature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much faith
iu its curative powers that they offer One
Huudred Dollars for any case that it fails to
cure, bend for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
bold by all Druggist. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

giving

gives

notice

that

nereoy gives notice '.fiat
duly appointed adminisof the estate of
RUBY 8. GRG88. late of DR LAND,
in the county of Haucock. deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons having demands
agwiust the estate of
said deceased are desired to present tbe
indebted
same
for settlement,
and all
thereto are requested to make payment imIra F. i»aoss.
m-diately.
Orland, Me., June 7. 1909.
trator

1

subscriber hereby give* notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
8ARAH G. HARRIMAN. late of BUCKS*
PORT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased.
All perbonds
as the law direct*
given
sons
having demands against tb e*tat*
of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLklasd P. Lowicll.
mediately.
Bucksport, June 2.1909.

THE

All

his

hereby

duly appointed adminis-

of

subscriber
rglHB
he has been
X

to

Caribou after visiting at the home of B.

subscriber
he has been
of tbe estate

SARAH A. GRAY, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Haucock. deceit-ted, and
All person
given bonds as the law direct*
having di maud* against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present tl e *arce for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requesleu to make payment immediately.
William M. Howard.
Bluehill. June 7. lifts.

Mrs. E. V. Smith is ill.

end in

Tarratine hotel. Hancock
Mrs. Georg* a
wage*.

En-

WEST SULLIVAN.
returned from

POINT^ctHL

^Eluabktii

which will be at the east side church at
Hancock during August.
The president, whose address is East'
Franklin, will be glad to respond to calls |
1
to help build up and reorganize societies.
Miss Koch will be here later.
The evening service was a feast of good j
things after the dne supper provided.
The choir led the stirring song service,
then Rev. Angus MacDonald, of Bar Harbor, gave an address on “Christian
Growth”, delivered in his usual interesting and masterful way.

Havey

aVBIRCH

i> TAGE—Having opened my cottage
the season. I am ready to take
boarders
reasonable rates.
For particular. addr,«.
Miss
Morris. Ellsworth, Me

Mrs. Flaville L. Moon. With the energetic

A. P.

at

fZlanUti.
TJOARDERS

working president and vice-president, it la !
felt that great things can be done for our
|
societies. It is hoped that delinquent!
societies will ask for theit help.
Better j
reports are wanted at the next meeting, j

on

signing

Pin* Street. Ellsworth.unfurnisb^dTt”M
ROOMS-Furnished

dent^Bisset Hulbert; vice-oresident, Mrs.
Nellie Blaisdell; secretary and treasurer,

agriculture,

For many years after the

Co Erf.

League societies met
Wednesday, June 2.
About twenty-live delegates were present,
and other societies were represented by
letters, Marlboro and Lamoine having no
delegates present.
^
The topic of the day was “Christian
Work”, treated in papers as follows:
“The Call,” Rev. Mr. Chase, of Franklin;
“The Workers,” Rev. Mr. Bromley, of
Franklin; “The Field,” Biaset Hulbert;
“The Reward,” Rev. Mr. Purdy, of Sullivan.
All were ably presented, and were
upliftiug and encouraging
Officers

“***'

>J"APHTHA
I
West

and Epworth
j deavor
at North Sullivan

|

?o]fr
L'“>*

HOCSK-My two-story-h6uae~on~ElffiriL

A. CARTER.

j Interesting Meeting of Christian
deavorers at North Sullivan.
j Riverview
Local Union of Christian

ian commission.
a

Palls,

I, Al. NCH.
Inquire of
CPRTIS R. Foster, Ellsworth. Me.

A. Carter died at his home in

j

nearer

CRSBTRKK, Ellsworth.

RIYKRYIKW LOCAL UNION.

j

cuts 10

exchange for
town.
Inquire of Mas
CaaraxTgR, Ellsworth
Me
place

the

transport*!-

oata'logJJ*’!

R““-TV

B*rlth. Me?

sis-

three

ters—Mrs. Abbie Jones, of Santa Cruz,
Cal., Mrs. S. K. Macomber, of Rockland,
and Mrs. C. J. Carver, of Camden.
Funeral services were held at her late
home Sunday
afternoon, Rev. R. B.
Mathews officiating.

for six

Education in American Normal coln and Kuox, who reported that in their
Schools," Principal Walter E. Russell, I opinion the Magaguadavic was the river
Gorham.
Discussion. “The Relation of intended, as bei.ig nearer to the St. John
Theory and Practice in the Normal School river.
to Actual Experience in Teaching and
In February, 1790, in the second session
Management," Principal Herbert H. Hates, i of the first Congress, Washington sub1
Training scnool, Cambridge. Mass. Dis- mitted the question to the Senate for arcushion.
bitration, and it remained unsettled till
Secondary schools. Chairman, Superin- John Jay, on Nov. 19, 1794, in England
tendent F. J. Brownscooibe, Montpelier, negotiated a treaty for the settlement of
Vt. “Symbols and Substance in Modern this
dispute. In 1S3S the boundary
Language Teaching," Julius Tuckerman, troubles reached an acute stage and led to
Springfield, Mass., high scnool. Discus- the bloodless Aroostook war, for which
sion. “An Experiment
in First
Year Congress authorized the President to call
Latin," Principal Fred S. Libbey, Berlin, out the militia for &ix months and to acN. H. Discussion.
cept 30,000 volunteers, and placed at his
Elementary schools. Chairman, Prin- order an extra credit of $10,000,000, while
Lewis
H.
cipal
Meader, Providence, R. I. Maine voted $800,000 for military defences
••Language Below the High School," Miss and arming civil posses, erected fortificaGrace M. Fickett, Gorham normal school. ! tions at Madawaska, Fort Fairfield and
Discussion. “Reading in the Elementary ! other places along the borderland.
School," Miss Elizabeth Hall, assistant j Across the river were encamped the Ensuperintendent, Schenectady, N. Y. Dis- !
glish soldiers.
Military roads were
cuss ion.
Rural schools.
Chairman, Julius E. blazed from Bangor, and supplies were
Warren, agent Massachusetts State Board hastly forwarded through Aroostook
of Education. ‘^School Gardening," illusThe total casualties of that war
trated, Superintendent Wallace E. Mason, county.
North Andover, Mass. Discussion. “The were one man accidently killed in a field.
School
of
the
Webster decided to settle through direct
Country
Future," Mr. Warren.
Discussion.
negotiations with England, which se^t
General
Thursday Evening, July 8
session. “TheAdjustment of the School over Lord Ashburton in 1842. The Ashto Manual and Vocational Training," Miss burton treaty was signed Aug. 9, 1842.
Mary B. Snow, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn,
N. Y. “The Educational Need from the
Colonel White—Your eon is quite a singViewpoint of Organized Labor," John !
Golden, Fall River, Mass., general presi- er, isn’t he, Busenbark? Brother Busendent United Textile Workers of America. bark—Yassai! Yassah
’Bleeged to yo’ fo’
“The Health of School Children," Dr.
axin’. Dat boy, sah, am suttingly de
Thomas F. Harrington, director of school
!
hygiene, Boston, Mass. Closing business ; moast malodorus culiud pusson in this
of the institute.
i
wbpk town.
;
dustrial

jFotSait.

highly-esteemed ladies. She was the
Cunningham. She was IgOTATO FARM—13S screa, fly
smooth. rlay. loam acids,
i
in the seventy-ninth year of her age. Mrs.
bailee
off, 0
lure and woodland; produce large
auan?o,**‘
Cunningham was one of the oldest mem- hay. beside other crops. Good
stand onio?
ings; handy to schoo
stores rh,,,,!” "'
bers of the Congregational church.
neighbors. Price. »2.«oo.
Alf but *i2o S4
She leaves one son, J. A. Cunningham,
remain on mortgage.
Send for
widow* of Hutson

treaty of Paris in 1782, Great Britain contended that the Schcoaiac w&s the true St.
Croix river mentioned in the treaty as the
the Eastern Kindergarten association re- | Dounaary, ana the united Mates maintained that the Magaguadavic was meant,
spectively.
ui'U
o iuwis.
vaHiimttii, irrincipai
the differences teriitorily involving some
J. As bury Pitman, Salem, Mass.
“The j 8,OCO square miles. After the Paris treaty,
Relation of Handwork to the Regular Nova Scotia, bolding the Schoodiac as the
Work in the Practice School," Principal river boundary, made grants forming the
Henry Whittetnore, Framingham, Mis*. ! settlement of M. Andrews, and MassachuDiscussion opened by Dr. H. 11. Lamson, setts appointed as commissioners to settle
Plymouth, N. H. “The Problem of In- the question of the true river Gens. Lin-

able.

though representing a Boston hon e, Peter Muerav in songs, par.-aiea, monohas always kept in touch with his j logues. impersonations, and Webb and
home town and county. For the past Grande, sir g -rs nnd dancers.
At the opening performance on Monday
twenty years he has reptcsented the ,
evening Roy C. Haines will pr»s»*nt the
Baldwin, Robbins Co, wholesale j bolder of the
lucky seat with 25,000 votes
|
hardware. He leaves the road to be- in the contest now
being conducted by
|
come a member of the firm.
He j hitn.
»1bo leaves a host of friends in Maine.
KEITH’S THEATRE, BOSTON.
Mr. Jones represented the Bucksport
The darir-g of Mr. Keith in presenting
class towns las' vin'er in the State
Vesta Tillcv, the three-tbousand-doliar-a

militia

»b”’
contemn!

old

“Some

Wednesday

dag,

disputed

treaty, negotiated nearly seventy years
Noteworthy Results of ! ago, relating to the navigation of the St.
Vocational Teaching” taj On the children: John river. The article in part is as fol-

Education.

ern

.the contrary notwithstanding.

E.

Pike law

the

business

Normal schools. Chai man. Principal J.
Asbury Pitman, Salem, Mass. Report of
the organization, courses and methods of
instruction in the Normal schools of the
middle west. Principal Arthur C. Boy den,
Bridgewater, Mass. Discussion. Report

practice.

was

^

*—.

in me estimation ot the President they
It is not believed mat any imp r
would Uia»e h thoroughly lnoousisteu.
taut industries of ihe country win na
tank bill, which the Hou*e would refuse
adversely affected by the penaing absolutely to
accept, and the result would
tariff bill, and there is every sign that
be a session prolonged throughout the
an unusual degree of prosperity will
summer, an ultimate result which would
follow the enactment of the law.
one.

because of

the

on

50,000

to call out

When the

of
acquaintancepeopleand for in-

formation

—

on a

1

of

\Yed-iv»day Morning July 7
Superintendence.
Chaining,
Superintendent Frank H. Beede, New Haven,
Conn. The department of superintendence will be in charge of the New England Association of School Superinten-

unin-^

j

river

among school
formal discussions.

j

boundary

climax

When a girl is selling tickets to
g
admires him for hia
generosity
he buys, but after she baa
married him
and he buys tickets, she has a
P
for him for beiug so easily
worked.
she

usual health when she retired. About
midnight she called to her son, and in a
few minutes passed away. Her death is
attributed to heart failure.
Mrs. Cunningham wasone of Ellsworth’s

dis-

>

annus!

months, and for which the State of Maine j
Ellsworth Tuesday, aged sixty-tive years,
voted |800,000 to defend her claims.
Mr. Carter was a
The present dispute aris's partly over after a long illness.
He
the Pike law, discussed in the tariff con- member of Harvest Home grange.
ferences at the present Congress, which leaves a widow and four children—Mrs.
j
provides that manufactured lumber, cut George Cunningham and Mrs. Austin
in the Maine woods and driven down the i Conarv, of West Ellsworth; Irving Carter,
sk. John river to points in New Bruns- of Bluehill, and Miss VernieCarter, of Old
wick and there sawed in mills owned and Town.
(
Funeral services w ill lie held to-morrow
operated by Americans, may come into
afternoon.
the United States free of duty.

excursions, opportunities

ships

■an—to reach forth his arms as if to clasp in join with the “progressive” republicans to
•heir embrace the whole people, seeking to ; defeat the committee’s amendment, but.
win the good opinion, yearning for the
p- on tb^ contrary, a majority of the minority
proval, of each and every one of them.
voted for the duty of twenty-five cents,
“Whether they give it in detail, or divide
and, judging by their expressions, would
■pou the incidental issues of the time, they
Have imposed an even higher duty had
will not withhold it in the aggregate; cud,
since a vigorous opposition is indispensable they been in control of the situation.
In a word, it his become obvious that
to good government, ms wise moderation and
transparent integrity give us the promise were the organization in the Senate over■fan opposition based upon principle rather thrown the majority, composed of demo•han faction, self-respecting and respectful, crats for the most
part, with a few “pro■pright, clean, and kind.
gressives”, would play ducks and drakes
“From such partyism nothing is to be
with the tariff bill, that they would
Seared, because it leaves us free, when dantainorev'm increase the duties on those
gers come, to forget that we are republicans,
to forget that we are democrats, reniemoeriiig pr»>diicts in which th°v *r° intn*e«»ted,
while they mercilessly cut the tariff on tne
•nly that we are Americans.”
products of certain eastern states.

Hancock county loses a. good cititen in the departure
of James H.
Jones, of Bucksoort, for Boston. Mr.
Jones is a Brooksville boj, and al-

authority

“Glimpses

Schoolmen,”
M. Sheridan,

the senti- j ting ore on the free list and greatly re■tents expressed by llenry Watierson ducing the tariff on steel and manufacMr. tures taereof.
in his Memorial Day address.
Tne President has all along advocated
Watterson said:
■action and of party,

a

Endeavor""

Mrs. Emily Cunningham died very suddenly at the home of her son, J. A. Cunningham, on Church street, Friday night.
Mrs. Cunningham was apparently in her

treaty of 1842,

northeastern

borderland between Maine and New
Brunswick, and, after another long lapse,
fying influence upon'the educational asso- a commission is now at work to determine
ciations of New England. The general the rights of the people of both countries
sessions and some of the departments are in transporting lumber through the St.
in charge of the institute directly. The John river waters.
The northeastern boundry dispute cost
Association
of
School
New England
Superintendents furnishes a two-days’ i several hundred thousand dollars; was
and papers of
program as a regular part o' the meeting, i the subject of messages
Presidents Washington, Adams, Monroe,
as does also the Eastern Kindergart tiers'
association. The program for the conven- Jackson and Van Buren; engrossed the
attention of King George 111 and the king
tion is as follows:
Tuesday Morning, July 6— Addresses of Netherlands, who in 1828, acted as arbitof welcome. Principal A. F. Richardson, rator; caused the bloodless Aroostook war,
Castine; Hon. Pavson Smith, State super- for which Congress gave President Van
iutendent for Maine.
“Co-operation in Buren an extra credit of flO,000,000 and

of

bill in the

the

pute, which reached

the institute hes

Tuesday Ecening, July

Representative Babcock,
j consin, introduced
House put-

Ashburton

on July 6, 7 and 8, and which is expected to be the largest convention that

Education,’’ Professor Holbert E. Britan,
Bates college. Presidential address, “The
American Institute’s Proposal for Federation of New England Association,’’ Henry
C. Morrison. Business

and the

JUNE 9, 1909

One

took many years of diplomacy in the
of the nation to bring about

the so-called

Instruction, to be held at Cas-

tine

ests of the

American is 2,400 copies.
Average for the year of 1908,

Institute of

Caused

Line

early history

ninth annual convention of the American

the

The

It

program for the seventy-

Below is the

to

as

MBS. EMILY CTNNINQHAM.

“War” and Cost Much Money.

Castine.

(Washington dispatch to New York Tribune.

had the republican organization, headed
by Senator Aldrich, been overthrown, and
events have answered the oft-repeated
question: “Why does not President Taft
exert his powerful influence to disrupt the
republican organization and destroy the
power of the “Aldrich clique?’”
President Tafv is a firm advocate of revision of the tariff downward, but he realizes the necessity of dealing with this
great question through the organization,
and be has all along appreciated the
menace, not only to the tariff bill and to

■■bscrlption Price—#2 00 a year; #7 001orslx
months; 50 cents for tlir-’t* months; If aid
75 and 38 cents
strictly in advance, #1 •>
■espectlvely. Single copies 5 cents, a. ar*
warages are reckoned at the rate of ?- per

edition

“Organization”

Tariff Work of Senate.

The tariff debate has now made sufficient
chaos
progress to demonstrate the complete
which would have reigned in the Senate

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

This week’s

Dominates

Dispute

American Institute of Instruction at

Christina Kndrnvor Summer
Sch„
Tb. Maine Christ inn
mer school will bold iu
eighth
session at Charleston August
9-19.

OBITUARY.

THE NORTHEAST BOUNDARY.

EDUCATORS WILL MEET.

DEPENDS 1 PON ALDRICH.

$Uk Ellsworth American.

subscriber

she has been
THE
tratrix dt boni»

non

hereby gives notice sSai
dulv appointed Adminiswith wifi annexed ox tn«

of
JOHN W. DRESSER, late of CAST!NE.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, M*
given bonds as the law directs. All P«r*
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all indeotea
thereto are requested to make payment imCarom nr D. WrrBEBt**
mediately.
Portland. Me., June 4. 1909.
estate

PJ**f*{

il

nbaerllM hereby kivshe has been duly appointed adwinistr**
trix of the estate of
WILLIAM H. PREBLE, late of CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS.
deceased, aud given bonds as the law dirnctt*
All persons having demands against tn«
tate of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all Lide®**®
thereto are requested to make payment
Elmenia P. Li'BVEY.
diately.
Cranberry Isles, June 2, 1909.

THF.

Pre*f®,

tb»t
gives notice
execiw

hereby
THEhe has been duly
appointed
of
of the last will and
subscriber

testament

dmtiBcinctus.

OLONZO O. PUTNAM, late of BUCKSPOBT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased,
as
the law directs.
bonds
given
persons having demands against tne*t
tate of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all md*D‘
»
thereto are requested to make payment
Hksby H.
mediately.

PJf-V,

^Danforth^Me^June^^l909.

_

13u«mt*» Car®.

ALICE HP SCOTT,
SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING, *>■'
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK
Co-.
Agent of the Union Safe Deposit & Trust
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
aud surety Bonds, a.
DKt
Cor. Main aud Water Sts (over Moore's
Store), Ellsworth. Maine

GEORGE

E.

_____

GOOGINS,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Bar Harbor,
Telephone No. 212.

MaiBe-

alleged defect in highway, was referred to
Aid. Hagan, with power to make settle-

CITY MEETING.

COUNTY NEWS.
F >r additional

ment.

matters

MANY interesting
before the board.

want

evening.
Rolls of accounts

were

passed

as

ACCOUNTS NO. 4.
yame.
Simeon C Fuller.
Edward L Drummey.

light,

rMtric
Ubmry.
L

follows

:

Amount.
#4500
83
1*» 75
3 00

soptof Bchs,
Bieh
B

terest in the

16

IS
«
2

PA A Killani,

1

COMMISSIONER'S

«
1U

self

guarantee the payment for

light

at the corner of

for
the

one

The

year.

light will

of

been

High and Pine streets
offer was accepted, and

to work
bill

new

for the church

paid

are

ments.

was

house

on

A sale

the

was

as soon

all

as

the

cemetery improveheld in the school-

Saturday evening.

Services

were

morning, and

Sunday

held in the church

continued during the
The pulpit decorations were
very pretty. Occasionally an eye would
stray upward,but there seems no immediate
danger of plaster falling. Enough has
already fallen to make the need of a metal
ceiling seen, but, so far, not felt.

called

ida

ing at Ellsworth Falls.

Tlme-a-Phone.
One of the many novelties exhibited at
the Chicago electrical show was the timea-phone. Attached to one of the posts of
a booth was a small device about the size
of a watch case but looking like a small

summer.

Miss Jean Small is employed
Noyes Drug Co. for the summer.

The

-92.81314

June 3 for the

Miss Dorothy Fifleld is the guest of
Mrs. Annie Veazie at Bluehill.

Adjourned.

cal chimes strike

The statutory bond of Tax Collector J.
fl. Breanaban was received, accepted and

About

twelve gangs

will start in

city

notes

due last

came

for

on

of

fl,000 each, which

month,

were

ordered

re-

on

which be

had

never

received.

He

the hour,

a

set of

ex-

plained that he did not know at the time
enlistment that he was entitled to
this bounty, in fact, was apt aware of it
until about two years ago.
He had never
received the bounty, as bad all the others
who enlisted at the same time. The
matter was referred to Aid. Small and
Estey as a special committee.
Bill of Lewis Morrison for fi for fighting fire last year was referred to Aiderman Stock
bridge.
On the bill of Michael Shea for five loads
of rock, $5, referred to the committee on
streets at the last
meeting. Aid Stockbridge reported that he had investigated
tbe matter, and ex-Street Commissioner
Woodward, who used the rock, said fl
would be a fair price. Mr. Shea claimed
the rocks were taken from a
stone wall.
Mr. Woodward said
they were within the
bmita ol the
highway. Aid. Small thought
Mr. Shea should be allowed the full
knount of his claim, but his motion to
effect was not seconded, and the matter was laid over.
Liaim of A. A.
Richardson, of Lamoine,
or f 11.% for
damage o wagon due to

Contingent.
Highway.
sidewalk.

“ld«e.
““eh

crushing.

*ate

road

atT Poor.

Ttae.
'1(y schools ...Ti_

H‘8b school.

Ort-book.
fcHoclhouse.
*QPt.

of

$6,000 00

500 00

1,200 00

department....

2,600

17 52

light.

2,000 00
2,265 00

last report,
last report,

887 19

89

j uae

Total,
7,1909.

84

The

jumped
They escaped with bruises
The carriage was badly

horse

them both out.
and scratches.

and

95 82

131 39

wife June 5.

-236 95

961 05

669 90

17

Mrs. Hannah Friend,
quite ill, is better.

92

238 71

1,963

821 57

566 25

22 02

$10,009

82

1$8814J

66

to date.

$9,573

82

4»149

34

733 78

51,389 54

$2^1822

#15,71260

32

Paid since last ieport,
Cash on hand,
Total,

threw

damaged.

|

D.

June 7.
BROOKSVILLE.
A

son was

born to

Everett Bowden and
who

has

been

J. Billings, of Penobscot, is visiting her sister, Mrs. J. H. Billings.
Mrs. O.

3,600
2,000 00
Bela Cousins and w ife, of Brooklin, were
2,288 95 guests of their cousin, Harry Bcwden, Sun50
113
day.
1,500 00
A. J. Candage and daughters were in
357 25
North Brooklin Sunday, the guests of
_1,368«1 Fred Candage.
$35,012 23
Services were held at the Baptist church
Sunday afternoon by Rev. Mr. McDonald,
sea-coast missionary.
Bal.unool.
00

$15,02181

$5^7 82

$8,329

mobile.

527 21

6,030 78

$ 569 46
7,78018

Mrs. F. L. Candage spent a few days last
week in North Penobscot caring for her

father, who is quite feeble,
E. L. Leach and wife narrowly escaped
-1.385 91 j
! a serious accident
by meeting an auto00

TRBARUBRH’S RBPORT.
00 Hand
‘fed since

Grindle.

01

23134

COLLECTOR’S ACCOUNTS.
Col. since
Uncollected
last report.
last report.

52,123

ToU1».

I. B. Gerrish, of Campello, Mass.,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Freeman
Mrs.

3.738 37

305 82

1,390 08

..

Charies A. Conary left for Bangor Tuesday to enter the hospital for treatment.

1,200 00

$2,153 81

to.

E. Wescott and wife are employed at
the Pendleton house at Bluebill.
A.

1182

7 25

$ 9,573

NORTH BLUEHILL.

4S518

250 00

Z'm.

con-

Drive,

Nihil.

113 62

•‘“yinga. 1,390 06
Tntals,
$12,868 06

ft.,’

received the
Riverside

New York.
June?.

492 69

113 50

TAX

on

558 71

1,500 00
257 25

1,500 00

Tar

a

Bal.

519 66
31199

Fred Snow, of

family here,

Ellsworth, has

and

is

occupying

$8,*86

45

1319

$8,329
X. E. Hale, Auditor.

64

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

The Brooksville cornet band went to
North Brooksville to play at the memorial
services held at Mt. Rest Sunday.
June 7.
A.

and REAL

general INSURANCE

We do a

moved his
the

in Beal

bargains

Estate in

Carrie Stinson, of South Deer Isle, is
her grandparents, J. W. Stinson
and wife.

ESTATE business and offer the best Compan-

L. TV*.

Robbins’ house.

Correspon-

ies, lowest rates, best terms, etc.

James Stinson, who has had employment
Winter Harbor, came home Tuesday,
and is employed by the Benvenue Granite
Co., which began work Monday.
June?.
Mum.

dence

solicited.

All business

given

will re

us

ceive the very best attention.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
The cottages
perous

season

fast filling and a proslooked forward to.

are

is

Mrs. Anna Bain, of this place, who was
seriously ill while visiting her son
in West Tremont, is in the Bar Harbor
hospital for treatment.
June?.
B.

taken

The

MARINE LIST.
Ellsworth Port.
Sid June 7, 9chs Wesley Abbott, Jonesboro;
Lulu W Eppes, Heal Harbor, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Ar June 7, sch Melissa Trask,'Boston
Ar June 8, sch Catherine, Bluehill
Hancock County Porta.
West Sullivan—Ar June 1, sch Alice J Grabtree
Ar June 2, schs Georgietta and Lizzie Lee
Ar June 6. sch Abel C Buckley
Sid June 2, sch Franconia for Boston
Sid June 4. sch Lizzie Lee for Boston
Sid June 7, sch Georgietta for Providence
Gouldsboro— A May 31, sch Polly
Ar June 2. schs Seth Nyman, Susan Frances,
Ralph K Grant
Sid June 2, sch Polly
Sid June 5, sch Susan Frances
Sid June 6, schs Seth Nyman, Ralph K
Grant
Bass Harbor—Ar June 3, sch Lillian
Sid June 7, sip Eva M Martin
Southwest Harbor—Ar June 8, sip Alert
Ar June 6. sch Inez from Machias for Hingham, Mass
Cld June 2, sch F G French for Ship Harbor, NS
Sid June 7, sch Inez for Hingham. Mass

George;Butler,

May 17,

H. Grant Co.,

George

MAINE,

ELLSWORTH,

Accident and Health Insurance
to indemify one for time lost. The lowest rates for the most liberal policy in
The FIDELITY|* CASUALTY CO., of New York.

O. W. TAPLEY,
ELLSWORTH,

Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, Hancock,
Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the Coast.
Timber Lands.
Rjpres ntative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the|Equitable Life Assurance Society.
will

”•

•

Properties

lull,

in

Sorrento, Bar Harbor,

Office at Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

to

Mr and Mrs

a son.

Ladies
Free! Free!

GOTT—At Gott’s Island, May 16, to Mr and
Mra William Gott, a daughter.
HOPKINS—At Orland, May 30, to Mr and Mrs
Calvin Hopkins, a daughter,
ORCUTT—At Sedgwick, June 3, to Mr and
Mrs John E Orcutt, a daughter. [Ruth

Estelle.}

MARRIED.
AUSTIN—WARREN—At Bar Harbor, May 29.
Miss Susie M Austin, of Bar Harbor, to
Andrew Warren, of Waterville.
BOWDEN—LEACH—At Castine, June 2, by
Rev W A Hauscont. Miss Amber M Bowden
to Marion P Leach, both of Penobsot.
CUMMING—BUNKER -At North Sullivan,
May 9 by Rev C A Purdy. Miss Ella J Cumming to Archie O Bunker, both of North
Sullivar.
LANGLEY—LUNT—At Long Island, June 3,
by William A Van Norden, esq. Miss Bertha
Langley to Calvin B Lunt, both of Long
Island.

Model A—Maxwell Junior—10 horse-power,
PRICE $500.

days.

PAGE—At North Sedgwick, May 30, James W
Page, aged 69 years.
SWAZEY—At Bucksport, June 2, Miss Martha
D Swazey, aged 76 years, 5 months.
TABBUTT—At North Lamoinc, June 8, Zenas
W Tabbutt, aged 75 years.

dcucnxnutua.

SICK

HEADACHE.

Stomach, Heartburn, Canker
Sore Mouth Cured by Mi-o-na.
Sick headaches are caused by indigestion and a general disturbed condition of the stomach.
Cure the indigestion, and the headache, nausea, heartburn, sour stomach,
and that “all in’’ feeling will vanish.
Mi-o-na tablets will cure indigestion
or any other stomach trouble.
They
will relieve almost instantly. G. A.
Parcher has so much faith in them
that he will give you your money back
if they don’t.
Mi-o-na cures by making the stomach strong enough to produce enough
gastric juices to digest all the food
Sour

one

PERFECTLY SIMPLE-SIMPLY PERFECT
The Maxwell is the ideal car for
rough, sandy or holy lead's. Of
proved reliability, and the best
moderate priced ear ou the market to day.

DIED.
CARTER—At West Ellsworth, June 8, Henry
A Carter, aged 65 years.
COLLINS—At Bar Harbor, June 2, Abbie L,
wife of William Collins, aged 37 years.
CUNNINGHAM—At Ellsworth, June 4, Mrs
Emily Cuuniughatn, aged 78 years, 11
months.
CUNNINGHAM—At South Surry. June 8, Mrs
Lydia F Cunningham, aged ?2 years.
GATCHELL—At Orland. May 28, William
Preble Gatcbell, aged 78 years.
GRAY—At South Brooksville. June 6, Leonard H Gray, jr, aged 20 years, 5 months.
GRINDLE—At Bar Harbor, June 1, George
Dudley Grindle, aged 58 years.
GROSS—At Verona, May 25, Mrs Edna Gross,
aged 58 years, 9 months, 7 days.
JONES—At West Brooksville, June 5, Isaiah
Jones, aged 81 years, 4 months, 2 days.
MYRICK—At South Oouldsboro,
May 27,
Charles L Myrick, aged 29 years. 6 months,

Would you like

have earned as many as 4, 5 and 6

this interests you send your name and
address for

ELDRIDGE,
Ellswortti

; Cream
I

me

Separators

"*~

Implements
of all kinds.
If I haven’t wliat you
want, I can get it for you.

A

few special sales

of

slightly damaged by

machinery

water
in the recent tire.

new ones.

j

I am agent for the ••NEW HOME" SEWING
MACHINE.

V.
MAIN ST.

IV!.
CARTER,
(under Ells, shoe factory), Ellsworth.

KIEF,

Main Street.

Ellsworth.

ELECTRICAL
Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T.

Midway
ami

BRUBAKER, Manager.

Broad St. Station
Reading TeriuinaLon Filbert St.
betwwu

]

AND FIXTURES.
Estimates

on Wiring
and Supplies Cheerfully Given.
ANDREW M. MOOR.

European, $1

per

day

and up.

Ellswortb.
you want to eat. It promptly puts Mala St,
American, $2.50 per
new life and energy into the overand up.
ELLSWORTH
the
worked and played-out walls of
stomach.
The only moderate criced hotel of reputation aud consequence in
Use Mi-o-na for a week and you can
"NO PAT, NO WASHES."
eat what you want any time you want
PHILADELPHIA.
it and take pleasute in doing it.
All kinds of laundry work done at abort notice.
Goods called tor and delivered
Your blood will be richer, redder,
H
ESTEY
&
B
CO.
and
it
Mi
after
o-na,
taking
purer
WEST END BRIDGE ELLSWORTH, ME
only costs 50 cents a large box.
“I was speedily cured of stomach
D.
d. RALPH
complaint by Mi-o na. Anything I
can say in favor of Mi-o na is not too
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,
Factory rebuilt—brick,
strong”—William Hess, Benton HarI from Bangor, will be at the, American
modem improvements.
House, Tuesday and Friday
bor, Mich.
eacii week.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from ok
Wooleu, Tapestry. Brussels or Velvet Carpets SPECIALIST IN NERVOUS
Carpets Cleaned Clean. Seud for circular.

day

Just
Young, who has been teaoh- Cores catarrh or money back.
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
mg at Winter Harbor, is home.
inhaler $1. Extra bottles 50c. Druggists.
Jerome B. Clark, who has been visiting
relatives here, returned to Presque Isle
Advertising is like learning to swim
Monday.
Have confidence, strike out and you will
Mi9s Laura Robertson and Mrs. Gilbert urely win.

|

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

Oriental

SMITH,

Rug Works.

L. L. MORRISON, Skowbegan, Maine.

and

O.,

CHRONIC DISEASES.
BE A CHAUFFEUR

WEST GOULDSBORO.
Miss Geneva

point them out.

Ttieie are many kinds on the market,
hilt the
KS TIT KULAK is
the one I recommend. I deal in

I have purchased
good will of the Phillips market on Main street, and solicit
the continued patronage of old
customers and a fair share of

O.

are time and money
GRAY GASOLINE en-

The

call and l*t

the stock and

JOHN

the Farm

gine has many points of superiority,

Farm

CANNED GOODS.

on

Yes. indeed, they
savers.

Proprietor

MEATS, GROCERIES, FRWT,

MASS.

An Engine

“Clarion”, it is

to meet every

Phillips block.

to

7 Central Ave.,

LYNN,

Old Market

Best of

particulars

Bay State Hosiery Co.,

requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

New

customers

pair
Many write and ask: Can
keep right on sending in orders ? If

I

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

J. P.

our

in a month.

CLARION.

Main Street.

you

and so it would

Some of

|

THE—

a

stop at

with you.

costing

is so easy that

be

Agent for Hancock County.
MAINE.
HARBOR,

sure

plan
one pair,

The

!

SOUTHWEST

nace—if it is

cent?

none

f

M A VO,

M

pair of *3.50 patent

a

leather oxfords without

The MAXWELL AUTOMOBILE

S.

12

Agent, MAINE.

>

CIITTHN

SUU

BORN.

; with her mother.

$3,..3

offer for sale some desirable

visiting

Miss Jennie Grindle returned to South
Brooksville Sunday, after a few days’ visit

696 18

1,575

3,600 00
2,000 00
2,855 20

590 20
54

is said that this firm has
j tract
for
long job

500

2,633 37
1,063 28

33 37
263 28

59 00

I

2,670
705 53
2,921 08
2.185 17

50

,"e.

111 09

606 31

27 21

87

761 63

500 00

00

3,800 00

frpt. care cem.
lots,
e*t tide
road.

$2,626

88

1,002 00
75100
3,558 38
1,017 52
4,500 00
3,013 91

8 38

800 00

?terest.
water.
,‘T trie

$6,399

500 00

schools.

gunning excursion.
Capt. Alva Conary and wife have gone
to Bar Harbor where Capt. Conary will
take command of a yacht.

Mrs. P. S. Bowden leaves this week for
When everything
going bad, there is
Massachusetts to spend a few weeks with
always someone to make you mad by tell- 1
her son.
ing you they might be worse.

2 00

6 31

Pemaquid,
fishing

on a

is

500 00

goo 00

of the steamer

Small, have been

and

re-

width as fifty-six inches.
Its enterance is considerably narrower,
and would seriously inconvenience a stout
person trying to pass through it. Twentynine inches from wall to wall is all the
room that can be spared in this part.
Yarmouth is a quaint old town containing many streetB like Kitty Witches Row.
They are all called rows, and are more
picturesque than convenient. A hundred
and forty-seven of these narrow passages,
making a length of over seven miles in ail,
are to be found in the town.

500 00

713 91

Capt. Grover,
and Florian

Fred A. Torrey and wife and Mrs. B. L.
Noyes have gone to Orono to be present at
the graduation exercises of the U. of M.
Schooner Fortuna is loading stone at .).
C. Rodger’s quarry at the settlement.
It

86

000 00
75100
3,550 00
1.000 00
4,500 00
2,300 00

Ben venue Co.

The seaport town of Great Yarmouth, on
the eastern coast of England, contains a
street that is perhaps the narrowest in the
It is known as “Kitty Witches
world.
Row,” and measurement gives its greatest

4,500 00
1,500 00

1

Gordon has returned from Biddeford and taken bis old position with the
Mark

A Narrow Street.

J.500 00
1,600 00

,°U“.

y library.

$399

ter.

W. B. Thurlow and wife and Mrs* Steven
Sellers are attending the graduation exercises of the Castine normal school.

CITY AUDITOR'S REPORT.
(After charging off roils and orders passed May 3, 1909.)
H-cirranfa
Total
Appropri- Sundry
drawn.
credits.
(ion.
credits.

r.

double

know the hour has only to apply the
ceiver to the ear and press a button.

of his

has been visiting at the home
W. E. Stinson this week.

Jdina Pert

BUTLER—At Centre,

stone-cutters

the Ben venue June 8.

was con-

quarters, and a highgive
tolls off the minutes.
pitched
To a man in the dark the time-a-phone
tells the time to a minute. It is planned
to use this invention in hotels where each
room will be provided with one of the instruments connected to a master clock in
the basement. The time-a-phone is placed
under the pillow and any guest w isliing to

demand, at 3 ‘* per cent.
Isaac Jordan appeared before the board
to present claim for |300 war bounty,
newed

This receiver

the

gongs

ordered died.
T*o

receiver.

The George H. Grant Co.

Alice Mills is spending her vacation in
Boston with relatives.

by the

Mrs. Alma Hayford, of Jamaica Plain,
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. C. L. Small.
91,319 72 nected to a small green cord of insulated
George Carter, of East Bluehill, is ock is occupying one of G. L. Thurlow’s rents.
Grand total.
#5,641 77 wire. When this device was held to the
Mrs. Bert Bray is at home from New
The auditor’s report, printed elsewhere, ear and a button pushed the listenercould
hear the exact time of day. A set of musi- London, Conn., where she spent the winwas received, approved and ordered filed.

telephone

*

WEST STONINGTON.

w'ill be

The Sullivan Creamery Co. has been incorporated for |5,000. W. M. Pettee is
president, F. A. Patten, treasurer; G. H.
Hanna, secretary; W. M. Pettee, Thurlow
Hammond, E. C. Hanna, directors. The
company ha? its building at Ashville
also called attention to a cesspool on nearly completed, the machinery ordered,
and hopes to commence business about
Deane street.
Mr. Bartlett, who has charge
It was voted that the street lights re- June 20.
ported out during the months of March of the creamery, has moved his family
into Miss Hall's place.
and April by Night Officer Drumraev be
June 8.
H.
deducted from the May bill.
It w'as voted to petition again the State
STONINGTON.
railroad commissioners for s bearing on
Mrs. Emily Babbidge arrived from Florthe matter of gates at the railroad cross-

teachers' salary roll.
91,022 50
Common schools.
297 22
school.
High

Master Russell Sargent, who is attendfor the dumb in Portland,
is at home for his summer vacation.
June 7.
L.

ing the school

summer.

M. 8.

BOLLS.

Gardiner Miliiken and B. Betts, of Ellsworth Falls, spent the week-end‘with Linw’ood Sargent and wife.

at

ployment.
Mrs. Georgia Robertson entertained the
Harland
District society Wednesday
afternoon. This hustling society proposes

OTHER BUSINESS.

5 25
100
16 00
5 00
90 50
96 00
2 45
4 00
20 00
300

■

Maccabees,

of the

Mr. Clark, of Franklin, is doing quite a
getting out knees for ship timber.
It furnishes work for all who wish em-

meeting.

again

Knights

business

sidewalk and street
referred to the committee on streets to see if the city has authority to discontinue an established sidewalk,
and if so the necessary steps to be taken,
also as to the condition of street and present sidewalks, and report at the next
The matter

of

yer.

be ordered established.

improvement

lodfe?

abbertisrount*.

with

Nettie Weed, of Deer Isle, is spending a
few days with her sister, Mrs. Harold
Stinson.

formed here, and meets semimonthly in G. H. Hanna’s hall.
Dunbar’s mill is doing a brisk business
sawing lumber since the linal repairing.
E. F. Bartlett, of East brook, is head saw-

series

a

week-end

the

has

that he would him-

the

or

A

the

public spirit by saying

91.462 49
615 25
586 94
IT 25
211 21

State road.

of the street.

street, and he meant to have it fixed
if be had to do it himself and
up
shame the city.
When the board expressed the opinion
that the city was not in a financial condition to warrant the addition of more
street lights, Mr. Brimmer showed rare

91.506 91
STREET

improvement

Gouldsboro spent
friends in Steuben.

number

popular hotel.
Leroy Fuller and bride, of Lowell, Mass.,
ere visiting Mr. Fuller’s grandmother,
Mrs. Jane Ashley.

crushed rock

even

,o

reworgy.

Highways.
ikdewalks.
Hock crushing.
Bridges.

Fishing at Tunk remains good. A large
of people are being entertained at

Smith, of the board of health,
attention of the board to the
open sewer near the mill of E. Bonsey &
Son, between Franklin and Water streets.
4 90
1 50 Street Commissioner Marden reported that
18 00 it would be necessary to lay about 264 feet
6 25 of eighteen-inch drain
pipe. The work
27 25 will
probably be done at once. Mr. Smith

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co,
Walter J Clark, Jr,
Dr Frank P Simonton,
Dr A C Hagertby,
Edward P Lord,
Hoyt E Austin,
Austin H Joy.
Josiah A Phillips,
George A Parcher.
Irving B Salisbury.

i

week.

this

50

1

J A Haynes,
Frank W Blllington.
Edward G Moore,
Martin E Jellison,
Simeon C Puller,

j

Eben Smith and wife took a carriage
drive to Ellsworth and nearby towns last

pended
improving
street, through
Village improvement society. He said
he bad set his heart on the beautifying of

75
2 33
1SC0
schoolhouse,
57 50
13 00
school,
50 00
Edward Haney,
13 50
Mr* Allen T Prentiss.
5 50
.lame* E Norton.
2 33
*
Co,
Whitcomb, Haynes
A
70
Co.
Haynes
Books a ad sup.Wbitoomb.
45 00
Wallace Raymond,
Fire dept,
45 00
Wn H Potnroy,
2 26
N E Tel «fe Tel Co,
70 64
Dr A C Hagerthy,
1 00
Hollis E Davis,
50
Kdward G Moore,
68
Austin H Joy,
3 65
Whitcomb. Hayne* A Co,
5 00
Henry K Barnes,
2 50
Andrew J Morse & 8on,
612
Contingent,
142 78
Thomas E Hale.
45 00
C W A F L Mason,

manes J

a

test.

the

35
50

3 65

A W Stetson,
Eugene P Warren,
Whitcomb. Hayne* A Co,
F Carroll Burrlll,
M E Holmes,
Walter I'io.

a.^ked for

in

5 00

school. X. E Knott Apparatus Co,

Miss Bernice Smith came down from
Bangor to spend Sunday with her mother.
Miss Maxine Doyle received the most
votes in the Xickapoo Medicine Co.’s con-

a

High

He has collected a considerable amount
from the residents of the street to be ex-

10 uo

Mrs H H Emerson,
Mary A Hodgkin*.

for

of

Mr. Brimmer has taken great in-

walk.

45CO

1

They

the street.

295

EESprinaer,
Marion J Wyman,
E E Brady,

vicinity
ask

Pine streets, and also to call attention
to the condition of the sidewalks and
street. Those who spoke in favor of the
light were Roy C. Haines, L. M. Moore.
J. H. Brimmer, and R. E. Mason.
Mr. Brimmer was the principal speaker.
He said a majority of the residents on the
street were in favor of having but one
sidewalk, and that on the south side of

boll or

M J Drummey,
B H A U R Power Co,
Boy c Haines.

EAST SULLIVAN.

and

Prespnt at thp rp«u'
The full board
Monnieetins of the city government

other paget

tee

WANTS.

appeared before the board to
street
at the corner
light

bssidents of
AND BETTER SIDEFrREBT LIGHT
OF ACCOUNTS.
ROLUI
WALKS—

Ur
j,t

STREET

Residents of Pine street and

street

PINE

PINE

County Newt,

Removal Notice!
Osgood’s

Studio is now lo-

cated at No. 2 Franklin St.,
Manning Block.

Fine

Photographic

Work of All Kinds

OR

Automobile Engineer.
Men wanted to train for
as drivers or re^^palrmeu. Salary $15 to

ya*position*

course3 weeks. Oldest, Most Reliable ScnooL
Write now for best positions.
PORTLAND AUTO

CO., PORTLAND, ML

and were presented with a bouquet of
flowers, w hich he received with a graceful
bow. Alter the program Miss Dunn received congratulations of parents for the
efficient work the pupils have made under
her instruction.
Following the program sherbet and
cake w ere served by Marjory Bragdon, Gerand Genevieve Mpwy.
trude Bragdon
Gertrude Bragdon received the guests at
the door, and ushered them to the music
room where Genevieve Havey presented
each with a very pretty guitar-shaped
in
program. The program was printed

s+bscribers at 107
%f the 22 7 post-offices in Hancock county.
All the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The AmeriAMERICAN has

,^d

not the only paper printed in
Hancock covnty, and has never claimed to
be, but i( is the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
re;f are merely local papers. The circular
can is

tiers
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

The American last week.

COUNTY NEWS.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Gussie Graves is home from Bangor.

FRAMvDlN.

George Smith

is

Augusta,

George W. Keuiston, of
Jhere for a few days.

W. S. Archer has returned from the Ban-

Ellery Doyle is at home from Maine
Central institute, Pittsfield.
up from Hall
with his family.

Fred Donnell

was

Miss Frances Dyer, who left for Hanweek, will be employed at
the Tarratine this summer.
•astern

Bucksport

division of the

Refreshments

Crabtree

Alice J.

Schooner

is

w'ere

the

at

M. Blais-

where he has

Philadelphia.
The Franklin band played at Winter
Harbor Memorial day. An excursion was

will

employment.

serve a

LAMOINE.
A

will hold ice-cream sales.
B.

large

A

Clarence Smith, of Bar Harbor, spent
with his parents here.
and
O. L. Crabtree, wife
daughter
Lola, of Hancock, spent Sunday at N. B.

Sunday

audience

appreciative

and

attended the toncert in town hall Monday evening. May 31, given by the Methodist society. Special mention should be
mcd2 of Leona Wilbur’s singing. His
fine tenor voice was heard to great advantage in solo, duet and quartette numbers.
Mr. Wilbur ib a resident of Waltham, and

Coolidge’s.
June?.

S.

EAST LAMOINE.
Mrs.

hope to have the pleasure of hearing
him again in the near future. He kindly
assisted the choir at the Methodist church
all

Sunday, May

Warreu

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
James Covey June 4.
Mrs. Mary A. Coolidge. who has been
ill, is slowly gaining.

soci-

June 7.

Mrs.

recently married, and her friends
extend congratulations and best w ishes.
V.
J une 7.

ety supper at the vestry Tuesday. On
Saturday evenings through the season

they

enjoy-

an

present.

has been

arranged and several from here accompanied the band.

society

all

visit

dell with blocks for

The ladies* aid

Berved and

passed by

was

Mrs. Susie Warren arrived last week to
her
parents, Fred Austin and
w ife.
She was accompanied by her husband, w ho/eturued later to Bar Harbor,

district

ministerial association at Calais.
wharf loading for F. E. and T.

evening

able

the

attend

E. G. Deslalea has gone to Bar Har-

a few days.
Harry Hodgkius’ family, of Bar Harbor,

bor for

are

30.

at their home

Oounty A>wi

additional

•««

BROOKLIN.

here for the

summer.

Wooster

summer.

June 7.

NORTH BROOK LIN.

H.

Mrs. Annie Coombs is visiting relatives
in Castine.

EAST FRANKLIN.
Earl Springer is employed
BlaisdeU.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

the winter

m

Edward Baker
on business.

by T. M.

Hal.jwc^. nave returned

was

in

Bluebill last week

after

a

fortnight's visit at her borne in

June?.

Bayside, Ellsworth.

MUSICALE.

J.

Stephen sarge

it

lost

valuable

a

Jesse Eaton spent
in Bar Harbor.

cow-

last week.

Ahira

a

few days las', week

Bridges left Saturday for Rock-

pupils was held at her home May 29,
Claude Murphy
visited at Charles land to join tue steam r Sappho.
to the delight of parents and relatives.
The parlor and music room were attract- Tracy's last Sunday.
Miss Lena Young, whj has been viai.School taught ty M 8s Lida Rumill, of ing friends here, nas returned home.
ively decorated with wild flowers.
Fifty guests were present. To praise Seal Cove, closed oune 4.
Mrs. Nancy Beilatty, of Surry, is visitE. M. Higgins and wife have gone to ing her daughter, Mrs. Edward Gray.
separately all who took such an excellent part in the program
would Seal Harbor to s^end the summer with
George Carter, who has been working
be but to write so many repetitions. Each their daughter, Mrs. Caarles
Tracy.
for lvoy Allen, at North Sadgwick, ia home
did his best, and well merited the apJune 7.
H.
| Mrs. John Weils, who has been visiting
plause of the gueBts.
GREAT POND.
i relatives here, has returned to Melrose,
Master Paul Bunker, aged seven years,
and

|

the

youngest pupil, responded to

Lloyd Archer,

an encore

of

Wesley,

is

visiting rela-

|

Mass.
June 7.

tives here.

iKcUitai.

Edgar

Longer

You

Kuow

s

Kidney Pills

never

fail you.

Ellsworth people know this.
Read this Ellsworth
Read how Doan’s

|

is

visiting

GOTT S ISLAND.

case.

stood the test

Fishermen report tish and bait

Mrs. Annie Mclninch, who has beeu
visiting her son in Moulton is home.

Capt.
cow

Madame Colson, who has spent the winter with her children in

Them

the Better You Like Them.
Doan

Fairdela,

his relatives here.

Like Old Friends.
The

Williams, of

Wesley,

is

nesday

a

scarce.

valuable

W. Staples
on

went

to

Manset Wed-

business.

The young ladies who have been visiting
The postoffice became a money order ofMrs. Fred Williams ha*e returned to their
i tice the first of June.
home in Boston.
!
Capt. Dan Norwood landed frtigLt fer
I
June6.
E.
Philip Moore Wednesday.
SUNSET.
Charles 11. liardir.g took a party to
! Fred and Frank Lu'kin has been work- Southwest Harbor Tuesday.
ing at Hillside cemetery,
M. V. BabbiJge was a:
and
i

It’s local testimony and

Hanson

Small

has

been

visiting

Bernard Friday on business.
Rev. A. B. Carter was here Sunday and
delivered two interesting sermons.

his

investi- j parents, S. M. Small and wife,
j Mrs. Foster Uamlio, of Stonington, is
visiting Mrs. Johnson Lufkin,
Mrs. John Meador, living fi ve miles west j
Misses Ethel and Mary Davis are visiting
of Ellsworth, Me., says-: “1 was so well j
their grandparents, Ezekiel Marshall ana
pleased with benefit I derived from Doan’s wife, at Beechhill.
June 3.
S.
Kidney Pills in 1$02 that 1 gave a testican

oe

gated :

monial at that time

Trask lost

this week.

Amos

home.

Lorenzo S.

recommending them,

glad to say that I have no
need of a kidney remedy since. For several years ray back was w eak and sore and
I found it difficult to stoop or arise from a
am now

TRENTON.
Mrs.

_

however, and brought a care. My daughter, who also complained of pains in her
back, used Doan’s Kidney Pills and
benefited just as greatly as I.”

was

For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co.. Buffalo, New York,
•ole agents for the United States.
Remember tue

name

-Doan's—and take

Guptill, who has been teachHarbor, is home.

MEN PAST FI*TV IN DANOEK.
Men past middle life have found comfort
relief in Foley’s Kidney Remedy, especand
j
Myrtle Young has gone to Bar Harbor
ially for enlarged prostrate gland, which is
where she will be employed for the sum- very common among elderly men. L. E.
J
Morris, Dexter. Ky.. writes: “Up to a year
mer.
ago my father suffered from kidney and
June 7.
Jen.
bladder trouble and several physicians pro______
nounced it enlargement of the prostrate
gland and advdsed an operation. On account
Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Tongue of
hfs age we were afraid he could not stand
coated? Bitter tastet Complexion sallow? it and I recommended Foley’s Kidney Remedy,
Liver needs waking up. Doan’s Begulets cure and the first bottle relieved him, and after
the second bottle he was no longer
bilious attacks. 25 cents at any drug store. taking
troubled with this complaint.” O. A. Paning at

Birch

!

j

—Advt,

Homer
to

Mrs.

Buckminster,
whoj recently
broke her arm, is as comfortable as can bj

you were required to lire foe
certain length of time on only one
article of food. Which would you
Prof. Southworth and family, of Gamchoose?
bier, O., have opened their cottage at DunThere is one food that Hands without
ham’s Point.
a rival for such a test. Quaker Oats is
Cole
left
fer
George
Capt.
Thursday
that one. It furnishes more strength
Booth bay Harbor, where be is, to take
with least wear and tear on the digestive
commaud of a yacht.
Kev. L. M. Bos wort h £w ill attend the
organs than any other food. You'll fed
Hancock county convention of Congrewell and strong at the end of the tune.
gational churches at bucksport this week. Try it Don't stop eating other things,
Mrs. Frank A. Gross and Mrs. E. W.
but eat more Quaker Oats and you’ll
Haskell spent a week in Rockland, Warnotice the gain in strength.
ren and Camden, returning} home Friday,
The regular size package of Quaker
The senior class of the high school is
Oats sells at 10c, the large family size
preparing a drama, **A Box of Cigarettes,” j packages cost 25c, and the family size
to be presented at the town hall the
package containing a piece of beautiful
Fourth.
china for the table costs 30c. All
Miss Flo. Colby has come to take charge
grocers sell these.
of her summer cottage, the Daniels house,
Eat Quaker Oats daily for breakfast
which she purchased tlm spring, and
it .strengthens you for the day’s work.
which has undergone many changes and
improvements. It is now a most attractive place.
Miss

who is ill.

I
!

Cornelia Salisbury is quite poorly.
Mrs. Gertrude iliascoiu, who has baeu
very ill, is improving.
Mrs. Susan Nowell is at hon».* from Cal-

Breta

ifornia, where she spent the winter.
George Viies, of Madison, visited at Aden Hatnor'sa few days last week.
School closed Friday, after a successful
term taiight by Mrs. Elizabeth Liscomb.
Miss Delia Wilcomb is in Bar Harbor,
where she is employed in the Record office.
Miss Elia Sweet is at home from Car
Harbor enjoying a vacation alter teaching
w

inter.

Mrs. Eveline Richardson

was

operated

upon in Bar Harbor hospital last Tuesday.
She is doing well and w ill be home soon.

June?.

Ann K.
_

Spratt has

gone to

iar and

experienced

anl

Miss

engaged to teach

in

teachers.

June?.

Rex.
WEST EDEN.

Mr*. Tripp, of Sullivan, is spending a
few week* with her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Lslia Tripp, and helping care for her little

grandchildren.
Mis* Nellie Kmowles, who spent the
winter in Bermuda, has been visiting relatives and friends nere. She will leave
June 10 for Colorado.

Vermont to

baking.

speedily recover.
pulpit last Sunday was occupied by
Mrs. Ryaer, a missionary recently returned from China and

OIHU

a

cargo

of coal

Baptist
board.

Foreign

a

member

of tbe

Rocklaud Sunday, to go on her regular
The Pemaquid, which has
been runuing from Rocklaud to the
Ferry,
has been discontinued.
June 7.
C#
BEECH

HILL.

School closed FrlHay.
Mrs. William Dan by is ill.
Thomas Rich has purchased a new horse.
Everett Blanchard has moved his family
|
to Snmesville.
John Richardson has gone to the
Bangor
hospital for treatment.
Mrs. George Ray and daughter
Georgia
visited Mrs. Ernest Richardson
recently.
June 7.
r.
Everyone would be benefited by taking
Foley’s Orino Laxative for constipation, stomach and liver trouble, as it sweetens the stomach and breath, gently stimulates the liver
and regulates the bowels and is much superior
to pills and ordinary laxatives. Why not trv
Foley’s Orino Laxative to-dayT G. A. Famous.

William Tell

was

about the

interment in Mt. View cemetery,
Mrs. Grindle and daughter have
the sincere sympathy of
their many
friends here.
Mr. Grindle was a man of
many tine qualities, and loved by all who
knew him.
The many beautiful floral
tributes showed the esteem in which he
was held.
June 5.
m.

June 4.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Sarah Saunders is quite ill.
The

summer people are
coming early.
Lawyer Littletield, of Rockland, spent
Saturday here.
Mrs. Ralph Saunders and children came
from Brooklin Saturday for the summer.
Mrs. Zylphia Webb, of
Deering, who

Colds that hang

jj**j

woman’s

Her address

and

Mrs.

summer run.

You can be sure of the
most
whitest, lightest

and
closed June 4 for the summer vacation. All are in hopes Miaa Emery will
wholesome bread at every
return for the next year. She is a most
efficient teacher, and the school has made
I
Here is a perfect flour made from r,c!j
great progress under her teaching.
which has no superior lor nuirttw M
jI wheat
wheat is stored in tanks hermetically Mft
The
The little daughters of Mrs. Lelia Tripp,
sealed, and it is cleaned six time* c. :t:
j
to
Muriel and Janet, have been very ill of grinding. Tested every half ho
j insure uniform
this Hour
;
pneumonia. Her little son Raymond has I guaranteed to quality,
give absolute
had a light attack. All are much better,
satisfaction.
and Mrs. Tripp’s many friends hope they
School

The

work.

W. W. Jeliison received
last week.

•

Rilla
the
village primary and grammar schools at
Winter Harbor. It is considered a mis
fortune here to lose two of the most popuhave been

will

MT. DESERT FERRY.
Lewis

Haskell

Staples

Mrs.

all

Suppose

j

11. Wilbur.

Abe.

A.

expected.

Mrs. E. C. Alexander and children tame
from Houltou Saturday to spend the summer with her mother, Mrs. Clara Ford,

HULL’S COVE.

Whit would you take?

proving.

W’ilbur went to
visit their grand-

Juue 7.

'AfrotTtiennnuo.

Mrs. John Brockie and children, who
been quite ill of the grip, are im- \

missionary
unsually intermostly
boys’ and
Georg.? A. Foss is visiting her esting
nine years ago.
Mrs. Bertha Calkins, in Orouo. girls’ schools conducted in China by the
Mrs. Howard Staples, of Atlantic, who daughter,
Mrs. Llewellyn Dow and Mrs. Flaville Baptist missionary.
has been making her sister an extended
The remains of George D. Grindle, the
Moon attended the local union at North
visit, returned home Thursday.
builder and contractor, who died suddenly
Sullivan Thursday.
Mrs. William Burnham, of Philadelat his home in Bar Harbor, were
The
brought
steamer
Sappho came
from
phia, has recently bought four acres of
here for
Alfred Lewis, of Dighy, N. S., is \i$iting
aunt, Mrs. L. S. Trask. He was here

his

Briekett has gone to Orono to visit
her nephew.
land from the Samuel M. Gott estate.
Mrs. Maggie Barton, of Bangor, is visit! When‘ apt. E. L. Gott was getting his
ing at S. W. Billings’.
j ground ready to plant, one day this week.
Mr. Cummings and a friend, of Bangor, I he ploughed out a watch that he lost
sitting position. I had sharp pains in my
while planting over a year ago.
at home.
kidneys which felt like the thrust of a spent Sunday
June 5.
Chips.
John Davis and w ife are visiting their
knife. The secretions wrere also very
son Fred and write at Bar Harbor.
PENOBSCOT.
irregular in action and caused me added
June 7.
May.
Miss Hortense Ward well has returned
inconvenience. Until I procured Doan’s
from a visit in Bluehill.
GOULDSBORO.
Kidney Pills at Moore’s drag store, nothV. Ray Jones, of Monson, is visiting ; Penobscot chapter, O. E. S., held its
ing I tried did me any good. This remedy friends
I regular meeting Saturday evening. After
here.
went directly to the seat of my trouble,
Miss Addie

soother.

mother. Mrs. A.

McKinley

For many years.

and I

B.

and

Saturday

A.

have

Seventy theusand trout wtre transferred
from the hatchery at Green Lake to Beech
Hill lake w ithin a week. The fishing at
this lake is steadily improving.
Guy Fairbrcther, of Brewer, has bought
the land formerly owned by the late Peter
Jordan, and iutends to build later. Tbe
family moved here last week and are now
occupying tbe George Jordan homestead.

Lakewood

chauffeur.
June 7.

Spray.

DEER ISLE.

Mr3. Wiiliatn True and daoght^k. Miss
Lyda, of Ellsworth, spent Saturday and
Sunday with Mrs. True’s mother and
sisters hete.

Melvin

Tremout.

home.

The annual musicale given by Miss Dunn

*ho

occupy,’!'®'

home

Is

_

Spec.

spent the winter

Thu^*’

village

ami
f4mi,
at Vinalhav™
v

Mrs. Aunie L. Hudson has opened her
Joseph Colson has had his house painted
cottage for the season.
by Orin Donnell.
had never met many of their relatives here.
Miss Eva B. Springer, who has been
Florentine Hamilton closed a successful
A Bragdon reunion was held at Charles
term of school at No. 7 Friday.
teaching in Otter Creek, is home.
Murch’s camp near Webb’s pond Friday,
John Patten and W. Gordon are doing
Willem Willike, connected with the
and a fine time was enjoyed. The day was
June 7.
Davis.
good business catching and smoking ale- Kneisel quartette, has opened his cottage
delicious
was
A
dinner
served
perfect.
wives.
summer.
here for the
MARLBORO.
the
noted
were
and
Bragdon appetites
very
There have been
several changes in
E. E. Dodge has returned from ProviMrs. George Treadwell has gone to Ellsmuch in evidence. Mr. Tarbox was kept
dence, R. L, where he has been visiting worth for a week's visit.
while
here
his
a
ride ; the postoffice. The postmaster has had a
relatives
busy
giving
in his automobile, and as he is a careful sunny corner made for himself, which relatives.
Miss D.»ra Brewer, of Bar Harbor, is
is
for his
very convenient
writing.
driver this was great sport for all. They
Henry K. Grindie took his daughter viaitiu; her grandfather, Roland ilodgnow a mouey order office.
This
is
lor
home
left
Marion Thursday to the bast Maine- kia*.
Saturday with best wishes
June 7.
R.
of their friends and relatives, and all hope
general hospital to be operated upon for
Mrs. E. G. Burnham, of Cutler, speut
lor another visit and reunion next year.
appendicitis. At las: report she was get- last Wednesday with her father, S. H.
S< USD.
Miss Bragdon will return to Por‘land
ting along nicely.
Itemick.
Miss Arlene Murphy recently spent a
V. T.
J uue 7.
Monday. She has a nice position as i
week m Ellsworth with friends and relaGeorge Treadwell who is working at
stenographer and typewriter in a real
Northeast Harbor, spent a few days Lst
WEST BROOK UN.
estate office. She expects to return for a tives.
J. Warren Brown and family, who spent
Everett BriJges ii empUyed on steamer week at home.
longer vacation in August.
_

Kldridge Shepherd
have

|

for the

June?.

fd*«r png**

|

Miss

Mrs. Minott are daughters of the late Mrs.
Eliza Davis, of Portland, formerly Eliza
Bragdon, of East brook, daughter of
Nahum and Mary Bragdon. This is the
first time they have ever been here, and so

#««

Monday and are
g
Mrs. Blanche Harmon, with children, of cottage here.
Mrs. Charles Parker, who has been very
j
her
mother.
is
visiting
Jonesport,
ill, is improving.
Jo^ph W Thurston. of
Miss Mildred Wilson has returned from
All,ton, ^
Misses Jessie Lawton and Annie Holmes business trip here,
Harold Neville and wife, of Stamford, Bar
Harbor, where 9he has been teaching.
coming on Sate,?
; left Monday for Lawrence, Mass., to visit
and returning on
Conn., are at Flye Point.
Monday. While h ^
L. A. Littlefield and wife, of Castine,
*
was the guest of hia
Mrs. Lena Lurvey is visiting Mr. Lurvey have been visiting Moses Littlefield and relatives.
brother-in-l»„*c
’’"C.
Frank Kelliher has found employment Warren.
at Swan’s Island, where he is employed.
j wife.
in the Wety, and left last week for his
Allie Stanley gave a
Mrs. McLaughlin, of Boston, is emparty to hi, Ton„
C. K. Bridges has returned from an extriends on Tuesday, hiployed as rueat cook at West End dining j tended visit in Springfield, Mass., to new location.
fourteenth b„o
Games were played and
Fred Robbins and wife, of Mt. Desert day.
hall.
! spend the summer at the borne of W. B.
refr-k
1
light station, are spending a vacation at ments served, and all enjoyed a piC4Z
Mrs. Delia Liscomb, with children,#>f ! Clement.
*ai
corv cottage here.
evening.
their
Sula
her
Mrs.
is
sister,
visiting
Bangor,
Odlin Scott, wife and daughter MaleMrs.
E.
H.
and
son
Clifford
Robbins
Howard
wha
Allen.
Dawns,
ha, been inf».
Capt.
line, of Enfield, and Mrs. Myrtle Clapp,
ble health some years, is now
Gleason Allen, of Boston, is spending of Bridgeport. Conn., are guests of Mrs. are busy fitting up the “Live Yankee”
conflmsT,
her
bed.
She
is
week.
Clifford
the
store
for
next
oldest person in
reopening
the summer with his mother, Mrs. Henry C. M. Perkins.
j
Mrs.
moved
bis
into
the
Robbins has
village.
Mary Gray, another
June?
Mien.
*«">
Wooe^ocke. rooms above the store. family
lady, is ill.
Herbert Tapley left Monday for Beverly,
June
5.
EAST OHLAND.
I. O. O. F., will hold a
Pemetic
the
lodge,
the
Admiral
for
to
H.
join
yacht
Mass.,
memorial service in its ball
Edwin Blaisdell is ill of pneumonia.
Sunday,
season.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
June
at
2.30
m.
M.
McRev.
A.
13,
p.
W. M. Shaw, of Greenville, w as in town
Mail service was resumed on steamer J.
Mrs. Mary J. Haskell U quit*
Ul.
Donald, of Bar Harbor, will deliver the
T. Morse June 1 between Rockland and I Wednesday and Thursday.
Mrs. Ambrose Haskell went to
address. The public is cordially invited.
j
Bo,,*
Brooklin.
Miss Winifred Gray, who is teaching at
Saturday.
Rev. Howard Lincoln preached a tine
TherJ was a dance at I. O. O. F. hall Happy town, was at home over Sunday.
William
of
Thurston,
sermon Sunday, the last before leaving the
Rockport, is vi.it
Wednesday evening. Music by Joy’s trio,
Miss Olive Farnham has resigned her j
ing Mrs. It. B. Staples.
of Bar Harbor.
| work here. He will attend the county
position as clerk for \V. L. Wentworth.
conference at Bucksport before leaving
Whitney Lowe went to Bar Harbor Ssu
Mrs. Cordelia Grindle, of North BrookMr. Blackwell, of Brunswick, was in
! for his new duties in Boston. Mrs. O. *V. urday to join his yacht.
lin, is visiting her niece, Mrs. Elva Par- town Thursday, and spent the day at Pat- (.basins and Mrs. Robie Norwood were
Mr. and Mrs. Smith, of Bast
Bimoin.
ker, at Flye Point.
j ten's pond fishing.
c hosen delegates to the conference.
^
were at F. B. Hardy’s last
j
Sunday.
Miss Augusta Leighton, who has been
Mrs. Abrams and two daughters. Miss
a
narn
ai
.on
me
oeaaiuraay evening
C. and Harold E.
George
home
has
returned
her
here,
to
! Jessie and Mrs. Clark, of Hartford, arc
teaching
Hardy can,
j longing to George Harmon and used for home from yachting la»t week, iieorw
in Harrington.
at the Bel! camp for the summer.
|
j the storing ot carriages, by some unknown returned to his yacht hut Harold
remain*
Miss Margaret Koch, field worker of the
Mrs. Billings, with daughter Margaret j means caught tire, and the first to arrive I
at home, not being well.
C. E. societies of Maine, preached iii the A., of North Penobscot, visited her daughj found the whole structure a mass of flames.
The
ladies
ol
the
Second
Baptist church Sunday.
ter, Mrs. Leamon Blaisdell, Sunday.
Luckily the night was so calm that the church had a sociable in Congregation*
the hall ThanMiss Adele McFarland, of Bangor, is
Pyam Gilkey, of Germantown, Pa., is | nearby buildings were not endangered.
A
day evening.
pleasant time wa, eB.
spending the suniuur with her parents, ; having a bungalow built on the east shore There was a small insurance on the barn
The
ladies
will me t and dean
joyed.
u»
VV. P. McFarland and wife.
of Toddy pond, near the Wentworth and something on the carriages stored
church Wednesday and Thursday
olthi,
there by William Murphy, though not
I Schools closed last week with the excep- bungalow.
week.
tion of West firookUjk school, which reThe bungalow which W. L. Wentworth owned by him.
June?.
II
i mains in session a week longer.
A fine school exhibition was given Frii9 having built at Toddy pond is up and
PARTRIDGE
the
classes
from
the
comCOVE.
boarded.
He
have
for
intends
to
it
at
day
evening
by
who
has
been
O. L. Flye,
teaching
ready
hiued grammar schools in town under
Bar Harbor, is home, aud will soon opeu | occupancy this month.
Edgar Springer w as in Bar Harbor la*
the management of the Freeman school
June
7.
M.
week ou business.
his hotel, Lookout, fcr the summer.
teacher, Mrs. Maud Trask. The exercises
W. U. Small and wife, nf Bar
Mrs. Dillon, of Washington, D. C., is
OTIS.
Harbor,
reflected much credit upon the teachers, and
Lydia Springer and granddaughter,
spending the summer with her daughter,
and
Grover
to
Bar
went
the
and
solos
Percy
Harley
especially
quartette pieces,
Grace Lord, of Eaat Surry, spent
Mrs. Charles Sturtevaot, at their new cotSunday
Harbor last week for tbe season.
choruses by Mrs. Trask’s pupils, who gave
with Edgar Springer and family.
tage.
Miss Mary Warren has gone to Bar Har- evidence of careful training in elementary
of
Rev. W. F. Emery,
Linwood Young, of Boston, visited bit
Ellsworth,
singing, ss shown by the drill and correct
bor, where £he expects to be employed.
delivered a very interesting memorial ac
father last week. Mr. Young and wife
of tone culture. Miss Annie
harmony
E.
and
Mrs.
Lally
dress in the Baptist church Monday evendaughter,
Crosby, Holmes
hare lately returned *rom Europe, where
played accompaniments. At
h r e gone to Ixmoine for a week's visit.
tug, May 31.
they have been on an automobile torn
the close of the exhibition the high school
Mrs. Howard Kincaid returned Sunday
with Mrs. Beale, of Boston, for whom be
Lee H. Powers and sou Foster, of Bospupils gave au enjoyable dance.
Is

and wife.

Bragdon’s parents, W. E. Bragdon
They came from Portland in
Mr. Tarbox’s big touring car, and they
were a merry party.
Mrs. Tarbox and

additional Oouniy N*n

Orniand Gray and wife, of Blucbill, were
recent guests of Mrs. Abbie Snowman.

and wife have gone to: ton, arrived at their cottage Tuts .ay,
Bar Harbor, where they have employment. accompanied by Mr. Powers' sister, Mrs.
Clarence Billings, of New Haven, Conn.
Mrs. George Hodgkins, of Medford,
Unk Fhhme.
June 7.
Mass., is occupying Otis Googins’ house

George

Fred Tarbox and wife, W. L. Minott and
wife and Miss Edith Bragdon arrived from
Portland Tuesday for a week’s visit wiih

-w

--

Mrs^CIurence Holt gave a little surprise
party Saturday evening to her husband’s
mother, Mrs. A. L. Holt, when her old
neighbors were invited to pass the evening.

cock Point last

will

health.

in

Russell returned from Aubvrn
last week, and has opened his cottage for
a short time.
B.

P.

Sunday.

Bromley

improved

much

hospital

gor

Quarry

to spend Sunday
William P. Goodwin, of West Sullivan,
was the guest of his brother Charles, over

Bev. C. E.

Bigelow-

from

returned

last week.

tor

is spending
the summer at
OcMn»m
called on friends In the

COUNTY NEWS.

business ice-cream and cake were served.
; About forty members of Penobscot chapother page*
t?r plan to visit S. K. Whiting chapter at
; Castine Thursday evening, June 10.

COUNTY NEWS.
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ANSTID A BU*K COMPACT
SpriscflrU. Ola*
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For Sale at Your

Grocer’•

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH FALL'.

BETTER THAN

LAXATIVES.
P“fpJ?3

Ordinary pills, cathartics and
cause griping, nausea, and distress!s
injurious after-eflectB thst arc Ire4“e™
life-lasting. Von may have v.mr

R**4!*.

back for the mere asking if
an foilf
m
lies do not overcome constipation
restore the lnteetines to regulars
and good health.
They are esirn «
or
| candy, and can be taken day
l They positively do not cause naure
I ing or any discomfort whatever.
E. G. Moore,
! sizes, 10c. and 25c.
^
I sale and retail, cor. opp

postoflice.

Bezall Store.
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Pauper
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contracted with the City

“Je W
worth to support »nd
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may need asaisUnoe daring
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legal residents of Ell»»oJ
on
forbid all persona trotting them
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tv*
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u
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gg.

BLlIEHILIf.

frhiii

I?rountv

Ibo selectmen
held at tlie oilice of
Jane 10.
Thursday,
in.,
p.

II be

tl.30

Partridge left Monday for
Miss Abby
loston.
and wife, of Boston, spent
Henrv Clough
In town recently, returning
j,. or two
home Monday.
a their
were held by the
Interesting exercises schools
Friday af-omsr and primary
May 28, with a Memorial day

gor.

Stonington Wednesday
Oren

JlrBri'i

by

Memorial day
■erved in the usual manner. The post,
with the school children, decorated the
and marched
ps«-9 in Seaside cemetery
back to the town hall, where Judge E. P.
Tbe

Send 2c tor Iran hook “The Care of the skin."

to work.
to

Rumford Falls

to work.

PROCURED AND DEFENDED. *ndmodel,■
drawing photo, for exiwrt search and free report. H
Free fly Tvict-, how to o butin patent*, trade marks, ■
copyright*. eta, iN ALL COUNTRIES.
■
Business dirert zrith Washington saves tone, ■
money and often the patent.
Pa’.rnt and Infringement Practice Exclusively.

jp]
I

cottage.
Mrs. Richard Greene and Miss Bertha
Trumble went to Isle au Haul last week,
mer

the

The following are occupying their cotH. E. Krehbiel,
Point:
tages at Parker
find/ Kneisel, George F. Cochrane, A. 8.
and Burrell,
Jbomss, Misses VVhitiesey
and
prof. Fowler, l)r. Francis Morris,
Biss Heat he, of Boston, who has leased
;
season.
“tbs Shelter' for th
were

Bay’s Hamlins Soap cures Pimples,

red, rough and chapped hands, and all akin dimeaees. Keepe akin fine and soft. 23c.
druggists.

Mrs.
Edward Montgomery, with a
fii -n.1,of Boston, Mass., is at their sum-

choir.

exercises

went

2c for free book The Care of the Bair.
Philo Bar Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.
,

Mrs. E. C. tang is visiting her son, A.
I. Long, in Portland.
Mrs. R. B. tang and little son Malcolm
arc home irom Burlington, Mass.

hall.
IS. in the town
and W. K. C. alJunes A. Garfield (met
the Congregational
pnflf.i service at
and listened to a
church Sunday morning,
appropriate sermon by Kev. W. H.
music

Earls

Thursday

(begraduation

special

it has been gray

$1 and 50c. bottles, at drag gists
Seed

Nora Wight is home from Waltham, Mass.
Richard Grindle, A. E. Long, Luther
Bridges and Lester Grindle came home
front Hall Quarry Saturday and went to
Mrs.

who baa taught the
Miss Eva Snow roan,
at Stonington, has remminsi- school
;n the home ol her parents, S. P.
wile.
guos-Disn and
ol B.-G. S. A. w ill
Tbe junior exhibition
June 14, snd
evening,
Monday
place
mkr
exercises will be held June

was

long

orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops Its
falling out.

E. C. Long went to Portland Saturday.
•nd positively removes Dandroll.
hair soft and glossy. ReH. P. Long
a^d wife are in Stonington. [ fuse allKeeps
substitutes. 2
times as much
Mise Marjorie Long is home from Ban- \ in
$1.00 as 50c. size. In Not a Dye.

Jrnoon.

There

Never Fails to Restore

Gray Hair to ltsNataral
Color and Beauty.
No matter how

EAST CLU EH ILL.

program

moil

S’##*/**
Health

Dear Capt. Thom peon:
I am in receipt of the paper announcing
the death of our friend, Capt. M. K. Fl\e. I
was sincerely sorry to learn of his deuth.
The captain was my friend and I admired him
verv much for his sterliug character, always
truthful and honest, and the world would he
much better If there were a lot more people
in It like Capt. Flye.
Where was he buried, and will there be a
stone to mark his grave?
If so. it. should
have on it, ‘Here lies au honest and truthful
man, who never by word or deed iujured a
fellow man.'

issued from the office of
state commissioner of
in
for a hearing to bo held
_b
from a majority of the
on petition
for a change of the
voters asking
road aa designated by
lion of State
commissioners. The hearing

Bargent,

Write or cotoo to us nt
023 Hi&Ul 3ticst, opp. United States ’’atant

«

Ofiee.H

they have employment.
Miss Ella W. Adams and a lady friend, < t

where

Portland, were here a few days last week
looking after her summer cottage, that is
being repaired.
June 6.

ob-

R.

AMERICAN ADS

WEST BKOOK8VILLE.

|

PAY BEST

Memorial Sunday was observed by the
Fellows and Kebekabs.

Odd

&atlrozt>» anti St»«tnfco*i»
reported that Charles Farnham has
i purchased the Gusta Lord bouse.
Spofford gave an excellent address. The
Capt. Ira Tapley’s family will arrive
music was under the direction of A. C. |
Oigood. and was furnished by a double from New York this week and open their
quartette. One selection was given by a cottage.
Commencing, 31 ay 9, 1909.
Isaiah Jones died at his home Saturday
male quartette.
Sunday
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR,
only
A fine program lor the celebration of evening, June 5, aged 81 years. He was a
A M
AM
TM
PMIPM
|
PMce day was arranged by the patriotic faithful soidur of the rebellion and a BAR HARBOR. 10 40; 3 55 9 2<! 4 50
Sorrento.
4 30 .!.■
member of the G. A. R. He is survived by
instructor of James A. Garfield, W. R. C.,
Sullivan.1.
4 55j.i.
Ml Desert Ferry. 1125 10i 10 00,
5 30
and was well carried out at its regular a widow and one daughter-Mrs. Dudley
Waukeag S Fv. 11 87 5 27! 10 12 5 42
meeting .May 22. The post members were Sellers, of this place.
I Hancock .j. 'ill 4
5 30 10 15
5 45
Franklin Road.ijll 48 J5 39^ 10 2o, 5 54
The missionary 'ship Morning Star arpresent by invitation of the corps. The
Wnsh’gt’n .June 11 Of’ 11*57 J5 47! 10 45; fi 03
of
consisted
reading
responsive
rived
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island
Revs.
program
Eagle
Saturday.
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and
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very
Butler,
interesting
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board. Mr. Cleaves occupied
retary,
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Florence Merrill, Mrs. Emma Barrett, Mrs. morning and Mr. McDonald in the even- Brewer
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music and duets by Mrs. Merrill and Mrs.
shown by stereopticon Saturday evening.
4 fto l> 50
Portland.i 4 ftl. ft 40 12 hi
! Boston.
Herrick were much enjoyed by all. The
ft 801 8 25; ft 30
7 551 9 05
Tomhon.
June 7.
entertainment closed with flagsalute. ReSurday
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR, only
freshments were served by Mrs. Mary
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Sargent and Mrs. Townsend.
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Puters, Mrs.
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Stewart, jr., New York, was
day last week.
Elbridge Milliken, of Ellsworth, has
been rebuilding a chimney at Sea Willows
and making some other repairs.
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Miss Annie Means leaves this week for
4 31
Ellsworth Falls
7 Ofi li 40
Bo6ton, for a visit.
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t
Wasb'gt’n June i 7 25 11 7 4 45
Sidney Bridges and family have moved
Franklin Road. 17 3.1 12 Ofi.
to New Hampshire.
Hancock.; 17 4' 12 15.
7 41 12 18.
Edward Cunningham has moved his fam- Waukea*. S Fv
Mrs. A. G. Parker will soon go to Blue- i
Mt Desert Ferry
7 ftn| 12 25
ily from the Dr. Briggs place home for Sullivan.’. 8 20.,.
hill, where she has employment.
I the summer. His mother, Mrs. Lydia Sorrento.; 8 4 >.1.
H 4ft
1 10
7 25 8 40
! BAR HARBOR
Miss Marion Wilson, who teaches at
Cunningham, is in feeble health.
Spencer, Mass., is home for the summer.
at
a
in
and 4.39
Trains
Ellsworth
7.13
a
civil
service
exJune
On Saturday,
leaving
2t>,
and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m. 10.52
Ralph Buckminster will open the ice- amination will be held at Surry, lor the p m.
p. m. Vnnnect with Washington Co R R.
cream parlors in Brook Haven thii' season.
| position of postmaster at South Surry.
1 Stops on signal to conductor.
At the meeting of Columbia chapter, O. The compensation of the postmaster at
not to take passengers.
! c Stops to leave but
fiscal
last
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
E.S., Friday evening, the degrees were this office was |81 for the
year.
oast of Washington Junction,
worked on one candidate.
the
terriApplicants must reside within
j These trains connect at Bangor with through
L H. Bartlett, who spent the winter in I tory supplied by the post office. Applica- J t rains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
1 Boston and St John.
be
*=Gtfifornia, is home. His brother, Wilbert tion forms and full information can
Passengers are earnestly requestly to pro! cured from South Surry postoffice.
H. Bartlett, is
later.
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
expected
Tramp.
June 4.
| especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Mrs. Minnie Daniels, of Bosto i, was in
1 Ellsworth.
town recently making arrangements for
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen l Pass. Agent.
SURRY.
the erect ion of a summer home.
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Mrs. Sterling Anderson, who has been I
Vice-Pres.
and Gen’l Manager,
June 7.
h.
very ill of pneumonia, is better.
General office, Portland, Me.
j
death op capt. m. k. klye.
Miss Mkbel Clark, who has been spendhere

Green

one

j

1

j

|

!

I

I

I

(From the (orput Chruti, Texat, Daily Chiller,
Hatch *7, '09.)
I>tath claimed Capt. M. K. Flye, an old and
kftaored citizen, at bis home on the bay near
Central wharf at 10 o'clock to-day. The cause
el his death was a
complication of troubles,
thief of which
was, it is thought, tuberculosis
throat, from which the deceased had
been

a

sufferer for many years.

Capt. Flye was born at Sedgwick, Me., June
1M5. When
twenty-eight years of age he
came to
Corpus Christl and ever since has
®*de his home in this
city. He was a sailor,
in pursuit of that
calling visited almost
"try country on the globe. Besides being a
or he was also
a builder of no mean ability,
cntral wharf in this
city standing as a speci®«n of hi»
handiwork. He knew all about
Pconstruction, and during the latter years
helped to construct many of the
®a

j8ler craft

now

to be fouud in the

waters

®l Wa8 lllfc result of
that anion. Both wife
80n are l«ft to mourn their
loss,
* es two
brothers—Jacob Flye, of Dighton,
aml Henry
p,ye‘ °* Brooklin, and two
f*—Mrs. Medora
of Boston, and

Dodge,
Elizabeth Philippi, of New Jersey.
Hye was an |,oneB^ man, of sterling

*Pt.

aDd Pow>essed
many noble qualitie*rttCuer’
He belonged to that
innumerable host
«•

llves

are

m»rked with deeds of goodheralded aloud to the world at
"e had the
respect and esteem of all
knew him, and
went to his death with-

ly8 u^never
w

»0

avi“K

wilfully injured

Useful
ttJr«tnd0011,11

llfe*

nt

hardly
ow/n
°»
ng to throat

any

one

Boring the
talk above

a

in all his
last few

whisper

trouble.

d°

touch*0Ul<1

y,ye* were he alive,
reild the kind words spoken
old-time
friend and patron
who t
him well and
appreciated his many
Bohia
Thewordsare the expression
E
C*mpb*ll'» re»Went of Den>er
bat weB known in
Corpus Christi,
nth* ?■’
0r>K»nal owner of the
ship Margaret, that
ibnn*

J?0Od
,m

t0

un

0»jqnaHtie«.
—

Jrom Catarrh sufferers
a,* atif r.equ*‘81*
have cao,ed
to

pot op Liquid
8D<1 convenient form of
the only "“edy for
h ch can
Always be depended on.
la uo
al,»y inflammation, to cleanse the
slog
to promote free, uatural
Jfeathi air'paS8a*e8»
*’the two torm* °* 0rMn
Balm are
Hike t
d Cream Balni ,B *°Id
by nil drug“aim,

a new

latar»KretmLBalm’
r.

ruts’fn ^

fork.

y

E

y

Bro*

68 Wnrren

Mrs. Joan Ober’s house at West Surry
burned Friday night. She lost nearly
everything. The fire was caused by the
accidental dropping of a lamp. There was
was

a

Street, New

Fare Between

Bar Harbor anil

small insurance.

Boston

H. A. Gasper and wife have purchased a
house at West Surry and moved their
household goods there. Their house in
the village has been sold to Dr. A. C.
Hagerthy, of Ellsworth.
8.
June 7.

$4.25

one

$8 OO round trip.
Steamer lcavrs Bar Harbor

Frank Candage is
McDonald road.

working

at 13 pm week
east Harbor, SouthHatbor. Broofclln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle,
Sargentvlllc, Dark Hirb'r and Ro kland, cou

day* for Seal Harbor, Nort>

on

the

west

Dectt"K

with steamer for Korlon.

Steamer leaves Rluehlll at 2 fO p m week days
for South Blueblll, Stonin^ton, North Haveu
and Rockland, count cling with steamer for Boston.

Mildred Pierce, of Tremont, is helping
Mrs. Chatto at present.
Lillian Henderson, of Seawall, is working for Mrs. I. S. Candage.
Lizzie Conary is home from SunBhine,
she has been visiting.
Cecil Gray, wife and eon spent last week
with his parents. They will return this
week to Bar island.
CRUMBS.
June 7.
where

SOUTH BKOOKSVILLK.
Mrs. L. H. Billings is visiting at Buck’s
Harbor.
Schooner Ellen M. Stover, Capt. Hutchinson, is in Orcutt’s Harbor.
The Brooksville cornet band gave its
first out-door concert Saturday evening.
Prof. Knights and family, of Tufts college, have arrived at their rammn home

RETURNING
Steamer leaves Boston
for Rockland.

Irvin Gray has bought the
Mentor of Rockland parties, to
use in the coasting business.
Mrs. Orvis M. Gray has been in Ston-

ington the past

Leave Rockland at 6.15 a m, or ou arrival of
from Boston, dally, except Monday,
Harbor, Blueblll and intermediate land-

ings.
E. 8. -t. Morsr. Agent, Bar Harbor.

6%

earn

II

A NEW SERIES
now

open.

Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share.

WHY PAY RENT
when you

shares,

can borrow on your
give a first mortgage and

every month? Monthly
payments ana Interest together
will amount to but little more
reduce it

than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you

c’

will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A.

W.

BTATl Or MAIMH.
Distbictt of Maims. Umrd Btatmb
Hanoock m.—May 22,19(0.
OaouiT Corn.
this day ou execution dated May
deed dated the sixteenth day of October, a. d.
issued on a Judgment rendered
8,1909,
1891, lecorded in the Hancock registry of
Judicial court lor the county UNITED STATSS OF AMERICA, Plalntlfl^
by the snpreme
deeds, book 242. page 64. conveyed to Rawin' of
at a term thereof begun and held
vs.
A. Clark, his heirs and assigus, a certain lot on Hancock,
the second Tuesday of April, 1909, to wit:
or parcel of land with the buildings thereon,
on the 24th
of April, 1909, in favor of Edith CHARLES O. BURRILL AND CHARLES M
day
situate In said Ellsworth and bounued and de- M.
BURR1LL, Defendants.
Chase, of Bluehiil, in said county, against
scribed as follows, to wit:
Addle F. Fiske and Allen A. Fiske, both now
First lot: Beginning on the east line of or
formerly of said Bluehiil, for the sum of To the Honorable Judge of Ike Circa!t Coar
Water street at the oortowest corner of lot three
hundred and forty-eigl*t dollars and
of tbe Unitea States of America for the Disformerly of Benjamin .Iordan; thence east at seventy-six cents, debt
or damage, and fiftytrict of Maine:
right angles to tne said line of Water street seven dollars and forty-one cents, costs
of
petition of the United States of Amerifourteen rods to a corner; thence north at
suit, and will be sold at public auction at the
ca by Robert T- Whitehouse, attorney
right angles and parallel with the line of office of Edward E. i.
at said Bluehiil, to of the United States of America for the dis,K.se,
Witter street six rods to a corner; thence west the
highest bidder, June 29, 19u9, at ten trict aforesaid, respectfully showetb unto
at right angles and parallel with the first o’clock
-in the forenoon, the following de- your Honor:
mentioned line fourteen rods to the east line scribed real estate
and all the right, title and
That under the provisions of Section 1 off
of Water street; thence south on the line of interest which the said
Addie F. Fiske and
Slid s*reet six rods to place of beginning, con- Alien a. Fiske have and had in and to the the Act of Congress approved May 80th, 1808.
entitled
the limit of coos
taining eighty four square rods, more or les«. same on the seventeenth day of June, a. d. of ceitain“An Act To increase to
authorise tho
public buildings,
Mecond lot: Bounded, beginning on the east
19Uo, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, the time enlargement, extension, remodeling, or imline of said Water street at the northwest cor- when the same was attached
on the writ in
provement of certain public buildings, to
ner of lot above described: ihenc. east at
the same suit, to wit:
authorize the erection and completion or pubright angles to said street and on the north
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
lic buiidingr. to authorize tbe purchase off
line of lot above describ'd nine -ods to a
said Bluehiil, commencing at Billings’ line on sites for public
holdings, and for other purcorner on the west line of a pissageway leadthe Eastern road leading from Bluehiil to poses”; and under
the provisions of the AOt
ing to M■*.In street; thence north and at right
thence by said road to land for- of Congress approved March 4th, 1909, entitled
Bucksport;
sixteen
leet
raid
wav to a cor er;
angles
bv
owned by John Webster; thence by said “An Act Making appropriations to
supply dethence west and st right angles nine rods to merly
Webster’s land to corner of land owned by
ficiencies in the appropriations for the fiscal
Wa'er street: tnence on the line or stid street said
Webster; thence north forty degrees west year ending June thirtieth, nineteen hundred
s xteen feet to the place of beginning and
to stake and stones on line of land owned by
and nine and for prior years, and tor other
containing twenty-ihre- hundred and seven
Bumuei Billings; thence by said Billings’ land
purposes”; a fond was appropriated for ths
ty-six square feet, more or less. Excepting to aforesaid Eastern roau,
containing fifteen purchase of an addition to the site of a federal
and reserving herefrom, however, the followacres, more or less; the premises describeu in
public building, to wit, to the United States
ing describe*! io s or parcels of land.
a deeu recorded in Hancock registry of deeds,
Post Office and Custom House at Ellsworth, is
First rese-vai ion: Hounded, beginning at a
vol. 281, page 878.
said
Dls.nct of Maine, and tbat tbe secretary
the
in
north
line of lot last above depoint
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
of tbe treasury of the said United States was
scribed and conveyed, forty-one feet and «ight said
bounued
and
described
as
folBluehiil,
authorized by said sets to procure such addiinches east from tne ea«t. line of said Water lows, to wit:
Beginning at the uorthwest tional real estate as may be necessary for the
street: thence south seven fe~t and eight
corner of the Bruy lot so called, now owned
making of said addition to said site, and that
inches and parallel to the line of said street;
by said Fiske; tneuce No. 47J W. twenty rods in pursuance of tbe authority granted
thence ve-t forty-one feet and eight inches to
by said
corner of Bauisbury lot; thence N.
original
(be secretary of tbe treasury has deteract,
tit
and at rig
angles to s-tid street to the line
Fl. two hundred rods to tne 'iruudy lot; ! mined tbat
tbe hereinafter described lot or
o' said stieet: ih *ncenn the east line of said
thence K. 43 B. twenty rods to said Bray lot;
parcel of land was necessary for the purpoau
street noitb seven feet and eight inches, and thence B. 43° W. two huudred
rods to the place of making addition to said site; but it is imtliei.ee east .»tid parallel with the second of
beginning, containing twenty-five acres, possible lor the said Uni ed States to acquire
course forty one feet and eight inchesto place
more or less, and being the southwest quarter
tbe said land by purchase or voluntary conof egtnning
of lot No. itt, as pet plan of said Biuehiii. me
veyance;
Second reservation:
Ponnd«d. beginning
premises descrloed in a ueeu recorded in said
That pursuant to the previsions of tbe Act
at the east line of Wat *r street at the northin
vdi.
3<2.
421, page
registry,
of Congress approved August 1, 1888, and enwest corner of s lr»t or land now or formerly
s\ certfciu lot or parcel of land situated in
titled ‘-An Act to Authorize Condemnation of
owned by Whitmore: thence north and paral- ; said oiuthml. and bounded
auu described as
Land for Sites for Public iJuildings and other
le. with toe line of W«t
street thirty feet to I follows, to wit:
Beginning at the northern
a corner; thence north sixty nine
decrees corner bounds of lots uurnoer fifty and nfty- Purposes”, whicn said act authorizes tbe secretary of the treasury or any other officer of
and thirty fixe minutes rast one hundred and two of the second divisiou in said
and tbe government who has been authorized to
town,
thirty three <eet at right a tig Vs with Ihe line of running uortn -*8° west 56 rods; tneuce north
procure real estate for the erection of a pubWater et-e^t to a corner: thence north eleven 87° east ltw rods
to number fifty of the
lic building or for other public uses, to acdevre •• and. fo ty minutes west twenty-six third division ofup
iota in said town; tneuce quire the same for the United States
and one-fourth feet to a corner; thence north south 4°
by contneuce
south
37u demnation under
east, bfty rocs;
judicial process, whenever
sixtx-nine degrees and thi-ty-five minutes west. 16s roils
up to tne first mentioned bounds iu bis opinion it is necessary or advantageous
east to laud of Whiting: thence south on the and
more or less.
containing
acres,
fifty
to the government to do so, the secretary of
original line of said lot to land of Whitmore;
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
tbe treasury decided and now Is of tbe opinthence west on the original l:ne of said lot said
Bluehiil, and oouuded and described as
fourteen rods to place of beginning.
to wit: Beginning at the northwest tbe government of tbe United States to acfollows,
And wherens the conditions of said mort- corner of land owned
by Bamuel Bihings;
gage have been broken, now therefore, by rea- thence on said Billings’ line easterly to land quire the said land by condemnation under
Judicial process for the purposes aforesaid,
son of the breach of the conditions thereof, I
owned by
W. B. Thompson; thence by said
and upon the 7tb day of May, 1909, pursuant
claim a foreclosure o' said mortgage.
Thompson’s line northerly to land formerly to tbe provisions of said Act of August 1st, 1888,
Elliwoith. Me.. May 26, 1«09.
owneci by Levi B. Thompson; thence on said
tbe secretary of the treasury made applicaEdwin A. Clark,
Levi B. Thompson’s land northwesterly to tion to the
attorney general of the United
laud owned by Allen Fiske; thence on said States to cause such condemnation
proceedD’strict Court o' the United States, for the Fiske’s liue to first mentioned bound, and ings to be commenced, and the attorney genless.
more
or
containing
acres,
twenty-five
eral of the United States, on the twelfth day
Eastern District of New York.
of May, 1909, Instructed and directed the peIn the matter of
1
second division of lots of said liluehiil. The titioner. the
attorney of the United States for
White Granite company, >
premises described in a deed recorded in said the district of Maine, to institute these pro)
Bankrupt.
registry, in vol. 421, page 870.
for the condemnation of said land;
ceedings
a certain lot or parcel of land situated in
That the said land required for purposes of
to an order duly made in the said Bluehill, and bounded
and described as an addition to said lot as aforesaid,
is situabove entitled proceeding dated May 6,
follows, to wit: North by land formerly of L. ated in tbe
city of Ellsworth, in tbe county off
James
E.
Dutton
1903.
the trustee in baiikB. Thompson; east by land of Lionel Howard;
in said district of Maine, and H
iuptcy for said bankrupt will sell at public southerly by the Toiman and Perkins lots, so Hancock,
bounded and described as follows: Beginauction, to the highe«t bidder, on the prem- called; west
by laud of 8. B. Billings, it being ning at tbe southeasterly corner of the fedise* formerly occupied by the White Granone-eighth of the lot No. 16 of the second di- eral building site in tbe
city of Ellsworth,
ite Company i*t Blue Hill, Ilancc-ck county, vision of lots,
the
to
of
the
according
plan
Maine; thence along tbe southwesterly side
Maine, on the Ifita day of ,’une. 1909. at 11 town of Bluehill, and
the premises de- of Water street,
being
teet
thirty
(80) to an iron
iu
the
all
the
o’clock
real estate and scribed id a deed recorded in said
forenoon,
registry, in pin; thence south seventy degrees and fifty
personal property wi ich were of said bank- vol. 3t3, page 306.
minutes west eighty (80) feet; thence north
rupt in the State of Maine.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
eighty-four and one iourth degrees west to
'l be slid re.*i e*t »te is described as follows: said
Bluehill, bounded and described as fol- Uuion river; thence northerly oy said river
All the interest of said bankrupt in the lows, to wil: It
being a lot of land formerly to the southwesterly corner of the federal
fo lowing pieces of property situate at Blue owned
by S. P. Brown aud Putman Inga} is, ana bu'lding site, and thence along the southerly
Hi 1 Hancock county, Maine, bounded and
called the 8aulsbary land; bounded line of the federal
building site to tbe place
Described as follow*: Northerly by the Mrs. formerly
north and east by a land formerly owned by of
beginning; and known as tbe "Burnll Lot'*.
lot
so
called;
land
of
easterly
(Hlpatnck
by
Levi Townsend; south by the land of John 8.
The
claim to be the ownfollowing
parties
Mrs. James Y Urindle. Blue Hill Granite
west hy the land of 8. P. Billings,
ers in fee of the above described land which
and George W. cia\; southerly by Treworgy;
Company
containing twenty-five acres, more or less, aud
the highway leading from Blue Hill to East being the lot referred to in a deed recorded in the said United States was nnable to obtain
by voluntary conveyance, and which it is deBlue Hill and land of Warren C (’lay. and saiu
registry, in vol. o7l» pftge 3o4.
sired to acquire by condemnation in these
wesier’y by 1 nri of Warren C Cay. Mrs.
Aceiiain lot or parcel of land situated in
as aforesaid, namely, Charles O.
James Y. Grin I*- and C’harUs V. Wood and said Btuthill, and bounded as follows, to wit:
urriil and Charles U. Burrill, both of said
k now r as t ue U r. r. <le lot; i» Iso one other lot of
Uu until by
land uf tne late Daniel irew- Ellsworth.
land situated in s .id B ue Hill and bounded
on
east
land
the
oy
orgy;
formetiy ownea oy
Wherefore tbe said plaintiff, the United
and described »s toitows:
Southeasterly by to. K. Chase aucl >1/8. Reuben Parker: on the States
of America, prays ibis honorable court
!»nd of Geo. \Y. cla%, southwe terly by Blue south
by lot No o4, unu on the west oy iami that tbe parties hereinbefore named ae deHill bay: northwestern by land of Mrs Janies
owueu
ana
is
the fendants and all other persons ii .eireietS
oy John Stetson:
Y. Urindle. and no< theasterly by the highway luuiierly
easie/n third of lot No. 54 of the third uiherein be made parties defendant to thtno
leading from B ue Hill to Ea.-t Blue Hill and vision of lots on the p an of said Bluehill.
proceedings by giving to such per.ions due
known as the Granite Pasture and Wharf.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
notice of the pendency of this relit ion in
The Granite jot containing seventy acits. said
Bluehill, and bounded aud dsscrlbsd as such manner as the court may see fit to dirsit,
more o
l*-s-«. and the Granite asture and follows to wit:
at the northwestBeginning
and furtner commanding them to appear beWharf containing tiltren acre*, m re or less,
erly corner of land owned by John S. Trew- fore this court on a da> set for the hearing of
both of said parcels oeing the same convey ed
thence on line of said I'reworgy's land
orgy:
this petition, then and there to make answer
to Joseph anti George P. Wescott and Joseph
60 rods to laud or 8. B. Bill- I to the same and to show cause, if any they
T. Hinckley by the heirs of the late Lemuel northwesterly
ings; thence on line of said Billings' land have, why said petition should not be granted
Peters by deed riatid February 15th, 1871.
southwesterly 95 rods to land of Charles E. and their interests in said land condemned
Reserving and excepting from the last menthence by line of said Charles E. as prayed for herein, and abide tbe further
tioned piece of land the right, privilege and | Billings; land
Billings’
southeasterly 60 rods to land of order and judgment of tbe court in tbe premeasement of taking the granite 1 rora the land John
8. Treworgy; thence northeasterly by
ises, and tnat they may be further notified by
b« tween the brook near the old granite road
said Treworgy’* land 95 rods to place of be- order, and direction of this court that on a
and line of George \V. Clay’s land.
containing 35 acres, more or less.
day certain to be fixed oy the court a hearing
Also one other piece of land on the easterly ginning,
Bluehill. May 22, 1909.
will be had on said petition, and the plaintiff
side of the highway leatDng by George W.
Ward W. Wescott,
further prays that at said hearing a jury may
Clay’s house and deeded by George W. Clay
Deputy Sheriff.
be empannelled for an inquiry aud assesst W< scott & Hiuck ey and recorded in Han
ment of the damages and compensation to be
cock r» gistry. book 142, page *42.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
paid by the Uqited States for the interests off
The Slid personul property consists of en
t
gir.es. shafting, derricks, drills, wheels, carts, TI^HEREAS Johns. Dolliver, of Trenton. each of the salt) parties in he above described
Hancock county, by his mortgage deed la d sought to be acquired by the said United
▼V
harness, lumber, tools, stone and ail other
dated the seventh day of March, nineteen States for the purposes aforesaid, and that
articles used in and about the business of
said White G anite Company including office huudrt d and tour, and recorded in Hancock upon payment into court or to the proper
registry of deeds, in book 404, page 408, con- | owners, defendants herein, by the United
furniture.
veyed to the undersigned, Ellsworth Loan States of an amount of compensation equal to
For particulars and list .of personal prop
and
No.
42
Building Association, certain real estate the sum so assessed by the jury as the value of
to
F.
Dutton.
Trustee
James
erty apply
in said Trenton, and thus described in said the interests in the land above described, that
East 23rd Street. New York City, or Lyon Si
A certain lot or parcel of possession may be awarded it bv this court acmortgage, to wit:
Smith, attorneys for said Trustee, 128 Broadand situated at Trenton aforesaid, with all cording to law,and hat tbe absolute title to the
w »y. New York City.
buildings thereon, particularly bounded and said property thereby vest in the said United
Dattd May 17. 1909.
described as follows, to wit: Beginning at an States for tbe purpose aforesaid, and that the
Charles A. Tiplijtg.
Referee in Bankruptcy. iron bolt at the northeast corner of land Court will divide the sum so paid and order itf
owned by Alonzo H. Orindle on the town road distribution among the several claimants as
and running in an easterly direction eight to their respective rights herein; and for such
other and further orders as tbe nature of the
rods to an iron bolt; thence southerly twentySTATE OF MAINE.
hence westerly case may require or as may in the premises be
seven rods to an iron bolt;
County ok Hancock ss:—May 21. 1909.
eight roils to an iron bolt; thence northwest- just and right.
on execution, wherein C. M. Conant
Robert T. Whitrbousb,
erly twenty-seven rods to au iron bolt at the
& Co., a co paration duly incorporated road at the place of beginning, containing Attcrnev of the United States for the District
and located and having its principal place of one and one half acres, more or leas;”
Of Maine.
business at Bangor, Pe .obscot county, Maine,
And whereas the condition of said mortis plaintiff, and Alvah K. Haslam of Waltham, gage has been broken, now therefore, by reaUNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
Hancock county. Maine, is defendant, and sou of the breach of the condition thereof,
will be sold at public auction, on June 26, a. d.
the Ellsworth Loan and Building Association,
District op Maine, United States
at
in
the
at
ten
o’clock
the
U* 9,
forenoon,
mortgagee, claims a foreclosure of said mortCircuit Court.
office of Fred L. Mason, esq., in First National gage.
Ellsworth Loan and
Bank Building, in Ellsworth, Hancock connBuilding Association.
the
which
the
said
Alvah
all
tv, Maine,
right
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Plaintiff,
By J. A. Peters, attorney.
K. Haslam has or had on August 25, 1908, at
Ellsworth. Maine, June 1. 1909.
vs.
two o'clock and thirty minutes in the afterNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
CHARLES C. BURRILL AND CHARLES
noon, that being the time when the same was
attached on the original writ, to redeem the
Adelaide
A. Saunders, of
R. BURRILL, Defendants.
following described mortgaged reil estate
Orland, in the county of Hancock and
situated in said Waltham, to wit:
Beginning State of Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
order op court.
on the south side of the conntv road leading
the twenty-fifth day of June, a. d. 1895, and
the filing of the foregoing petition, to
from Waltham to Eastbrook on the east side recorded in the registry of deeds for said Han- Upon
on this nineteenth day of May, A. D.,
wit,
brook
so
thence
of Cook
called;
southerly by cock county, in book 295, page 270, conveyed
1909, it is ordered
said brook to an ash tree marked K; thence to W. G. Sargent, late of Sedgwick in said
That the said Charles C. Burrill and Charles
east 29' north ten rods to a cedar stake marked
county, now deceased, a certain lot or parcel R. Burrill, named as defendents In said
petito
a
cedar
29°
east
rods
K; thence south
of land, with the buildings thereon, situated
forty
be interstake marked K; thence west 29° south to said in said Orland in the county of Hancock tion. and any other persons who may
in the parcel of lund therein described
brook; thence by said brook to Little pond: aforesaid, and described and bounded as fol- ested
and each of them be and each of them Is herethence by said pond and John Wilbur’s land lows:
by directed to appear before the Circuit Court
to land formerly occupied by Walter J. HasBeginning at a cedar stake on the northern of
the said United States to be holden at Portlaio, being the northwest corner: thence east- side of the road leading from Orland village
land within and for the District of Maine on
line
to
the
to Ellsworth, thence north 47° east, eight rods
erly by said Walter J.’s north
the thirty first day of July, 1W)9, at ten o’clock
county road; thence northerly by said road to a stake; thence north 48° west, seven rods in the
forenoon and within the next fourteen
to the place of beginning, containing 100 acres, to a stake; thence south 47° west, eight rods
Said real estate is subject to a to a stake by said road; thence on said road days thereafter, then and there to show cause,
more or less.
if any they have or titber of them has, why
mortgage given by said Alvah K Haslam to A. south 48° east, seven rods to place of beginsaid petition should not be granted and the
W Ellis, recorded in Hancock county regisning.
interests in said parcel of
And whereas the undersigned is the duly said several part
try of deeds, book 268, page 533, and asbe condemned as prayed for in said petisigned by A. W. Ellis to John F. Whitcomb, appointed and legally qualified executor of land
to do and receive that which
Charles H. Haynes and John O. Whitney, co- the last will and testament of said W. G. Sar- tion, and further
our said Circuit Court shall consider as to the
partners as Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.,as ap- gent; and whereas the condition of said mort- matters and things
prayed for in said petition.
pears by assignment recorded in said registry gage has been and now is broken, now thereIt is further ordered that the Marshal of
of deeds, book 428, page 4, on which is said fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
and
he is hereby directed to
be
this
District
to he due about eight hundred dollars.
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgive notice of the filing of said petition and
Also all the right which the said Alvah K. gage and give this notice for that purpose.
of this order to all persons interested therein,
Haslam has or had on said August 25,1908, at
Sedgwick, Maine, May 26,1909.
by publishing in th- Ellsworth American, a
two o’clock and thirty minutes in the afterHfnrv W. Sakobnt,
published at said Ellsworth in this
noon. in and to the lot of land situated in said
Executor of the last will and testament of W. newspaper
District, once a week for three consecutive
Waltham, containing 100 acres, more or less,
G. Sargent, deceased.
attested
weeks,
an
copy of said petition and
anp described in deed from Chas. Willing A
By Elmer P. Bpofford, his attorney.
this order, the last publication to he at least
al to A. K. Haalam & al dated Oct. 15,1880, and
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
fourteen days before said July 81.1909, and to
recorded in said Hancock county registry of
an attested
copy of said petition and of
deeds, book 176, page 258.
Lafayette Davis and Augus- serve
tus W. Clark, deceased, of Ellsworth, this order on the said Charles C. Burrill and
F. O. Silsby,
Maine, Charles R. Burrill, at least fourteen (14) da v
Sheriff.
in
the
of
Hancock
and
State
of
county
;
before the said July 8t. 1909.
by their mortgage deed dated the 16th day of
It is further ordered that said Marshal!desubscribers hereby give notice that March, A. D. 1875. recorded in the Hancock
posit in the Registry of Deeds for the County
adminisof
book
474,
have
been
deeds,
1*7,
county
duly appointed
registry
page
they
where said parcel of land is situtrators of the estate of
conveyed to the Hancock County Savings of Hancock,
Bank, having its place of business in Ells- ated, at least fourteen (14) days before the said
GILES H. SARGENT, late of MOUNT
of this
worth, county ami State aforesaid, a certain July 31,1909, a copy ol said petition and
Court
DESERT,
parcel of land with the buildings thereon, order duly attested by the Clerk of this
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and situate in said Ellsworth aud bounded and and procure the recording of the same by said
Register.
AH
as foBows, to wit:
as the law directs.
described
bonds
persons
given demands
that said Marshal
against the estate of said
Beginning on the easterly line of Water I And it is further ordered under
having
this order to
make return of his doiugs
deceased are desired to present the same for street at the northwesterly corner bounds of a
lot formerly belonging to Benjamin Jordan; our said Court on the said July 81,1909.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
on
the twentythat
ordered
And
further
it
is
thence easterly and at right angles with the
quested to make payment immediately.
third day of Septembe A. D. >909, next at the
Walter Sargent.
said line of Water street fourteen rods to a
States to be held
United
the
of
Circuit
Court
D.
Sargent.
thence
at
1909.
Roderick
corner;
and
northerly right angles
I May 18,
at Portland in
parallel with the line of Water street afore- at ten o’clock In the to- enoon,
said District, a hearing be had on said petition
subscriber hereby gives notice that said six rods to a corner; thence westerly at
*na objections; when and
all
answers
and
on
and
with
the
first
line
right angles
parallel
he has been duly appointed adminiswhere all parties interested in the premises
above mentioned fourteer. rods to the easterl)
! trator of the estate of
line of said Water street; thence southerly
may be heard. By the ourt.
I’rwuY. Ol rk
.U-tm
FRANKIE M. JORDAN, late of ORLAND,
the
line
of
said
(L. S.)
Water
street six
by
easterly
A true copy of petition a; «1 he order ol the
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and rods to the first mentioned bounds and conCourt thereon.
A11 per- taining eighty-four square rods, more or less
given bonds as the law directs.
At’es.: H'a v 'V Mayo,
And whereas the said mortgage has beer
sons
having demands against the estate
w
hm and for
Marshal of the Uni*m!
of said deceased are desired to present the assigned by the said Hancock County Saving!
the District of v
Bank to me, by assignment dated the 90tl
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
to
make
of
A.
D.
are requested
December,
1899, recorded in Hanpayment immediately. day
Charles J. Dunn.
cock registry, book 315, page 988; and whereat
the condition of said mortgage has beer
Orono, Maine. May 25, 1909.
broken; now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof. I claim c
loi lnfc AMt kilaN.
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Subscribe for Tb e American
Ellsworth, Me., May 25, 1909.
Edwin A. Clark.
County
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Is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

is

Augustus
Clark, of Ella
worth, in the county c* Hancock and
WHRKKA8
of Maine, deceased, by bis mortgage

State

WHEREAS

Banking.

Capt. Gray’s
loading stone.

Don’t think that piles can’t be cored. Thousands of obstinate caseB have been cored by
Doan’s Ointment. 60 cents at any drug store,
-ildf*.

5pm week days

for Bar

week while

schooner, Annie Hall, was
June 7. _________

at

steamer

here.

schooner

CHITCD 8TATI8 OR AMBKIOA.

WHEREAS

way and

_

BLUEHILL FALLS.

Capt.

who

Z6r*

-•earn u

a

Mrs. Angie Bray is home from Bluehill.
Mrs. Dora Candage is home from Dorof i Chester, Mass.

l,0rPas Christl bay.
Capt, Hye was married a few
years ago to
148 Laura
Hcott. of Tarpon. Qae child, a

iiitH

week at her home here, returned to
her work in Dexter last week.

ing

jijyl IfottCISk

"~v

NOTICE or

Dsnvhb, Colo., April 7,1909.

has been

’lD
w

legal Ifatlas.

legal Roticcs.
FORECLOSURE.-^

atttumununt*.

Capt. Flye helped to build. Through the
courtesy of Captain Thompson the Caller ii
permitted to publish part of the letter from
Mr. Campbell which is as follows:

NEWS.

.VmM.

particulars Inquire of

W. King,

O. W. Taflky, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
President.

THE

Subscribe

**

vet and black fur* with long silver
hairs In them, each one of which represented a purseful of money, and rubles like Mrs. Ogden’s!
The girl drew a long breath and
stirred uneasily. What would her faWhat would
ther and mother say?
She bit her lip as vbt
Tom think?
memory of his brave yet tender face
possessed her. She could almost hear

DAFFODILS IN TOWN,
Brought Back Memories

pfofiy
L

of

Home and True Love.

f'

By HENRIETTA CRAWFORD.
•Copyright. 1909. by Associated Literary

'Jim saying:
“Now, look here, Daffy-Down-Dilly.
you are going up to town to visit your

Press.!

Everybody

was

sipping

Mildred.
cakes bad no charm,
she bad poured the
cakes

|

tbe

w

save

other steadily

and nibFor her tea
perhaps beone and dtsfor the past
tea

fine cousin, and she'll have some fellow picked out for yon, I know. He’ll
lie rich and—and different, and that
will end my chance, which always was
mighty poor, wasn’t It, dear? If It
wasn’t yon'd say one word, and then
I wouldn’t feel so entirely down and
out as I WO! be If you go without saying it”
She bad not said the word, and so
she was quite free as far as Tom was
concerned to marry Hills Hubbard If
With a start she came
she chose.
back to reality and the sound of his

Bhe leaned back In her chair behind

the tea table absently watching the
Uttle crowd of fashionably dressed

boan

and women that were moving
■bout the parlors, yet conscious nevertheless that the man beside her was
tabs awing her and enjoying her expectance from his own standpoint which
that
Rvaa so different from her own
She often wondered how he could find

anything In
T

In

a

her to

voice.

“You can understand that everybody
Is watching Miss Steuben with a great
deal of interest. But there is no doubt
in my mind that the Englishman will
win out.”
“What makes you think so?” Mildred
asked.
“Because. That's a woman's reason,
I know; but. as I say. it Involves a
good deal. The American, you see, has
only his business prospects and for the
present an average living. The Englishman has a fine old home, ancestry
of the best, acres and tenants and a
coronet about to descend upon his aris-

Interest him.

low voice he

was

tolling her

■boat the people before her eyes—how

Cb* woman In gray velvet had recently
another wo^come Into a fortune, how
silk with wonpan in rather shabby

Uerfol sliver fox furs had lost hers,

how Mrs. Foyuter had been Mrs.
Bomebody-else before divorce released
her and how the girl in blue was sadly puzzled as to whether she would be
happier with an American because she
Coved him or with an English eld-

£it

son

because

be

was

betr to

tocratic head."
Mildred sighed and looked again at
the girl in blue. She was very pretty
as she stood with her back to a great
mass of dnffodils particularly, but now
something about them set her heart to
beating quickly with memories of
home. A month later there would lie
a great showing of them In the little

a

tie.
fihe listened carelessly, scarcely replying. In reality her mind was busy
Rrtth its own affairs. What did she
bare about these people, most of whom
Che bad not seen before and might not
■ee again? And what did they care

garden abe and her motner lenaeu.
The dear, dear things! Nell had ordered them simply because they looked well against the wall paper of her
drawing room, but to Mildred's girlish
fancy they were vital, appealing. They
meant home, the country, springtime—
yes. and Tom, walking toward her, bis
face full of joy at sight of her.
Oh, they had no business to be here
In this hot, crowded room, jostled by
furs and velvets, simple, open air blosNo one apparsoms that they were!
ently was aware of them save herself
and the girl in blue, who had drawn
one from the jar and was pulling it to

poour ner?
-8he was merely their hostess* connl*»y cousin who poured tea and to
whom Hills Hubbard was somewhat
attentive. Cousin Nell had seen that
her frock was appropriate, and she
bacself bad been long enough In the
gay world to learn that the majority
lodges one by one's raiment mainly.
Yet Hills Hubbard seemed to judge
her In different wise.
“You must be very nice to him."
boosln Nell had advised the first day
Mildred was in the bouse,
“And why?” the girl had Inquired.
I “Because he Is a good match, as good
That counts
as there is to be bad.
very mncb In my world. Mildred. It
may be that you will charm him, being a type that he is unacquainted

pieces.

the room, set
her cup down upon the table, smiled
at Mildred and leaned toward Hills
Hubbard.
“I have something to tell you which
iwtth.”
Certainly it seemed that she had I just now heard on the best author(fihanned him. Since the first day she ity.” she said. “You have lost your
had been attentive to her, wager, my dear boy. Love wins. Miss
er flowers, taking her to ride
Bertha Steuben marries the American
after all.”
tor and to lunch at the best
"ousin Nell was delighted.
“Is that possible?’ he exclaimed. “I
Ired thought It fascinating would not have believed it of her.”
x> be thus sought after by a
"Nor I. Thank you, no more tea, my
a so many girls bad tried undear Miss Verrel. 1 am just leaving.”
She nlade her adieus and passed on
ly to capture.
She had been quite frank with him gayly. Mildred's eyes, with a new exptrom the first In spite of Cousin Nell, pression in them, were again on the
{telling him that her father was only a girl In blue.
He turned sharply.
poor country doctor and this was the
first time she had been asked to visit
“Y’ou would do it yourself?’
“Yes,” Mildred said.
per cousin. He bad seemed not to
Bnind. Perhaps he had so mncb money
He studied her a moment.
himself tbfit he did not care whether
“Yes, I believe you would,” be said,
|the woman he married had a dowry “but In your case there are no parallel
not.
circumstances. May I come tomorrow
she leaned back In her chair she when you are alone, dear, and explain
is wondering how it would seem to to you what 1 mean?’
Mildred turned white, but she faced
irays have plenty of money, to buy
0’s frocks at the best shops, to live him bravely.
• house where the work was done
“No,” she gasped. "No. It would be
by magic, to go about Id a blue and of no use. You see. I have just made
Id motor and be able to hear all the np my mind to go home tomorrow. Its
st music.
the best place for me, I think, and
Just that afternoon Cousin Nell had they want me, father and my mother
•aid when she came in to inspect her and”— She stopped abruptly, with a
toilet:
vivid blush.
“You understand, Mildred, that Mr.
“Ah, I seef Hills Hubbard said. He
Hubbard will have something to say to looked very straight before him for an
poo before yon go home. There is but Instant
•ne answer for you to make, and I am
In Mildred’s ears were ringing the
sure he expects that one.”
absurd old nursery rhyme with which
“But—but" I’m not certain I care for Tom bad teased her before she set
Mm enough.” Mildred had stammered. forth to visit her cousin Nell:
Nell had stared at her.
Daffy-Down-Dllly has cone up to town
“My dear child! Do you think that in her yellow petticoat and her green
gown.
any one In these days marries for love
v But
alone?”
Daffy-Down-Dllly was going
“1 didn’t know,” the girl said hum- home from town to be happy with her
bly. Then she thought of her cousin’s own.
elderly husband, who was seldom visible save at breakfast time, and the
Th« Lady and tha Cobra.
Mtberto concealed reasoD for Nell’s
An Englishwoman residing In India
•trange marriage was suddenly reveal- one evening found to her horror that a
IOTA LU UCf.
huge cobra bad colled Itself about ber
I Mildred bad Indeed experienced veranda rails, near which she sat playmuch since coming into ber cousin's ing the violin. She was too near the
bouse. None of the golden rules which snake to run with safety, so she conper parents bad taught ber were ap- tinued playing while she gradually
plicable here. Other Ideals were cher- edged away. At first her only Idea
ished, other alms kept In sight. At was to keep the creature thus engaged
Brst It had been very mystifying to the while she escaped, but when she had
girl to find that the teachings of her gained a safer distance and perhaps
(whole lifetime were of no account. It fascinated by the unwonted sight a
gras as If she bad taken great pains to strange Inspiration seized her. She
Acquire Latin only to find that French played air after air of different characMas demanded of her.
ters.
Her father and mother had married
The effect was magical. That snake
(for love. Money they knew to be a behaved like an ardent hot blooded
which
one could yet be
great good
disciple of Paganini. Every variation
happy without. The poorest person In the music, whether of volume or of
was as good as the wealthiest, provldtone, produced Instantly a correspondhd be was of moral character. Yet, ing change In the attitude of the cobra.
after all. when one was constantly If she played a
lively dance It swayed
meeting strangers how could one know Its body sideways In quick time and
more about them than their appearIn graceful curves. Once she struck
j yet
ance revealed?
Who cared whether a number of false notes in rapid sucMrs. Poynter’s first husband was llv- sesslon on purpose. The cobra winced
and writhed In pain, as If suddenly
Jbg?
She was the wife of a notable rich struck with a whip.
man and very agreeable.
In Harlin
Thus the creature behaved like a
she would have been looked upon with mad musician till the lady, getting
Suspicion, but here she was courted. tired of he sport, gradually moved'
£e% money was a wonderful thing. herself farther and farther and then
Ft brought one so much. Even If she made a sudden bolt Into her room and
Bid not love Mr. Hubbard she could no banged the door, leaving the cobra to
Boubt be very happy with him. To be wander disconsolate to Its lair In the
I
able to wear a dress like that gray vel- fields.—London Chronicle.
A
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BUCKSPORT.
Mrs. Daniel R. Hagerthy has returned
from a visit to Portland.
Miss Lillian B. Ames has returned from
Boston, where she has been teaching
music.
Mrs. Warren Kennedy, of Boston, arrived Thursday to spend a few we^ks with
her parents, A. R. Buck and wife, of Orland.
J. B. Proctor and wife, of Revere, Mass.,
arrived Sunday for a few days’ visit in Orlandwith Mrs. Proctor’s parents, D. G.
Rich and wife.

Rfcfattfawwini

COUNTY NEWS.

Richardson and wile was given at their
home Saturday evening. Al1 enjoyed a
pleasant time.
Miss Hortenae Richardson has returned
home for the summer.

for

additional. County Now
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DAUGHTER?'

OUR LITTLE
PE-RURA HELPED HER.

NORTH CA8TTNE.
Rom Conner is home from
cruise.

Miss Blanche Staples, who is working
in Belfast, is spending a few days at home.
Miss Kate Davenport went to Portland
Tuesday to install the officers of the relief

a

yachting

Mrs. J. E. Blodgett, who has been 111, is
Paul Wescott and son Allen arrived last
from Portland.

week

Miss Octavia Billings is visiting relatives in Brooksville.
Mrs. Lower)a Rice is home, after spending the winter in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Augusta Leach is* visiting her
daughter, Mrs. 8. L. Bates, in Portland.

j

The graduating exercises of the high
school took place on Friday evening. The
Mrs. Nina McIntyre, of Oastine, is visitHarriet
Gilson and daughter parts were all well rendered, and the mem- ing her parents. Burton Wardwell and ;
Mrs.
Evelyn, of Newark, N. J., arrived Thurs- bers of the class deserve a great deal of wife.
day for a visit with her parents, Rev. Wil- praise. The ball was prettily trimmed
Joseph Grant and granddaughter, of
liam Forsyth and wife.
with ths class colors, pink and white,
Sandy Point, are guests of W. G. Conner j
The many friends of Leslie Little, a the motto being made of pink and white and wife.
bnds. Great credit is due the high
former Bucksport boy, will be interested apple
Mrs. Amber Smith, of Bucksport. with ]
! school orchestra for the work it has
to learn of his marriage in New Haven, accomplished through the year.
her children, is visiting her parents, Amos
Conn., Saturday, June 5, to Miss Harriet
G.
7.
June
i Perkins and w ife.
Finney, of Barnstable, Mass. Mr. Little
Mrs. Arolinc Wardwell, who has been j
BAR HARBOR.
is a graduate of the U. of M., and has a
in Augusta and Monmouth since fall, is
j
tine position as civil engineer in New
D.
Grindle
died
of
George
instantly
1 home for the summer.
1
Haven.
b?art failure at bis carpenter shop TuesMrs. Frances Dyer and son William, of
June
1.
Grindle
bad
Mr.
Miss Martha D. Swar.ey died at her day afternoon,
have opened the Wescott bornestreet
home on Franklin
Wednesday, i been engaged in business as a contractor Boston,
June 2, after an illness of several months, and builder in Bar Harbor many years. stead for the summer.
Mrs. Frank Dunliar and Mrs. Pearl
Miss Swaxe.v was | He was 68 years of age. He leaves a
as the result of a fall.
seventy-six years of age, and had always widow and one daughter. Miss Etta Leach, of Penobscot, visited their father,
Fred F. Wardwell, last week.
She leaves one Grindle.
resided in Bucksport.
brother—Dennis Swazey. The funeral was
At a special town meeting Tuesday,
The school in the Emerson district,
held Friday afternoon, Rev. E. J. hlock June l, it was voted to build an addition taught by Miss Carrie Wit ham. closed

1

■

to the

B. Stover, accompanied by bis
daughter, Miss Florence, left Friday for
Boston en route tor the West. In Washington they will be joined by Miss Marion
Stover, wbo will accompany them to Chicago. where on Wednesday, June 9, Miss
Florence will be married to Dr. James
forDixon Carey, of Timnath, Col.,
merly of Montvllle. Dr. Carey is well remembered in town, where he made many
friends while attending the E. M. C. S.
Miss Stover will be greatly missed both in

lawn

Richard

social and church circles.

She

has

been

for several years teacher of stenography
and typewriting in the commercial department of the seminary, and has a host
of friends throughout the State who w ill
unite in wishing her much happiness and

prosperity

in her

June?.

home.

new

J.

_

telegram was received here Monday announcing the sudden death of Everett N.^
Rideout, of Evanston. Wyo., on June 4.
Mr. Rideout was a native of Buckspcrt,
and a blacksmith by trade. He formerly
carried on the shop now occupied by Daniel DeCourcy and left here in 1873. He
married there, and went into cattle-raising.
He owned two large ranches and several
blacksmith shops.

grammar school building

avenue

The

Sparling.

Lumber
the

was

last week for

landed here

foundation of Herbert Spofford’s

new

house.

F. M. Gray and wife, arrived June 2, to
summer home at Bunker’s
Head.

occupy their

Henry Pancoast and family arrived
Friday at their summer cottage. Rev.
Hubert Wells and family are expected
Tuesday, June 8.
Rev. Newman Smythe has returned from
his home in New Haven, Conn., where he
went to attend the funeral of his friend
and neighbor, Mr. Dickerman, who died
suddenly after an illness of only a few
days. Mr. Dickerman was one of the
summer visitors at Seal Harbor.

Rev. C. B. Bolles, after an absence of four
weeks, preached here Sunday forenoon,
and expects to nold services next Sunday
afternoon and evening. About forty attended the Christian Endeavor meeting
Sunday. Three new members were added
to the long list of associate members.
June 7.

S.
CASTINE.

Roland Brown is ill.
Miss Dorothy Blake is spending

days

a

few

in town.

William Sargent spent several days in
Portland last week.
The reception to the graduating data
of the normal school by Prof. A. F.

acbrrtisawnuk

The Cause

of

prevailing

in this

country moat dangerous because so deceplive. Many sadden
—I H I ||
aeauis

are caused

it—heart disC ease, pneumonia,
& by

g heart

failure

or

apoplexy are often

the result of kidIf
ney disease.
kidney trouble is
allowed toadvance

thekidney-poison^^

ea

Diooa

on

$24,000,

Ledge-

Friday,

and

who is advanced in
years, had the misfortune to fracture her
right arm at the elbow last Saturday.

to

Mrs.

doctor opens his offices at 145 Union
The doctor’s Hancock county
while
he

is

regretting
no

his

departure,

farther away

than

MT. DESERT.
O.

Allen is visiting Mrs. Fred Hicks in

Bangor.
H. H. Leavitt and wife and Miss Myra,
of Somerville, Mass., are at their cottage.
Miss Beulah Atherton is here with J. C.
Hill and wife for her summer vacation.

Mrs.

R. Atherton and young son
of Bangor, are visiting J. C.
Hill and wife.
P.

Benjamin,

keeper

NATHKtT

“I.ast October
onrlittlodanghter
was taken sick with
catarrh
of the trowels, or chronie enteritis
resulting in diarrhea.
“For three months we tried different doctor*, without any benefit
whatever. My wire and I had he.
'come very much discouraged, bat
decided to write to you.
“Through your advice and the
use of your valuable medicine, Pe*he began to improve from
> runa.
> tiio very start, and in the conrsoof
( eight or ten weeks she had
entirely
5 recovered.
J “We cannot express our gratitude
> to you for your freo consultation
5 and advice. We shall always be
a glad to recommend Pcruna to
any
< tie suffering from catarrhal affect tions.” -Mr. R. A. Mayhew, Hickory Flat, Ky.

Sadie,

■

prize offered by the'
schools, E. H. Car- :
A Household Remedy.
penter, for the best essay on '‘The Curricu- j
lum of the Castine High School”, is reMr*. Lena (yByrno, G'Jd Madison 8L,
ceiving the hearty congratulations of her T-vreka, Kan., writes: “We have c«d
IVrnna in our household for a good
many friends.
June 7.
L,
many years.
“I took It for aoough and a tonic. My
MKLNLEY.
husband used It and think* there Is
The dance Saturday night was largely, not >ng like it for hay fever, from which
attended.
lie suffered for year*. I also give It to
Schooner Mary E. Pennell discharged
my children for cough* and colds, and
coal for William Underwood Co. last week. my daughter, Mary, was cured of catarrh of the head by Pernna."
Douglass Richardson came home Saturf*~»n-a-Hn an Idea! Laxative.
day from University of Maine, where be
has completed his first year.
Mrs. H. Thurston. Much praise is doc
Frank M. Eaton is building a restaurant
on tbe shore road.
Miss Annie Gott will Loth the ladies and children.
Miss Rena M. I.nnt, who has been emoccupy it soon and serve meals.
in Medway, Mass., the past winter,
William Hamblen has been righting ployed
ia home. She spent a week in Kocklasd
stones nd filling boles iu Pleasant Hill
with relative*.
cemetery, which makes a great improveThelma.
June 7.
well,

street.

patients,
glad
Bangor.

successful term.

w

ho won

superintendent

at the eye and ear infirmary. They have
now returned to Bangor, and this week

are

a

Mrs. Isaac Dunbar, accompanied
by
Miss Grace Wardwell, of Castine, made a
brief visit to her home here recently.
Miss Posey Wardwell has finished her
third year’s work in the high school and,
is home for a short vacation. Miss Ward-

—

the

after

Lucy Mixer,

'
lADtR

C. A. Bennett, who has been housefor O. Allen, has returned to her

|

the

of

ment.

home in Brewer.

Mr. Lincoln, pastor of Bass Harbor and
ORLAND.
Southwest Harbor Congregational churchMrs. Frank Oray is improving alter an
es, closed his pastorate Sunday, June 6, attack of rheumatic fever.
and left for other fields.
He attended the
Mrs. Sophia French is at home tfter the
T. 9. Somes and wife arrived home Congregational conference at
Bucksport winter in Plymouth, Mas*.
after
the
winter in June 8 and 9. Mrs. S. A. Holden and Julia
Tuesday,
spending
L\ Foster Uray was here from llangor to
Summit, N. J., with their daughter. All Holden left Monday, June 7, as delegates
with hia family.
are glad to welcome them back.
from Bass Harbor and Southwest Harbor apend Sunday
F. D. Soper has decided to have a celeThe primary and grammar schools churches for Bucksport to attend the con- !
bration at his pavilion July I.
closed Friday with a short program in the fere nee.
Miss
afternoon, the schools uniting.
The pulpit of the Universalist church
The first regular meeting of McKinley
Azelia and Dorothy Pray, Maxine Brown
lodge, F. and A. M., will be held the first j will be occupied through July and August.
and Katherine Fernald graduated from
Tuesday in July. Following is the list of
Joseph B. Proctor and wife, of Kevere,
the primary to the grammar, and others officers: Albert D.
Moore, W. M.; George Mass., are gueata of Mrs. Proctor's parents,
were made happy by receiving promotion
M. Wallace, S. W.; Fred J. Rich, J. W.; j Daniel Q. Rich and vrife.
cards.
H. P. Richardson, secretary; Thomas S# ! Memorial
day was observed here TuesRed Wing.
June?,
Tapley, treasurer; F. L. Manchester, S. D.; day, June 1, and the services were impresE. L. Kelley, J. D.; Frank McMullin, sive and
appropriate. The music by
WINTER HARBOR.
tyler; Frank W. Lunt, 9. 8.; Irving J. Bucksport military band was up to its
E. J. Robertson was in Bangor Monday.
Torrey, J. 8.
The address by
usnal good standard.
George Kelley, of Eden, was in town
June 7.
R.
Milton Beckwith was an earnest tribute
this week.
to the James E. Hall post, whom he had
WE8T TREMONT.
Charles T. Cresswell and family, of
addressed flve times before at similsr
The W. T. I. society met with Mrs. Otis gatherings. The church was beautifully
Philadelphia, are occupying their cottage
at Grindstone Neck.
Ingalls June 2.
and artistically decorated with cut flowers
Rev. E. 8. Drew, wife and son Ephraim
Andrew Norton is home for a short stay and potted plants. Binging by the school
left Monday for a three weeks’ vacation at while his vessel is being repaired inCalaia. children under the direction ol Mrs. Olive
M. Buck, wiss
Houlton and vicinity.
Mrs. Robie Ruraill has gone to Northeast M. Peavey and Miss Carrie
James E. Hsll post
Mrs. W. H. Sargent and MA. H. L. Harbor, where she has employment for a pleaaiug feature.
thanks all who aided to make the day sucMyrick, who have been visiting at Dor- few weeks.
cessful.
are
home.
chester, Mass.,
Mrs. Eugene Thurston and children are
Jane 7.
Mrs. Fannie Tripp, of Steuben, was visiting Mr. Thurston’s parents, Charles
called here Sunday by the serious illness D. Thurston and wife.
NORTH ORLAND.
of the son of E. W. Whitten.
Mrs. Zulma 8. Clark, who has spent the
Dan Rogers has bought an automobile.
Mrs. A. J. Flint, of Boston, who has past three weeks at the home of her
at
Memorial exercises were held as usual
been in town the past week on business, daughter, Mrs. L. W. Rumili, is home.
the Carter achoolhouae Sunday. June *•
left Sunday for Poland for the summer.
Mrs. W. E. Dow has been entertaining
Mrs. Addie Clair, of Santiago, and Mrs.
Miss Hattie Kelley, who was taken her sister, Mrs. Charles Lunt, and children,
Lizzie Wight, of Dead Brook, were guesu
■erffcnsly ill at the home of I. B. Foss, and Jessie Lunt, of French boro, the past of W. P. Dodge and wife Sunday.
where she was employed, returned to her week.
Jan. 7.
home at Eden Thursday.
Mrs. A. G. Bain, of Northeast Harbor,
Mrs. Lucy Leach, of Belfast, Miss Eve- ! while here visiting her son, A. A. Went'Etfuxtitmmi.
lyn C. Hall, of Bucksport, and Miss Emma worth, was taken seriously ill last Monof
Deer
teachers
in
was
Damon,
the village day. It
decided to have her taken
Isle,
schools, returned to their homes Saturday. to Bar Harbor hospital. All hope for a
June 7.
E.
speedy recovery.
J. C. Hill and wife have returned from
Atlantic, Mass., after spending the winter
with their daughter, Mrs. T. L. Bridges.

__
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Many

Sudden Deaths.
There is a disease

cost of

Dr. D. W. Bunker,'w ho two months ago
left Bar Harbor for Bangor, is getting well
settled in his new quarters, lie bought the
Nichols house, so-called, and while waiting for the tenant to move out, be and
Mrs. Bunker spent the time in Boston he

Mrs.

have finished their work for

masons

Clarence

a

build a new school at Hull’s Cove at a cost
of 19,500. It was also voted to hire $525 in
addition to the $576 voted at the annual
meeting for the purpose of building an
engine house at Hull s Cove.

A

ISLES FORD.

at

I

improving.

corps.
The sermon to the graduating class of
the normal school was delivered Sunday
evening by Prof. Tyman, of Bangor. The
church was very prettily decorated with
apple blossoms, green and white being
t he class colors.

officiating.

~

will at-

tack the vital organs, causing catarrh of
the bladder, brick-dust or sediment in
the urine, head ache, hack ache, lame

back, dizziness, sleeplessness, nervousness, or the kidneys themselves break

down and waste away cell by cell.
Bladder troubles almost always result
from a derangement of the kidneys and
better health in that organ is obtained
quickest by a proper treatment of the kidneys. Awamp-iioot corrects inability to
hold urine and scalding pain in passing it,
and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity
of being compelled to go often through
the day, and to get up many times daring
the night. The mild and immediate effect
of Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy
is soon realized. It stands the highest because of its remarkable health
restoring
properties. A trial wiH convince anyone.
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take and ia
sold
by all druggists in fifty-cent and
one-dollar size bottles. Yon may have a
sample bottle and a book that tells all
about it, both sent free by mail. Address,
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
When writing mention reading this generous offer in this paper. .Don’t make
any mistake, but remember the name,
Swamp-Root, and don’t let a dealer sell
you something in place of Swamp-Root—
if you do yon will be disappointed.

HALL QUARRY.
| The Children’s day concert was very
prettily rendered at the church Sunday
George Sturk left to-day for Stonington.
evening, June 6, under the management of
Fred Donnell spent Sunday with bis Mrs. B. B. Reed, Mrs. A. A.
Lopaus and
family at Franklin.
Lydia Berry spent 8unday in town, the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Seavy.
Mrs. Georgie Scammon and MrB.
Gage
Qrindle spent Sunday at their homes here.
Frank R. Moore and wife, of Ellsworth,
Do you know a remedy for coughs and colds nearly seventy
were guests of their sister, Mrs. Macomold? There is one—Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. Once
years
ber, over Sunday.
in
the
family, it stays. It is not a doctor, does not take
All are glad to learn that the operation
the
of a doctor. It is a doctors aid. Made for
on George Ober’s arm, at Bar
place
Harbor
Ask
hospital, has been a success so far.
the treatment of all throat and lung troubles.
Mrs. John McDonald, with her two chiladvice.
own
his
doctor his opinion of it Follow
your
dren, left for their home at Stonington toNo alcohol in this cough medicine.
day, alter visiting friends here a few days.
You cannot recover promptly it your bowels are constipated. Ayer’s Pills are gently U*’
Fred Coolidge, who has been in town
atlve; act directly on the liver. Sold for nearly sixty years. Ask your doctor all about tntf»the past few weeks on business for the
Woodbury Granite Co., of Hardwick, Vt.,

For Coughs—Take 1 his

J7U^4uerCo..LowtIU^l1

has gone to Red Beach.
June 7.

Pebble.

LAMOINE.
There will be

a

dance in the town hall

Friday evening.
George Faulkingham, of Jonesport, was
in town Monday on business.
Miss Ellen Berry went to Castine Monday to attend the graduation exercises at
the normal school.
June 11.

g.

KEEP WELL!—!
Mo need to be sick. People who regularly use the true "L. F.
Atweed’s Bitten never suffer from constipation, sick headache,
old me®'
indigestion or biliousness. Get a bottle of this reliablec/r.
e
cine and begin taking it now. Sold at all good stores, jf
Mo. Haven, lie.
"Have used yoor'L. P.’ Atwood's Bitters with
It a otandord
Think
troubles.
otomach
othor
and
coaotipadaa
rewedy."
_W.L. Atm.
toe

a_
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